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TOWN MANAGER'S REPORT 
Honorable Board of Selectmen 
Provincetown, Massachusetts 
In General 
The fulfillment of the duties and responsibilities of our office requires 
activities that fall into three basic categories, (1) implementation of daily 
services, (2) the installation of improvement projects and (3) the encour-
agement of special matters vital to commnnity progress. We shall under-
take to briefly summarize the efforts in these categories which occurred in 
1966. 
Implementation of Daily Services 
Examples of the daily services outside of Town Hall are, highway 
maintenance, water maintenance and pumping, care of patients at the 
Manor, Library services, police patrols, etc. 
Inside regular services include such things as assessing, the issuance 
of tax and water bills and others, collections, the keeping of Town records, 
and Welfare services. These activities require meetings with the Board 
of Selectmen, conferences with Department Heads, Department Head 
Meetings for discussion of policies, rules and regulations, etc. ; advertising 
and receiving bids on materials ; acquisition of new equipment, such as 
the police cruiser; the 4-wheel drive loader for the Highway Department; 
the compressor for the Water Department; preparation of the Budgets 
and meeting with the Finance Committee in relation thereto· and gen-
eral personnel administration. ' 
Installation of Improvement Projects 
These are capital outlay projects for which the citizens at Town 
Meeting authorized the necessary funds to accomplish. Examples of this 
category of activity would be the building of stretches of new sidewalks; 
constructing retaining walls, Chapter 90 road construction; water main 
extensions; exploration and testing for additional water supply. Also 
included would be the three emergency projects, namely, installation of 
the steel bulkhead which supports the Wharf Parking Lot; repairs to the 
expansion joints at MacMillan Wharf; and rebuilding the pumps at the 
Freeman Street draining pumping station. These matters require the 
preparation of specifications, advertisement and receipt of bids and 
awarding of contracts, and scheduling and generally supervising the pro-
jects. 
The Encouragement of Special Matters Vital to Community Prograss 
During 1966 there occurred considerable activity relating to matters 
In this category : 
(a) The Harbor of Refuge. Met with the Harbor of Refuge Committee 
and Corps of Engineers several times to assist in developing an acceptable 
plan for a breakwater which would, upon its installation, create the Harbor 
of Refuge for Provincetown. Such a plan had to be acceptable not only 
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to the fishermen and citizens of Provincetown, but also to the Corps_ of 
Engineers from a standpoint of the cost-benefit ratio, as well as meetmg 
desirable design criteria. Such a plan was evolved and at year's end the 
corps ot' Engineers was ready to report the plan favorably to Washington. 
(b) With the aid of the Master Plan Consultants a brochure was de-
veloped stating Provincetown's case for consideration by the Federal 
selection committee with regard to the establishment of the Federal 
oceanographic Institute, and we made a presentation of the facts and 
available facilities to the Site Inspection Team which visited Province-
town relative to this matter. One hnndred and fourteen (114) towns and 
cities on the East coast are vying to be selected as a site for this highly 
desirable installation. We attended the Governor's presentation on behalf 
of all the interested Massachusetts cities and towns. 
(c) A compromise Congressional Bill authorized the establishment 
of two Marine Protein Concentrate plants in the United States, one to be 
newly built plant and the other to be leased. The Master Con-
sultants (Community Planning Services, Inc., Mr. John Atwood, 
dent) are working with us now to develop the best possible brochure to 
justify the locating of such a plant here in Provincetown which could 
a tremendously beneficial economic impact on our commnnity. We 
leave no stone unturned in our efforts to secure one of these plants 
for Provincetown. 
(d) National Seashore Matters. 
1. An agreement was executed with the National Seashore which pro-
vides that the Department of the Interior will pay the town 
annually on acconnt of our willingness to supply our fire equipment in 
emergencies. 
2. We have opened negotiations which would permit us to develop 
sources of water supply at specified locations within the National 
shore. 
3. Together with Provincetown's representative to the Advisory 
cil, (Mr. Nathan Malchman) and with the Governor's representative to 
the Advisory Council, (Mr. Josiah Child) we have urged the Department 
of the Interior to develop a topnotch 18-hole golf course at the environs 
of the present 9-hole course at Highland Light. At present the National 
Seashore has agreed to extend the leasing of the present course for a per-
iod of two additional years after 1967 so as to allow time for future con-
sideration for the development requested. 
4. After conferences relating to the subject, the National Seashore 
secured for Provincetown from Government surplus a 22-ton bulldozer in 
excellent condition which they have leased to us for $1.00 to be used in 
maintaining the Town Dump. 
(e) Have collaborated with the Parking s tudy Committee in their 
efforts to find solutions to the pressing need for additional parking facil-
ities. Progress has been made and the Committee will make recommen-
dations at the up-coming Annual Town Meeting. 
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(f) Worked with the Manor Addition Committee and the architects 
(Walter M. Gaffney Associates Inc.) and the proper State officials in the 
development of plans for a new Cape End Manor facility. 
(g) The Trustees of the Library, a Library Planning ConsUltant (re-
quired for grant purposes), and the architects have cooperatively worked 
to develop plans for an addition to that facility. Funds provided through 
a bequest to the Library made this preliminary planning possible. 
(h) Reorganization of the Cemetery Department occurred in the fall 
of 1966 when our office assumed the duties and responsibilities of the 
Cemetery Commission. It is planned to begin in 1967 billing owners of 
non-perpetual care lots for annual care. Up until now the people who 
have provided perpetual care are also paying taxes, a portion of which is 
used to defray the cost of paying for the care of the non-perpetual care 
lots. For this reason and for the further reason that a reasonable lot care 
charge to the non-perpetual care lot owners, would help to make the 
cemetery operation more nearly self-sustaining, we feel compelled to start 
this new program. 
(i) During the summer of 1966 an obnoxious odor in the Beach Point 
area created serious problems there for property owners of both Prov-
incetown and Truro. A concerted effort on the part of citizens of the 
area, the Selectmen of Truro and Provincetown, and yours truly was 
launched to acquaint the Governor, the Massachusetts Division of Water-
ways, the United States Senators and Representatives and other public 
officials with the facts and to request consideration. Emergency Dredging 
was provided by the State, at no cost to either Provincetown or Truro. 
(j) Upon the recommendation of our Planning Board at the March 
Annual Town Meeting, the citizens authorized and provided money fot 
the acquisition of the Railroad right-of-way from Conwell Street to How-
land Street. This matter has been fruitfully pursued and we expect tQ 
receive the deed to this property shortly. 
(k) The State Legislature passed the so-called Mandatory Collective 
Bargaining Law which became effective February 15, 1966. Since then, in 
compliance with the provisions of that law, we have engaged in several 
collective bargaining sessions with the Committee representing our Town 
employees, and at year's end substantial progress had been made. 
(I) The Town's future water supply is a matter which has com-
manded our serious attention. During 1966 exploration and testing 
revealed three sites b!llieved to be capable of producing approximately 
3,000,000 gallons per day. Two of the sites are within the National Sea-
shore and are presently the subject of negotiations previously referred to. 
The third site is located on private property which we will recommend 
that the Town acquire. Other recommendations will be forthcoming in 
the future so as to assure adequate water supply for the Town for many 
years to come. 
(m) We have been actively interested in the sustained effort of the 
many citizens who envisioned and brought into being PALA (Province-
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town Academy of the Living Arts). During 1966 PALA became incorpor-
ated and now enjoys an ever-increasing me:nbership. Its ultimate goals 
of a summer festival of the performing arts, together with a school or 
college which woUld major in the teaching of the performing arts, when 
realized, will contribute much to both the cultural and economic ;well-
being of PJ;,ovincetown. 
(n) Chairmanship of the OEDP (Overall Economic Development 
PrOgram) Committee of Provincetown-Truro has offered stimulating 
and required substantial effort. The OEDP organization and 
functioning is a requirement of the former ARA (Area Redevelopment 
Administration) , presently the EDA (Economic Development Administra-
tion) and their consideration relating to Federal grants. For example, 
Committee approval was required in connection with the Federal 
participating grant which enabled us to build the new standpipe and to 
other improvements to the water distribution system. of the 
Federal requirements for continued classification as an area eligible for 
assistance grants is that the OEDPreports be updated and ~pproved 
annually. Provincetown-Truro's annual OEDP Report was prepared by 
us early in the year 1966 and was approved by the EDA. Therefore, we 
are eligible for EDA grants up to 80%. 
In its meetings throughout the year the OEDP Committee has dis-
cussed, considered, and approved most of the foregoing matters of com-
munity interest and concern, especially those projects for which future 
Federal grants may be desired. 
(o) our office has conscientiously maintained amiable working rela-
tions with state and Federal officers, departments, agencies and organi-
zations, such as the United States Senators and Congressmen, the State 
Senator and congressman, Barnstable County officials and Selectmen's 
Association, Massachusetts Department of Public Works, the Corps 
of Engineers, Massachusetts League of Cities and Towns, and the Na-
tional Seashore. 
Appreciation 
I wish to extend my thanks to the Board of Selectmen, the 
Officials, the Department Heads, the Town Employees, and the Citizens 
cooperation and help have made possible the accomplishments of 
-
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ROBERT A. Hancock
Town Manager 
REPORT OF THE POLICE DEPARTMENT 
Mr. Robert A. Hancock 
Town Manager 
Town of Provincetown 
Attention: Honorable Board of Selectmen and Finance Commit tee 
Gentlemen : 
We are pleased and privileged to present the Annual Report of the 
PoliceDepartment for the year ending December 31, 1966. 
It is particularly gratifying to direct your attention to the low traffic 
accident rate which has kept the Town in the low insurance zone as set 
by the Commissioner of Insurance. This has resulted in the savings of 
many dollars to every automobile owner in our community. 
I am quite proud to be the head of a department which has kept 
Provincetown free from any serious crimes. I point with pride to our 
statistics which r eveal no known murderers or serious sex offenders. 
Our Town has grown; traffic is an ever increasing problem; society 
seems to depend more and more on the Uniformed Officer for assistance 
to enable us to live in harmony in today's complex existence. However, 
we are not overly apprehensive, with intelligent planning and cooperation 
from the citizens of our community, we look with confidence toward the 
fu ture. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Francis H . MARSHALL 
Chiefof Police 
Crimes PROSECUTED 
Male Female Total 
Robbery 1 1 
Assaults 16 1 17 
Breaking and Entering 12 12 
Larceny 32 32 
Stolen Property Buying, Possessing, etc. 2 2 
Auto Theft 10 10 
Forgery 1 1 
Vandalism 5 5 
Fraud 3 3 
Weapons, carrying, possessing, etc. 6 6 
Sex Offenses 14 14 
Narcotic Drug Laws 71 1 72 
Offenses against family and children 6 6 
Opera ting a Motor Vehicle while under the 
influence of intoxicating liquor 11 11 
Liquor Laws 42 2 44 
Drunkenness 201 4 205 
Disorderly conduct 21 1 22 
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Town By-Laws 
Traffic and Motor Vehicle Laws 
vagrancy 
All other offenses 
Totals 
Summonses
Violation Fish and Game Laws 
Rude, indecent and disorderly 
Lewd, wanton, lascivious speech 
Anti-Noise By-Law 
Non-Support 
Assault and Battery 
Delinquent child 
Delivering Alcoholic Beverages to a Minor 
Removing loam without authority 
Using false identification to obtain liquor 
Breaking and Entering in the Night time 
Larceny over $100 
Larceny less than $100 
Selling merchandise without a license 
Larcenyby check 
Notice to parents 
Witnesses 
Total 
Summonses served for other departments 
Closed Property checks 
Parking tickets issued 
Meter Tickets issued 
56 
65 
25 
15 
615 
TRAFFIC ENFORCEMENT 
No Fix Ticket System
Summonses 
Speeding 
Operating uninsured motor vehicle 
Operating unregistered motor vehicle 
Operating uninspected motor vehicle 
Operating without registration in possession 
Operating without license in possession 
Operating a motor vehicle after rights suspended 
Operating without a license 
Operating without headlights 
Operating a motor vehicle so as to endanger 
Operating against a one way street 
Hit and Run Property Damage 
Hit and Run Personal Injury 
Abandonment of motor vehicle 
Obstructing a public way 
Allowing an improper person to operate 
13 
18 
1 
2 
30 
74 
66 
27 
15 
645 
4 
2 
6 
2 
3 
6 
a 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
6 
43 
84 
134 
2,93~ 
3,100 
3,684 
44o 
8 
a 
11 
3 
5 
1 
5 
1 
5 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
Possession of an altered driver's license 
Violation of license restriction code 
Failure to have learner's permit in possession 
Failure to have a licensed driver present while operating 
Minor with liquor in motor vehicle 
Failure to stop for red light 
Crossing solid yellow line 
Passing when view obstructed 
Loud Mufflers 
Failing to display registration plates 
Total 
Warnings 
Speeding 
Loud Mufflers 
Violation of license restriction code 
Failure to have license in possession 
Failure to have registration in possession 
Overcrowded vehicle 
Interrupting funeral procession 
Operating against the one way 
Passing when view obstructed 
Failing to stop for stop sign 
Total 
1 
3 
1 
1 
7 
1 
1 
2 
13 
3 
125 
15 
2 
6 
3 
2 
1 
1 
.2 
2 
1 
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The following is Provincetown's Automobile Accident Report for the 
year ending December 31st:-
1964 1965 1966 
Accidents 49 66 58 
Vehicles 95 104 108 
Injuries 28 69 47 
Fatalities 0 1 0 
Ambulance 
The past year the ambulance has traveled 18,158 miles and has con-
veyed the sick and injured to the following Hospitals :-
Cape Cod Hospital 
OtisAir Force Base Hospital 
Barnstable County Hospital 
Parkway Hospital-Boston 
Vanderklish Nursing Home-Newton Center 
Falmouth Hospital 
Massachusetts General 
Taunton State Hospital 
New England Deaconness 
Dead on arrival 
Cedarville Nursing Home 
Ring Restland Home 
Cambridge City Hospital 
Peter Bent Brigham 
14 
108 
2 
20 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
washingtonian-Milton 
Lying In-Boston 
Davis Park Memorial 
Veteran's Hospital 
Total 
ANALYSIS OF WORK SCHEDULE 
1 
1 
1 
1 
150 
During the past year, the total number of working hours for the de-
partment was as follows :-
Working Hours 
Special Detail (overtime) 
Court Room Time 
Total 
25,853 '-h 
760 
1,100'-h 
27,714 
Each member of the department works a 48 hour week and is entitled 
to a two week vacation, 10 holidays and 12 days sick leave. 
When an officer has served on the department for a period of 10 
years or more, he is entitled to a three week vacation. 
ANALYSIS OF EXPENDITURES 
1965 1966 
1. Salaries and Wages $46,610.00 $48,926.78 
2. Outside Services 9,282.11 10,164.08 
3. Travel commitments (Prosecutions, 
conferences, etc.) 2,089.19 1,902.43 
4. Radio Maintenance 55.72 42.58 
5. Telephone 661.36 824.94 
6. Food for Prisoners 181.95 268.15 
7. Office Supplies 498.54 504.61 
8. Equipment 402.05 377.74 
9. Gasoline (now have town pump) 69.64 
10. Service and Repairs 587.57 777.15 
11. Tires and Tubes 121.21 96.80 
12. Photography 240.32 103.21 
13. Education 372.20 637.83 
14. Uniform Allowance 424.93 543.65 
15. New Cruiser and Utilities 2,295.00 2,000.00 
16. Riot Control Equipment 588.05 
$64,479.84 $67,169.95 
The following monies were turned over to the Town Treasurer: 
Worker Identification Fees $705.00 
Police Report Fees 170.40 
Parking Meter Collections 21,021.50 
Pistol Permit Fees 16.0Q 
Dealer Permit Fees 10.00 
Fines, Second District court 2,467.00 
Total $24,389.90 
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REPORT OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT 
To the Citizens of Provincetown: 
I hereby submit my annual report of the Fire Department for the 
year ending December 31, 1966. 
There were a total of 58 fire alarms during the year, as follows : 
Dwellings 
Restaurants, clubs 
Motels, Inns 
Dump 
Grass-woods 
(1 Mutual Aid to Truro) 
Automobiles 
Boats 
Stores 
Plants 
Wash gas spills 
False alarms 
Cause of fires : 
Sparks from chimneys, rubbish etc. 
Overheated cooking or heating units 
Matches and smoking 
Defective wiring, short circuits 
Incendiarism, vandalism 
Explosion 
Spontaneous combustion 
Undetermined or suspicious origin 
Full Alarms 
8 
1 
3 
6 
5 
3 
1 
1 
2 
Still Alarms 
8 
1 
5 
2 
2 
1 
1 
4 
5 
14 
9 
5 
4 
4 
1 
1 
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Estimated property damage for the year is $124,387.00, The reason 
for this high figure is that there were two big fires which together caused 
approximately $100,000 damage. 
Fire drills at schools and inspections of Nursing Homes and the 
Manor were held periodically. 
In May all units of the department participated in a Civil Defense 
practice alert, and responded to simulated fires and rescue calls at various 
points in town. 
During Fire Prevention week drills and demonstrations were held, 
and pamphlets and posters were distributed to schools. 
Numerous complaints and smoke scares were received and checked 
out. 
Fifty-three permits were issued for open air fires. 
Some of the major purchases made during the year include: 
1 Scott Air Sling 
1 3,000 watt alternator generating plant 
16 
11 pairs firemen's boots 
3 5-gallon containers of high expansion foam liquid 
1 vari-a-fog playpie 
2 CB band 2-way portable radios For Rescue Squad use) 
we also purchased 2 portable 2-way fire-band radios and 10 Insta-
lerts with the $2,500 appropriation voted at last year's Town meeting. 
Renovations and repairs to the Johnson Street firehouse are continu-
ing, and the Panel-Utility truck has been painted. 
We are presenting an Article this year requesting appropriation of 
funds to purchase a new fire truck. The truck presently housed at Num-
ber 3 Firehouse is just about worn out. It broke down several times dur-
ing the past year, once at a bad East End fire. 
In conclusion we wish to thank the Town Manager, Selectmen, all 
Town Departments, Red Cross and Civil Defense units and the citizens o~ 
Provincetown for their cooperation throughout the year. We also thank 
Police Chief Marshall and the members of his department for their assist-
ance and cooperation at fires and other emergencies. 
Respectfully submitted, 
BOARD OF FIRE ENGINEERS 
James Roderick Chief 
FRANK Carreiro Deputy Chief 
WILLIAM Pierce 
HERMAN RIVARD 
Joseph Andrews 
JOHN ALEXANDER 
WARREN Costa (resigned 12j 31j 66) 
REPORT OF THE Rescue Squad 
Board of Fire Engineers 
Provincetown, Mass. 
Gentlemen: 
I hereby submit my annual report of the Rescue Squad for 1966. 
Oxygen calls 
Home Accidents 
Auto Accidents 
Unnecessary calls 
Beach Accidents 
Near Drownings 
Motorcycle Accidents 
Calls to Cape End Manor 
Hospital beds set up 
17 
46 
18 
15 
15 
4 
2 
2 
6 
3 
Football games 
Horse Show 
Extra Duty 
Standby-Fourth of July and Labor Day 
Sunday standby 
Respectfully submitted, 
5 
1 
5 
4 
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Leo J . Morris Captain 
REPORT OF THE Highway DEPARTMENT 
Mr. Robert A. Hancock 
Town Manager 
Provincetown, Mass. 
Dear Mr. Hancock: 
I herewith submit my report as Superintendent of the Highway 
Department for the year 1966. 
A new parking lot on Town owned property, on the easterly side of 
Shankpainter Road was completed by Public Works. 
Chapter 90 funds were expended on Jerome Road. 
Under Chapter 679, resurfacing of Bradford Street, from Nickerson 
Street to Franklin Street was completed. Cemetery Road under the same 
chapter, was also completed. 
Approximately one thousand feet of new sidewalk was completed by 
Public Works from Cook Street to Bangs, Whorf's Court to Franklin and 
from Cottage to West Vine Street. 
Various streets throughout the town were seal coated. 
Litter baskets were installed on Parking meter posts to help alleviate 
the litter problem and more will be bought this coming year. 
Repairs on the Johnson Street Fire House were done by Public Works 
with supervision. 
I wish to thank all for the cooperation and assistance I have received! 
and to state that your continued support of our programs will result in 
better streets and lower maintenance. 
Respectfully submitted, 
PETER PERRY 
Superintendent, Highway Department 
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REPORT OF THE Library Trustees
Upon the retirement of Mrs. Marion B. Haymaker, the Trustees 
recommended that Mrs. Natalie Patrick who was Assistant Librarian, and 
Mrs. Alice Joseph be appointed Librarian and Assistant Librarian respec-
tively. Mrs. Joseph had been Assistant Librarian several years ago. 
The remainder of the bequest of Miss Frances Gifford was received, 
$5,721.01. Last year, $10,500 was received. 
The Bartlett Tree Experts continued their care of the Library trees 
by sprayings in May and June. 
The Trustees with Mr. Hancock, Town Manager, went on with the 
plans for an addition to the Library. The Trustees hope that a grant 
from the Federal government will help in this fulfillment of a hope of 
many years. It is necessary that this be administered through the Divis-
ion of Library Extension, Massachusetts Department of Education. Mr. 
Kenneth Shaffer Director of Library Science Simmons College is the 
Library Planning Consultant who is working with Mr. Albert Niemi, 
architect of Gaffney Associates, Inc. and the Trustees in carrying out the 
requirements of the Massachusetts Department of Education. 
JosephLEMA, Chairman of the Trustees 
Virginia W. Andrews 
RUTH Cabral 
ADELAIDE KENNEY 
MARY Lewis 
REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN 
The last year at the library went by quietly and quickly. I think the 
most pleasant of the townspeople come to the library. 
Mrs. Marion Haymaker, who served the library so well for the past 
Years, resigned in the latter part of June. She is missed a great deal, 
especially by our out-of-towners who missed her this past summer. 
I took over the librarian's desk on July 1st and Mrs. Alice Joseph took 
the assistant's desk upstairs. Together we made a count of the books on 
both floors and found there were 18,254 volumes. 
We bought 478 books this past year-new ones from the Library Book 
House in West Springfield and replacements from the Nath aniel Dame 
Co. in Medford. 
There were many gift books. Among them was a great quantity given 
US by Judith Smeraldo. We already have 42 processed and on the shelves. 
The Encyclopedia Americania was donated in memory of Gloria Marri-
anna.There were also gifts from Mr. and Mrs. William Knoles, Professor 
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John Spaulding Miss Anne DeGuichard, Mrs. Hope Pfeiffer, Mrs. John 
McCoy, Munro Moore, Mrs. William Watts, one from the Nautilus Club 
and three in memory of Andrea Brown. 
The publishers of The Diario de Noticias, America's only daily news-
paper published in Portuguese sent us a subscription to their paper. 
Our new books have Plastikleer covers which make our books much 
more attractive and enticing. 
In November, Mrs. Joseph, Mrs. Virginia Andrews and myself at-
tended the Children's Book Fair in Boston and chose a number of chil-
dren's books from their selection. 
NATALIE PATRICK, Librarian 
AssessorsREPORT 
VALUATION OF Assessed ESTATE 
January 1, 1966 
Value of Assessed Personal Estate 
Stock in Trade 
Machinery 
Live Stock 
All other Tangible Personal Property 
$103,570.00 
460,315.00 
520.00 
440,460.00 
Total Value of Assessed Personal Estate 
Value of Assessed Real Estate 
Land, exclusive of Buildings 
Buildings, exclusive of Land 
Total Value of Assessed Real Estate 
Total Valuation of Assessed Estate 
Total number of Acres of Land assessed-1,899 
$ 2,791,349.00 
10,226,481.00 
1966 TAX RATE COMPUTATION 
Town Appropriations Voted 
Deficit by abatements in excess of 
Overlays of prior years 
Sta te Assessments 
County Tax and Assessments 
Overlay of current year 
Barnstable County Decree No. 3454 
School Lunch 
G ross Amount to be Raised 
NON-TAX REVENUES 
Estimated Receipts 
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$1,394,149.42 
8,651.58 
9,499.30 
64,507.26 
40,981.55 
1,052.00 
6,678.70 
$582,541.58 
$1,004,865.00 
$13,017,830.00 
$14,022,695.00 
$1,525,519.81 
Overestimates (Col. 4 of Cherry Sheet) 
Amounts voted to be t aken from 
Available Funds 
Total Non-Tax Revenue 
2,701.96 
98,914.57 
Total Amount To Be Raised By Taxation on: 
Real Estate and Personal Property:-
Total Tax Revenues raised by Taxation:-
Personal Property Tax: 
Real Estate Tax: 
Total Taxes Levied on Property :-
$ 60,291.90 
781,069.80 
Tax Rate: 1966-$60.00 per thousand of Assessed Valuation 
Respectfully submitted, 
684,158.11 
$841,361.70 
$841,361.70 
ThomasA. FrancisChairman 
MANUEL V. RAYMOND, Member 
JOHN C. COREA, Member and Clerk 
Board of Assessors 
REPORT OF THE Shellfish CONSTABLE 
Mr. Robert A. Hancock 
Town Manager 
Dear Mr. Hancock : 
I hereby submit my annual report as Shellfish Constable of Prov-
Incetown for the year 1966. 
In the months of September of this year twenty-five bushels of qua-
hogs were planted by me at the east side of the West End breakwater. In 
addition to this, the Shellfish Committee also planted a large amount of· 
shellfish 
During the six-month period in 1966 when the clam flats were open 
to the public, two hundred seven 10-qt. buckets of quahogs and three 
hundred eighty-five 10-qt. buckets of soft-shell clams were harvested by 
the citizens of Provincetown. 
I wish to take this opportunity to t h ank our T own Manager, Mr. 
Hancock, and all ot her Town officials and citizens who h ave cooperated 
with me in m y duties as Shellfish Constable. 
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Respectfully submit ted, 
JOSEPH S. VENTURA 
Shellfish Constable 
REPORT OF THE WATER DEPARTMENT 
Mr. Robert A. Hancock 
Town Manager 
Dear Mr. Hancock: 
I hereby submit my annual report of the Provincetown Water Depart-
ment for the year 1966. 
I am happy to report that most of the work pertaining to Article 22, 
Water Mains, passed by the voters of Provincetown, has been completed. 
In the past year we have had several complaints about rusty water. 
At the present time we are in the process of installing equipment at the 
pumping stations for the prevention of rusty water . . We hope to put this 
into effect this spring. Until his project is completed, of course for a 
while we will still have rusty water until it is flushed out of the system. 
Eventually the water should clear and stay that way. 
The work done by the Water Department is as follows: 
Installed 6" transite water main with fittings and services, including 
one hydrant, Pleasant Street Extension to Franklin Street Extension. 
Installed 6" x 6" tee and valve off Pleasant Street. Mrs. Mary King's 
water main to take care of new house and house lots. 
Installed 12" x 8" tapping sleeve and valve on Shankpainter Road, 
water to take care of lots to be developed. 
Installed 6" transite water main and service, including hydrant at 
the end of Webster Place. 
Put in new 6" transite water main and services on Freeman Street 
from Stanndish Street to Commercial, not completed, to be tied into 10" 
main on Commercial Street. 
Relocated hydrant on corner of Commercial and Freeman Streets. 
Installed 10" x 8" tapping sleeve and valve at Clifton Nelson's pro-
perty, State Road, for house lots. 
Painted Water Department Garage and made several repairs to build-
ing which were needed. 
Joe Smith and men have been doing the same to Old Pumping 
Station 
Recommendations : 
Standpipe at Veterans School needs a paint job this year. 
Soper Street, at the West End of Town is very much in need of a 
water main and should be taken care of before the summer arrives. 
Central Street is another, with the same problem. 
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My sincere thanks to all, including all departments for their help and 
for being so kind and understanding. This makes my job so much easier. 
Respectfully submitted, 
ARTHUR E. Medeiros 
Superintendent of Water Department 
1966 TOTAL PUMPAGE 
OLD STATION - NORTH TRURO 
Month High Day Low Day Tota,I 
January 3 359,000 9 92,000 7,643,000 
February 7 353,000 16 317,000 670,000 
March 12 317,000 24 89,000 1,415,000 
April 16 527,000 7 100,000 6,424,000 
May 24 527,000 19 129,000 4,999,00Q 
June 19 777,000 15 60,000 9,729,000 
July 17 887,000 12 341,000 21,630,000 
August 14 880,000 8 307,000 18,323,00Q 
September 26 855,000 15 168,000 9,497,000 
October 28 317,000 6 166,000 8,277,000 
November 19 427,000 11 130,000 7,979,000 
December 5 529,000 15 279,000 7,362,000 
TOTAL PUMPAGE 103,948,000 gals. 
Fuel on hand January 1, 1967 9,000 gals. 
Diesel and Equipment Operated 94,735 clock hours 
Diesel and Equipment Operated 50,032 meter hours 
Highest well field reading 1 j 3 j 66 14'2" to water 
Lowest well field reading 9 j 66 14'7" to water 
1966 TOTAL PUMPAGE 
NEW STATION- SOUTH HOLLOW 
Month High Day Low Day Total 
January 7 297,460 16 164,430 1,445,540 
February 13 285,930 7 107,110 5,879,846 
March 20 322,600 29 139,800 7,213,940 
April 16 486,200 10 106,600 2,865,396 
May 30 871,700 11 157,600 13,142,700 
June 28 1,153,000 17 181,000 21,780,350 
July 15 1,298,400 1 632,000 31,307,850 
August 10 1,409,100 30 557,000 28,332,900 
S.eptember 7 848,000 26 190,000 13,140,400 
October 9 350,000 31 160,000 7,468,500 
November 14 345,900 9 167,900 2,571,800 
December· 17 314,700 7 225,800 2,293,900 
' . TOTAL Pumpage 137,443,122 gals. 
Fuel on hand January 1, 1967 9,000 gals. 
Diesel and Equipment Operated 49,369 clock hours 
Diesel and Equipment Operated 26,452 meter hours 
Highest well field reading 4j 15j 66 15' to water 
:.-.Lowest well field reading 9j 10j 66 16' '!1. " to water 
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AUXILIARY STATION- Conwell STREET 
Station Operated 
July 
Hours 
33 
21 August 
54 
NEW AND RENEWED SERVICES 
54 - 1 inch Services Renewed 
8 - 1 inch New Services 
1 - 1'h inch New Service 
1 - 1 'h inch Service Renewed 
2 - 2 inch New Services 
1 - 4 inch New Service 
3 Hydrants installed 
Gallons 
594,000 
378,000 
972,000 
REPORT OF THE TOWN HALL Custodian 
Mr. Robert Hancock 
Town Hall 
Provincetown, Massachusetts 
Dear Mr. Hancock: 
At the end of my fifth year as custodian of the Provincetown Town 
Hall, I herewith submit my 1966 annual report. 
On the first floor are located Town Offices, Court of the Second 
Barnstable District, and Probation office. 
On the second floor of this 80-year old bUilding is the largest audi-
torium on Cape Cod with a capacity of more than 700 persons. Here are 
held Town Meetings and many other public and private gatherings. 
The offices in the Welfare Department were all completely painted. 
The cement floors in the basement were painted, with Mr. Joseph Crowley 
assisting me. 
The auditorium walls, trim and finish work and floors, including the 
hallways and rest rooms, were completely painted with Joseph Crowley, 
Water Department and Cemetery Department assisting. 
The outside fire escape was given a first coat of black paint. 
The septic tank in the back of the Police Station was completely 
overhauled and new parts installed. 
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Respectfully submitted, 
ROBERT K : Souza 
Town Hall Custodian 
REPORT OF THE WELFARE DEPARTMENT 
The year 1966 has been a year of change in the Welfare Department. 
After nearly fourteen years as Agent or Director, Irving Rogers retired in 
october to take a position as Administrator of a new extended-care facil-
ity in Arizona. Since his retirement, the author of this Report has been 
appointed Director and Mrs. Ann Phelps has taken her place as Social 
worker. W-e are glad to note that Miss Frances Peters remains as Clerk 
and Mr. Anthony Travers as Social Worker. 
In addition to these changes in local personnel there have been note-
worthy changes in the State's Welfare programs and administration. 1n 
September, 1966, the category known as Medical Assistance for the Aged 
was discontinued and its functions assumed by a new program known 
simply as Medical Assistance. This MA program, commonly called Medi-
caid, provides medical assistance to certain other persons in addition to 
the aged and replaces the provisions for medical care in the programs 
known as Old Age Assistance (OAA), Disability Assistance (DA) and Aid 
to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC). Now the OAA DA and 
AFDCprograms provide for financial needs of recipients, while MA pro-
vides for medical needs. With this in mind, it will be easy to understand 
the decreases in 1967 budgets for OAADA and AFDC and the increase in 
the Medical Assistance budget. 
1966 Total 1967 Total 1967 Estimated 
Expense Estimated Expense Town Share 
OAA $87,239.79 $78,000.00 $36,000.00 
DA 25,888.79 15,200.00 7,700.00 
AFDC 18,143.96 17,500.00 11,000.00 
MA (A) 94,793.78 133,400.00 68,400.00 
The Medical Assistance program has been set up in accordance with 
the provisions of Title XIX of the Social Security Act. In effect, it is an 
extension of Medicare, paying for the aged those medical bills not covered 
by Medicare and paying medical bills for medically indigent persons under 
the Medicare minimum age of sixty-five. Application for MA must be 
made with the Welfare Department in the city or town where the appli-
cant resides. 
The following people are eligible for the MA program, provided they 
meet the financial eligibility requirements of MA : 
1. All persons who are already receiving OAA AFDC or DA. 
2. All persons who are eligible for OAA AFDC or DA but have not 
yet applied for one of these programs. 
3. All persons who are eligible for OAA AFDC or DA except for the 
residence requirement inherent in these programs or the income or per-
sonal property requirements of said programs. 
Financial eligibility reqUirements for MA, less stringent than those of 
other categories, are as follows: 
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1. An individual is allowed personal property up to $2,000. A married 
couple or family of two is allowed personal property up to $3,000, with an 
additional $100 for each additional dependent member of the family . 
(Personal property includes bank deposits, securities, cash surrender value 
of life insurance, cash on hand or similar assets readily convertible into 
cash.) 
2. An applicant may own real property used as a home or from 
·which he is absent because of physical or mental illness. Ownership of 
vacant land from which no income is derived affects eligibility. However, 
an applicant may become eligible by agreeing to take immediate action 
to dispose of it. 
3. Monthly net income exemption is $180 for an individual and $56 
for each additional family member. Any excess income is applied to the 
family's medical needs. 
4. A person with income who is a patient in a nursing home, chronic 
hospital or medical institution such as the Cape End Manor is allowed a 
personal needs exemption of $23.60 a month. If hisj her spouse is living 
outside an institution the spouse may retain up to $225 a month for main-
tenance. 
5. Relatives' responsibility is limited to the responsibility of husband 
for wife and parents for children under twenty-one or children who are 
blind or otherwise disabled. 
6. There is no restriction on the amount of life insurance a person 
may have. However, the cash surrender value of life insurance must be 
tncluded when figuring the personal property exemption. 
The number of applications for Medical Assistance has already in-
creased substantially since the program was expanded to include persons 
under sixty-five. At the request of the State Department of Public Wel-
fare we are distributing informational pamphlets in such a way that we 
hope one will reach every low income individual or family in the com-
munity. Thus publicized, our MA caseload will increase infinitely, with 
an inevitable increase in expenditures. However, the Federal Government 
reimburses the Town fifty percent of the costs in this category and the 
State pays two-thirds of the remainder. Also on the credit side of the 
ledger, we have been saving money on medical bills for our clients over 
sixty-five, almost all of whom are now enrolled in Medicare. We had 
hoped to quote amounts showing the percentage of decrease, but bills are 
coming through so slowly from the Massachusetts Medical Service-Medi-
care " carrier" in our State-that we have no conclusive figures to use. 
We have been talking about the drastic changes in the Welfare De-
partment in 1966. There were a great many lesser developments in policy 
and procedure. All these changes come to the local offices in official 
letters from the Massachusetts Department of Public Welfare. There 
have been thirty-five such letters this year. Most of them involved more 
than one change; some of them incorporated many changes. To expedite 
the more important changes our workers have attended several regional 
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meetings with District Office personnel. Mr. Rogers attended the Massa-
chusetts Public Welfare Association's three-day Conference in Amherst 
last June; this Director went to Boston in November for two days of lec-
tures and institutes under the auspices of the Massachusetts Conference 
on social Work. She also took and passed a Civil Service examination 
given in August for promotion to Director. In December Mrs. Phelps took 
her Social Worker's examination, results of which are not yet published. 
Mr. Travers spent two days in New Bedford in August attending an orien-
tation course. Early in 1967 Mrs. phelps must go to Boston for a two-
week course which will be continued later in the year. 
We mention these meetings, conferences and educational activities 
not only to explain our administrative travel expense but also to show 
that we are conscientiously working to improve the quality of our services 
to the community. "Services" is the watchword of Public Welfare today, 
a. word which indicates the radical change which has taken place in the 
attitudes of our lawmakers and administrators since the old days when 
" Relief" was our theme. Certainly we are still concerned with the relief 
of financial need, but we go far beyond that basic need in our current . 
program. We provide, for example, services designed to improve physical 
and mental health; to strengthen family life; to enable adults to realize 
their maximum capacities for support of themselves and their families;·. 
to assure children an opportunity for maximum development of their 
individual capabilities; to improve social functioning of clients; to protect 
them from neglect or exploitation; to enable them to remain in or retw·n 
to their own homes or community. 
To provide these services it is necessary for us to work with other 
persons or agencies: schools, churches, funeral directors, physicians, hos-
pitals, clinics, nurses, pharmacies, nursing homes, Cape End Manor, 
Homemaker Service, lawyers, court officers, police departments, charita-
ble organizations, Social Security Administration, Massachusetts Division 
of Employment SecUrity, banks, insurance agencies, other Town depart-
ments, clients' relatives, friends or landlords. These individuals and 
groups have been gratifyingly helpful and we appreciate their coopera-
tion. It lightens our load and shortens the time necessary to achieve a 
desired result. 
Nevertheless, the problems keep multiplying. Like the Hydra's heads, 
when one is cut off two grow in its place. We can close the year's finan-
cial accounts every December 31st, but we cannot write finis to ~he case-
work "Services". These go on, one leading to another in a neverending 
chain. This is what makes our jobs interesting and what keeps us busy 
in the Welfare Department. 
AMY B. McKAIN 
Welfare Director 
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REPORT OF THE CAPE END MANOR 
The past year has been a full and ever-changing one for us at the 
Manor. Our present census is at capacity, 26 patients, with no vacancies. 
We have a patient day count of 9,307 for 1966, which shows that we lost 
the equivalent of 183 patient days because of vacancies, most of which 
occurred during the summer months. We have had a total of 14 admis-
sions and 14 discharges; we cared for a total of 40 patients for the year, 
and the total amount of receipts collected for 1966 is $99,173.17. The 
amount of money appropriated for operating expenses was $25,575.00. The 
actual amount expended was $23,843.94, leaving a balance of $1 ,731.06 
which was turned back to the Town. The appropriation for personal 
services was $67,216.25. We actually used $66,946.84 and turned back a 
balance of $269.41. The per diem rate, as established by the State Bureau 
of Hospital Costs and Finances, was $10.68 for the year 1966. We have 
not as yet received the per diem rate for 1967. 
We have had 12 requests for a bed during the past year that we were 
not able to take advantage of because we had no vacancy at the moment. 
By the time a vacancy occurred, other arrangements had been made and 
the people were no longer interested. Several of these requests were made 
by people who would like to be admitted to the Manor if ever the need 
arises. In other words, they are not ready to go live at the Manor at the 
time of their call but they want to be assured of an available bed in case 
of sudden illness. It doesn't always work out that way; no one can re-
serve a bed for some indefinite date in the future. That is what happened 
last summer. We had quite a sizeable waiting list and yet when we sud-
denly had several vacancies and started calling people we found they had 
either been placed elsewhere and their families did not wish to disturb 
them further or that those people who were living by themselves were 
feeling all right and were expecting the grandchildren or other members 
of their family to arrive on vacation and were not ready to be admitted 
"at this time; but, please, keep my name first on the waiting list". As it 
turns out, our waiting list is a list of people who would like to come at 
some later date. At the present time, we have 17 names on our list but 
only two prospective patients are actually waiting for an opening. One 
thing is obvious, 26 beds are not enough to accommodate the requests 
from the public and the requests made by our Doctors in emergencies. If 
we had the beds at the time of the requests, we woUld have the patients. 
The greater majority of our patients, by far, are long term cases. In fact, 
all of our people at present are permanent placements. 
The Social Security Health Insurance, Medicare, as it concerns Nurs-
ing Homes, became effective January 1, 1967. In order to participate in 
the program, a Nursing Home must be approved and certified as an Ex-
tended Care Facility by the Massachusetts Department of Public Health. 
The conditions of participation as set forth by the U. S. Department of 
Health, Education and Welfare, are rigid and standards are very high. 
Needless to say, the Cape End Manor doesn't come anywhere near meet-
ing these conditions. We are stopped right at the door. Condition XV is 
Physical Environment. The Extended Care Facility mUst be of fire-
resistive construction. You cannot have blind, non-ambulatory or physi-
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cally handicapped patients housed above the street level floor . All of our 
patients are handicapped by virtue of their advanced age. If you have 
patients' bedrooms above the street floor, you must have an elevator large 
enough to accommodate a stretcher. You must have a special room for 
examinations, treatments and other therapeutic procedures. You must 
have a fully equipped, sound proofed room with separate bathing and toi-
let facilities for isolation of infectious patients, for those who develope an 
acute illness or those who are in the terminal phases of illness. Our 
Nurses' stations and Utility Rooms are wholly inadequate, both in the 
lack of proper equipment and the minimum square footage of area. The 
doors to patient rooms are not wide enough to accommodate beds or 
stretchers and we do not have enough bathing and toilet facilities in pro-
portion to the number of our patients. If we went to the expense of 
rectifying these conditions by alteration andj or addition, we would neces-
sarily lose a substantial part of our patient rooms and still end up against 
the same stone-wall, a building that is not of fire-resistive construction, a 
made-over, make-shift building of indeterminate age. 
The costs of Medicare will eventually be repaid, the Town will be 
reimbursed by the Federal Government through the fiscal intermediary, 
which in our case would be the Blue Cross & Blue Shield Association. 
Most of our patients are Medical Aid recipients. If the Welfare Depart-
ment expects to be reimbursed by Medicare in the care of their people, 
the recipients eligible for Medicare will have to be placed in a certified 
Extended Care Facility. We coUld still function for the time being as a 
custodial care facility but we would gradually lose our patients. The only 
thing needed to make our "over 65" patients eligible for Medicare is a 
three day stay in the hosiptal; this Is followed by a period of complete 
payment by Medicare for 20 days and partial payment, all but $5.00 per 
day, for an additional 80 days. 
In the process of evaluating Nursing Homes for Medicare, it was dis-
covered what a disappointingly small number can qualify, less than 10% 
as of this date. As a resUlt of this survey, rules and regulations will be 
much more stringent in an effort to bring up the standards of all Nursing 
Homes. This is a case where excellent nursing care is required and ex-
pected but it is not sufficient. The Cape End Manor applied for its license 
renewal in JUly 1966. We had 3 State Nurse Inspections in 1966, the last 
one was December 20, 1966. At that time she was here with the Archi-
tect's Plans for the proposed new Manor. She told me that we would 
receive our license to operate in 1967 only on the basis that those plans 
had been submitted to Dr. Rubenstein's office and showed that we were 
trying to improve on our existing Facility in Provincetown. 
I will take this opportunity to thank our many friends and supporters 
for thinking of us during the Holidays as well as the entire past year. Our 
special thanks to the members of various organizations of Provincetown, 
North Truro Truro Wellfleet and Orleans who have worked so faithfullY 
to keep us s~pplied' with bed-pads. Yours is a gift that, literally, cannot 
be bought and therefore so much more valuable. 
ALICE L. Reis R.N. 
Administrator and Head Nurse 
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REPORT OF THE Laboratory TECHNICIAN 
Private Out Patients 
House calls 
Office calls 
Number of tests 
Lab. fees 
Public Assistance Patients 
Number of tests 
Lab. fees 
Cape End Manor Patients 
Number of tests 
28 
198 
391 
$732.60 
117 
$171.30 
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This is the ninth year since the Provincetown Laboratory was estab-
lished and each year the growing number of tests shows its true value to 
the town. 
In the past years the Laboratory has been limited to twelve tests but 
With the new Coleman Electric Colorimeter Machine the Laboratory has 
acqUired there Will be more tests available. 
Submitted by, 
Louise Perry
Laboratory Technician 
REPORT OF THE TOWN Nurse
Chest clinics are held on every third Thursday of the month by the 
Barnstable County Hospital. Appointments are made by your local physi-
cians or by calling the Health Office. 
This year June 23, 1966 the Health Office was inspected and certified 
for Health Insurance under Social Security by Miss Mildred Foster of the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts Department of Health. 
Because of Medicare, a cost study was done and it was found that it 
cost the Town of Provincetown $4.27 to provide nursing services for one 
person. The Advisory Board then set the rate for Home Visits at $4.25 
per visit and any time spent in the home after 1st hour an additional 
$2.25 or any fraction thereof. The rates for any office visit was sea for 
$2.00. 
The rate for the emergency category, that is ambulance and delivery 
or maternity cases, was set at the same figure as the rate for house visits, 
while the rate for nights, Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays was set at 
one-half times the house visit figure. 
Attorney Frederick W. Long of Provincetown was elected. chairman 
of the Medicare Committee, which includes Thomas PerryM.D., Madalene 
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Winslow, D.O., Robert Hancock, Town Manager, Joseph Lewis, Director of 
Public Health, Kay Perry Elsie Witherstine, Doris Enos, and Anna Moon, 
registered nurses. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Doris M. Enos RN. 
Total Total to Date Total to Date 
This Month This Year Last Year 
Morbidity Nursing Service 
Admissions to Nursing Service 6 69 78 
Nursing Visits 91 780 994 
Office Nursing Visits 7 160 209 
Acute Communicable Disease 
D & T Adults 37 
Measles Vacc. 33 
Flu vacc. Town Employees 19 
Tuberculosis 
Admissions to Medical Service 14 132 145 
Admissions to Nursing Service 1 
Clinic Visits 15 211 239 
X-ray Examinations 13 187 200 
Nursing Field Visits 4 
Other - Tine Test 2 11 29 
Mantoux Test 17 
Maternity Service 
Admissions to Nursing Service A. P. 1 1 
Nursing Visits A. P . 1 1 
Delivery SerVice 1 1 
Admissions to Nursing Service P . P. 1 5 
Nursing Visits P. P. 4 6 
Child Health Services 
Admissions to Nursing Service 
Under 1 month 3 4 
Nursing Visits-under 1 month 7 5 
Admissions to Nursing Service 
1 month to 1 year 3 1 
Nursing Visits-1 month to 1 year 3 1 
Admissions to Nursing Services-
Preschool 1 2 1 
Nursing Visits-Preschool 2 30 
Office Visits-Preschool 3 3 2 
Admissions to Nursing Service-School 6 1 
AdUlt Health 
Admissions to Nursing Service 11 17 
Nursing Visits 14 47 
Office 1 2 
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Miscellaneous 
Ambulance Service 
Individuals Interviewed 
Meetings Attended 
Fees Collected 
2 
$388.65 
2 
23 
20 
$941.40 
8 
10 
$703.50 
Doris M. Enos R.N. 
Public Health Nurse 
REPORT OF THE LOWER CAPE 
AMBULANCE ASSOCIATION, INC. 
December 19, 1966 
Report of the Treasurer of the Lower Cape Ambulance Association 
for 1966. 
Balance on hand December 14, 1965 
Town of Truro 
Town of Provincetown 
Town of Wellfleet 
Services and Donations 
Transferred from · replacement fund 
EXPENDITURES 
Gas and Oil 
Upkeep and Repair 
EqUipment 
Laundry 
Drivers 
Meals 
Insurance 
Socia l Security 
New Ambulance 
Miscellaneous 
Total Expenditures 
Transferred to replacement fund 
Balance on hand December 19, 1966 
REPLACEMENT FUND 
Balance on hand December 19, 1966 
Wellfleet Savings Bank 
Seamen's Savings Bank 
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$2,060:00 
5,190.00 
2,950.00 
3,233.73 
$ 788.53 
1,586.41 
839.28 
36.35 
6,246.81 
165.45 
985.41 
723.66 
7,500.00 
183.87 
$1,751.50 
1,750.32 
$1,293.21 
13,433.73 
7,400.00 
$22,126.94 
19,055.77 
3,000.00 
71.17 
$22,126.94 
$3,501.82 
$3,501.82 
Provincetown 
Truro 
Wellfleet 
Mutual Aid 
TRIPS % MILES 
84 55 10,755 
15 11 1,774 
54 33 6,131 
1 1 102 
154 100 18,762 
Respectfully submitted, 
Leonard J . Gates JR. 
Treasurer 
. REPORT OF THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
Mr. Robert A. Hancock 
Town Manager 
Provincetown, Massachusetts 
Dear Sir: 
At this time I wish to submit the Annual Report for the year 1966 of 
the Advertising in newspapers and magazines. Under the Acts of 1953, 
Chapter 206, the Town appropriated at the Annual Town Meeting held 
ln March 1966, the sum of $3,000.00. All of this money is put into adver-
tisements in newspapers and magazines during the months of April, May 
and June. 
These advertisements are in Sunday and vacation special issues in all 
-the leading .newspapers and vacation sheets .throughout the country and 
Canada. Some examples are Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Cleveland, 
Chicago, Montreal, Toronto and a number of small papers in New York 
State, Connecticut and New Jersey to name a few. 
Returns from this advertising bring more inqUiries each year. 
Every merchant in Provincetown is benefited by this advertising, 
hotels, restaurants, gift shops, motels, guest houses, cottages, grocery 
stores, etc. 
We are requesting for the year 1967 that the amount of $3,000.00 be 
raised and appropriated for advertising under the Acts of 1953, Chapter 
206. 
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Respectfully, 
FRANK H. BARNETT 
Executive Secretary 
REPORT OF THE 
HARBORMASTER AND WHARFINGER 
Mr. Robert Hancock 
Town Manager 
I wish to submit my Wharf report for the year 1966. 
MacMillan Wharf Income 1966 
Sea Food Packers 
Boston Provincetown Line 
Coast Guard 
Cee J ay 
Barbara Lee 
Speed Boats 
Robert Cabral 
Flora K 
Charles Mayo 
Robert Wood 
Jerry Costa 
Justin A vellar 
Albert A vellar 
Telephone 
Sea Food Packers <water use) 
Docking Fee 
Bing's Fish Co. 
Peters' Express 
Atlantic Coast Fisheries 
Total 
$10,400.00 
3,000.00 
1,500.00 
150.00 
150.00 
150.00 
150.00 
150.00 
75.00 
75.00 
150.00 
75.00 
75.00 
244.10 
88.12 
1,263.00 
113.00 
991.75 
422.86 
$19,222.06 
Our Fishing Fleet and its value to the town-these figures and values 
are estimated. 
Volume Value 
Cod 1,406,000 $122,000 
Haddock 4,097,000 384,000 
White Hake 53,000 4,000 
Pollock 78,000 3,000 
Blackbacks 1,679,000 172,000 
Dabs 247,000 21,000 
Grey Sole 285,000 30,000 
Yellowtails 2,223,000 212,000 
Sea Scallops 1,000 5,000 
Bluefin Tuna 337,000 24,000 
Whiting <round) 4,038,000 178,000 
Whit ing (H & G) 43,000 4,000 
Mixed Fish 2,166,000 139,000 
Industrial 6,180,000 99,000 
Total 22,833,000 $1,397,000 
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July 1 to 31 
August 1 to 31 
September 1 to 4 
Boston Boat 1966 Season 
Boston to 
Provincetown 
4,255 
4,468 
259 
8,982 
Provin cetown 
to Boston 
4,225 
4,375 
259 
8,859 
Total trips made--54 
Respectfully submitted, 
Stanley CARTER 
Harbormaster and Wharfinger 
REPORT OF THE Conservation COMMISSION 
To: The Honorable Board of Selectmen Provincetown, Mass. 
Our Commission has been able to function more satisfactorily this 
past year because of the reduction of its membership to a five-man body 
made up of conscientious and dedicated members who not only attended 
meetings, but took a serious interest in all matters affecting conservation 
in the Town. 
We have kept other Town Boards and officials informed concerning 
conservation bills and have particularly made a point of sending them 
literature concerning the Hatch Bill and the Jones Bill, pertaining to the 
filllng of marshlands. 
Our Chairman attended a meeting of all Conservation Commissions 
of Cape Cod where our mutual problems were discussed. 
We have supported by letter to our State Representatives all Conser-
vations measures being considered by the State Legislature. 
Your Commission and the Truro Conservation Commission sponsored 
and made the arrangements for a lecture given by Col. Eugene S. Clark 
in the High School auditorium. The lecture, entitled, Plantsand Flowers 
of the Upper Wetlands was much appreciated by those who were able 
to attend. We are grateful to the School Committees of both towns for 
giving their endorsement and support of this lecture. 
The Commission met with the Cape Cod National Seashore Advisory 
Commission when Mr. Malicoat, acting as spokesman, made a strong plea 
to ha.ve the Province Lands left, in so far as possible, in their natural 
state. 
The Commission was represented by the Chairman and the Secretary 
at the hearing in Chatham on January 11 and spoke in favor of having 
Monomoy designated as a Wilderness area. 
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We have met with the Chairman of the Shellfish Committee and have 
given him our assurance that we will support this committee's efforts to 
improve the shellfish situation in Provincetown. 
Respectfully submitted, 
PHILIP w. ALEXANDER, Chairman 
Josiah H. CHILD, Secretary 
ANTHONY LEONARD 
ROBERT MARTIN 
Conrad Malicoat 
Provincetown Conservation Commission 
Report OF THE 
Collector AND TREASURER 
Cash received 1966-$2,180,699.04. 
Warrants paid out--$1,900,192.58. 
0 
Cash as per Treasurer's Cash Book as of December 1966-$280,506.46. 
The Town borrowed $150,000.00 in anticipation of revenue and this 
amount was paid on due date. 
All notes due and payable in 1966 were paid on due dates. 
Trust Funds held by the Town: 0 
Cemetery Trust Bequests $99,681.55 
Cemetery Trust Income 12,029.45 
Cemetery Bonds at Par 0 
Benjamin Small Fund 
Post War Fund 28.74 0 
Abbey Putnam Fund 181.74 
Anna Dolan Fund 
Phipps Fund 313.32 
Nancy W. P. SmithFund 776.01 
Total $134,533.23 
Public Library Bequests $10,200.00 
Cape End Manor Bequests 6,300.00 
FRANKS. BENT, 
Town Collector-Treasurer 
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Collector's Tax Report 1966 
Year Tax Collected Outstanding Abated Committed Refunds Aud.Adj. 
1964 Real $18,443.18 $5,558.77 $1,747.76 $29,540.99 $947.17 $4,445.06 
1964 Personal 327.85 291.24 601.74 17.75 99.40 
1965 Real 48,692.27 18,893.11 3,973.46 66,792.01 4,678.68 153.15 
1965 Person al 2,665.64 711.92 68.00 3,429.36 16.20 
1966 Rea l 643,982.50 94,233.90 54,963.70 781,069.80 12,100.30 
1966 Personal 56,721.01 2,980.49 905.40 60,552.90 54.00 
1966 Motor 62,610.65 6,789.33 7,407.99 75,081.80 1,726.17 
1965 Motor 10,484.32 2,282 .72 1,135.34 14,861.42 959.04 
1964 Motor 1,266.89 1,660.58 2,768.81 182.47 23.81 
1966 Vessel 751.00 296.00 43.00 1,090.00 
1965 Vessel 392.33 49.00 457.33 16.00 
FRANK S. BENT, T own Collector 
REPORT OF THE AIRPORT Commission 
Operations at the Provincetown Municipal Airport, despite a pro-
longed strike of the major airlines serving Boston's Logan Airport, have 
again shown an appreciable increase. This is reflected in the increased 
operations of the Provincetown-Boston Airline, Inc., base-operator, and 
transient aircraft 
The "radio-homing beacon", which was installed during the late 
summer of 1965, has finally had all of the kinks ironed out and is now 
functioning in an excellent manner. The monotor for the beacon was re-
moved from the original location at the Provincetown police station and 
re-installed at the Race Point Coast Guard Station. This beacon is an 
invaluable aid during adverse weather conditions, and has been a con-
tributing factor to the schedule operations of the Provincetown-Boston 
Airline, Inc., during the winter months. 
A new "Operating Agreement" has been entered into between the 
Airport Commission and the Provincetown-Boston Airline, Inc., for a 
period of three (3) years, to expire December 31, 1969. The agreement 
calls for a twenty-five percent increase in the annual operating fee. 
In the case of M. F. Roach Co. vs the Town of Provincetown, initiated 
May 26, 1963 is, at the present time, unresolved. 
It is anticipated that, come spring, the plane loading ramp will be 
increased in size to facilitate the handling of passenger traffic. 
Respectfully submitted, 
WM. W. McKELLAR, Chairman 
ARTHUR MALCHMAN, Member 
MANUEL PHILLIPS, Member 
REPORT OF THE AIRPORT MANAGER 
This is the nineteenth Annual Report of the Airport Manager to the 
Provincetown Airport Commission and to the Town of Provincetown. 
This past year once again saw an increase in aircraft traffic at the 
airport. During the summer mont~. weekends in particular, traffic has 
almost reached a saturation point. 
The airport now has an approved instrument landing system in con-
junction with the radio beacon. At times when the airport is operating 
under instrument weather conditions, traffic in and out of the airport is 
controlled by the radar at Otis Air Force Base. With this instrument 
system, aircraft were enabled to land at the airport under weather con-
ditions that would have prevented them from doing so in past years. The 
direct "Hot Line" between the airport and the Flight Service Station a t 
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Nantucket is used to file and cancel flight plans and this airport now has 
excellent facilities for transient aircraft. 
The only exception to the above is in the nature of parking and tie-
down facilities. In the not too distant future, more parking space must 
be developed. With more and more transient aircraft using the field every 
year, it is evident that something must be done soon. At times, aircraft 
are parked on the grass adjacent to the new taxiway and when there are 
so many that they have to park on both sides of the taxiway, it then be-
comes impossible for larger aircraft to use the taxiway at all, defeating 
the purpose of the taxiway in the first place. 
Provincetown-Boston Airline, Inc., carried 14,512 passengers on its 
scheduled flights to and from Boston. The airline was hurt by the fact 
that most of the major trunk airlines were on strike for better than an 
eight week period right in the midst of the usual peak of airline traffic. 
During this strike period, the airline ran direct flights to and from New 
York City on the weekends. 
It has been an honor and a pleasure to have been appointed to this 
position. I have enjoyed working with the Provincetown Airport Com-
mission and the Town of Provincetown. 
Respectfully submitted, 
GEORGE P. FELTON, 
Assistant Airport Manager 
REPORT OF THE 
DEPARTMENT OF Veterans' Services 
I am happy to report that the year 1966 has been a relatively quiet 
one for those veterans and their dependents who come under the provis-
ions of Chapter 115, G.L. of the Commonwealth. No serious illness or 
Prolonged hospitalization incurred. 
As a result of the recently passed "sales tax law", and the availability 
of increased funds, the Department of Veterans' Services, Commonwealth 
of Massachusetts, has made reimbursement to the Town up to and includ-
ing the month of June, 1966. 
Excellent relationship is maintained with all Federal and State offices 
having jurisdiction of veterans' affairs. 
Respectfully submitted, 
WM. W. McKELAR, 
Veterans' Agent 
Director of Veterans' Services 
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REPORT OF THE PLANNING BOARD 
The past year 1966 has been a particularly active year for the Prov-
incetown Planning Board. Its act ivities were divided among three cata-
gories. We commenced the year with an amplified program in regards 
to our normal type of business. A great deal of time was spent during 
the winter preparing various ar ticles and holding the legally required 
hearings prior to the Annual Town Meeting. 
The program was very successful in that all major articles proposed 
and advocated by the Board were accepted by the Annual Town Meeting. 
.Among the principle articles was the Building Code as redrawn by the 
board and the proposal to purchase the Railroad property from Conwell 
Street to Howland Street. 
The parking situation, now a major problem to the town, was allevi-
ated somewhat by the construction of the new parking lot on Shank 
Painter Road. The Town Meeting also voted to set up and finance a 
.Parking Study Committee. 
Zoning changes and modifications devised by the Board were all ac-
cepted by the town. These articles included the establishments of a new 
Commercial Zone "P" in the Shank Painter Road area, modification and 
extension of Class " R" commercial zone, and class "0" was omitted 
from the code. 
After many years of controversy, the Clifton Nelson subdivision was 
accepted and approved. Several other subdivision plans were also ap-
proved after the proper legal hearings were granted. 
Action was taken under the new BUilding Code (Art. XL, Section 8b) 
on the request of the BUilding Inspector regarding the East End Cold 
Storage BUilding recently damaged by fire. A committee was approved 
by the Board and reported in due time to the Town Manager. 
In addition we were as a body appointed as part of the Parking Study 
Committee. This was a very active group, and we were well pleased with 
its accomplishments; Our plans were enthusiastically received by the 
Selectmen and Town Manager, and we have high hopes that the Town 
will agree on the various aspects of our thinking. 
The third aspect of our endeavors was work on the Master Plan 
which was finally approved by State and Federal Agencies shortly after 
the Town Meeting of 1966, and the study is well under way. 
The Planning Board and its consultants have been meeting regularly 
to examine Provinctown's future development. The study so far has can-
sidered the town's population and economy, its physiographic structure 
and land use, its transporta tion, water and fire fighting systems, and 
other municipal facilities. Reports on these factors, as well as others as 
yet unstudied, will be made public from time to time. 
Among the economic factors, studies have been made of Province-
town's relation to the ocean. These include the fishing industry and the 
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future growth of oceanography. Under gUidance of the Planning Board 
applications have been made to the Federal government for consideration 
of Provincetown as a site for the new experimental programs in both these 
fields. The Planning Board and its consultants held several hearings 
relative to the setting up in the near future of a fishing co-operative. The 
endeavor has started again and prospects of the culmination of this pro-
ject are hopeful. 
Perhaps the most striking result of the study to date is the possible 
m11gnitude of the number of future summer visitors. If the National 
seashore's estimate for seashore visitation are sound this could mean 
some 60,000 visitors per day in Provincetown, if facilities are available for 
them: What to do about this possibility will probably be a major public 
policy question for Provincetown in the next two decades. 
The Master Plan will include analysis of the probable impact of this 
growth and alternative programs that the town could adopt to meet it. 
ROBERT G. GUTZLER, Chairman 
PHILIP Malicoat
Nicholas Wells 
MATTHEW Costa 
ROBERT A. Shartle 
REPORT OF THE RECREATION DEPARTMENT 
The Staff of the Recreation Department is comprised of a five mem-
ber Recreation Commission, Robert Collinson, Joseph Collinson, William 
Allison, Mrs. Irma Abo, and Mrs. Billie DaRoza; Recreation Director, 
Arthur D. Roderick; BUilding Custodian, Natalie DeLotto ; Summer 
Assistant Director, Stephen c . Goveia ; Playground Supervisors, Mrs. 
Fran Collinson (East End) and Mrs. Rachel White (West End). 
The activities of the year 1966, as Little League Baseball, Swimming 
Instruction, Basketball, Summer activities, dances, were continued gener-
ally the same as the previous years. 
Special activities for the year 1966 were as follows : 
1. Ice Capadesfor both Cub Scoutsand CampFire Girls, transpor-
tation was provided. 
2. Boston Garden Saturday afternoon Little Guy Basketball parti-
cipants were invited to see a Boston Celtic Game. 
3. Trip to Fenway Park. Little League Players saw the Boston Red 
Sox. 
The bUilding custodian in addition to his regular duties performed 
the following : 
1. Installed Rest Room facilities at Motta Field Field House. 
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2. Placed the Motta Field Field House on its foundation of cement 
blocks with the assistance of the Highway Department. 
3. Maintained the Water Pump and kept the main lines clean in the 
Motta Field Water System. 
4. Repaired the leaks in the roof of the Community Center. 
The town needs a central clearing house for events where organiza-
tions may call in to check on activity dates so that the children as well 
as the adults could have the activities spread over the winter season 
rather than to have several events in the same week. 
ARTHUR D. RODERICK 
Recreation Director 
REPORT OF CIVIL Defense
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen and Town Manager: 
I wish to submit my report for the year 1966 as Civil Defense Director. 
Radio: 
This d~partm~nt, under the supervision of Walter Harding, has drills 
every Monday night, and has improved a great deal this year. A number. 
of young high school men have taken up Radio so that now we have a 
great group as Radio operators. 
First Aid: 
This unit has given a great deal of their time to Civil Defense, under 
the supervision of Martha Henrique who has replaced Florence Menangas 
who has been very sick and under the doctor's care. These girls have 
attended all classes which will be of great help during any disaster. Mrs. 
Henrique and Mrs. Carol Days and Frances Carlos have passed their 
examination as full instructors in First Aid by the American Red Cross. 
Classes have been conducted at C.D. Headquarters in First Aid and 
will continue during the next three months. 
Radiation: 
This department is under the supervision of Donald Morris, a gradu-
ate from Bridgewater Radiation School, held at the Civil Defense Head-
quarters there. Mr. Morris has given instruction in Radiation at different 
times during the year. 
Canteen: 
Our canteen has been ready and used during snow storms. It also has 
been ready to serve coffee and doughnuts to the firemen during any large 
fire. More equipment is needed and plans are being made to have a first-
class canteen. 
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Surplus: 
This part of Civil Defense has been of great value to Provincetown 
by getting equipment and material for the different departments at very 
little cost and saving the Town hundreds of dollars. 
I wish to thank the Selectmen and the Town Manager for their co-
operation while I have been Civil Defense Director of Provincetown. 
FRANK Flores 
REPORT OF THE TREE WARDEN 
I hereby submit my annual report as Tree Warden of the Town of 
Provincetown for the year 1966. 
All complaints of blind corners at side streets were taken care of. 
Shrubbery, hedges and limbs of trees overhanging the streets and side-
walks were trimmed and cut back. The evergreens were planted back in 
the island at Lopes Square. 
The Elm trees throughout the Town were sprayed for Elm beetle 
which is the carrier of the Dutch Elm disease. The firm of BartletTree 
Experts was awarded the bid for spraying at a cost of $1,169.45. The Bart-
let men made three trips here before the trees were all sprayed, due to the 
increase of windy days. Two thousand gallons of Methoxaclor and Kal-
thane mixture were used in spraying. The men did a good job. 
There were two places sprayed for poison ivy which was growing on 
Town property. A Colorado blue spruce tree, which was given to the 
Town, was transplanted in the Town Hall yard, and now the Town has 
a living Christmas Tree to decorate at Christmas time. A Norway spruce 
was also given to the Town, and transplanted in the Library yard. Four 
inaple trees given to the Tree Warden were planted throughout the Town. 
A small leaf linden given to the Town was transplanted in the Town 
Cemetery. 
About twenty shade and ornamental trees were planted for indivi-
duals in Town. 
We lost a beautiful maple tree on Commercial Street in the middle of· 
the Town. It is sad to me when people do this, especially while others in 
all parts of the country are trying to beautify their communities. People 
do not realize how much value they take from their property when they 
remove trees. "Only God can make a tree." 
I admire the older generation that planted those trees so that we can 
enjoy them today. We must do so again for the future generation to en-
joy. Let's plant more trees! 
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Respectfully submitted, 
PhilipALEXANDER 
Tree Warden 
REPORT OF THE CEMETERY DEPARTMENT 
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen and Town Manager: 
As Superintendent of the Town Cemeteries I wish to submit my report 
for the year 1966. I do so with a deep sense of concern for the various 
obligations I must continually meet to maintain and improve the graves 
that mark the resting places of loved ones committed to our care. We 
have over 3,700 graves to take care of. Due to our Town's financial situa-
tion we are unable to do more, as we would like, and yet provide our de-
partment With the necessary eqUipment needed and the men to do the 
job and do it to the best that can be done. 
I would like to take this opportunity to express my gratitude and sin-
cere thanks to the former commissioners, Rev. Lane, Neil Nickerson and 
John Craves, also to our Town Manager, Mr. Robert Hancock, and the 
Board of Selectmen. I also wish to express my thanks to the men who 
worked at the Cemeteries for their great interest in their work. We have 
four different Cemeteries to care for and this reqUires men to do the job. 
These men have shown loyalty to their jobs. 
The four Cemeteries that we have to care for are the Gifford and 
Hamilton, the Town Cemetery, the Old Catholic Cemetery and the old 
Cemetery on Winthrop Street. A great deal of improvement has been 
done in the Old Catholic Cemetery so that many of the lots there are now 
under perpetual care. 
Of course water has been a problem but as time goes on more work is 
being done to improve our water situation so that the graves may be kept 
green during the hot summer months. 
I wish to thank the Finance Committee for listening to me and also 
for cooperating With me in times when they have been needed. With their 
cooperation I have been able to accomplish a great deal. Also our Town 
Manager who has given me his valuable time when problems have arose. 
The sand bank at the Old Cemetery on both Winthrop and Court 
Street is being taken care of and a wall is being erected to save the graves 
which are on the edge of the banking. 
During this coming year I expect to make a great change in our 
home-made sprinkler system so that it Will save water as well as time. 
Again I wish to thank all the citizens who have tried to help me 
while I have been superintendent of the cemeteries. 
FRANK Flores Superintendent 
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REPORT OF THE Board OF HEALTH . 
Mr. Robert A. Hancock 
Town Manager 
I hereby submit my 1966 annual report as Health Agent: 
Burial Permits 38 
sanitary Licenses 3 $60.00 
Swimming Pools 5 100.00 
Food Service Permits 67 134.00 
Cesspool Permits 46 92.00 
Funeral Directing 4 
Premature Births 3 
Lakeville Hospital 0 
Child Care Permit 15.00 
our beaches were taken care of as well as could be done on a small 
appropriation. Our citizens could help a lot by using the disposal cans 
and not leaving debris on the beaches. 
All lodging houses, camps and cabins applying for licenses were in-
spected. 
The Plumbing Code is now in effect and will be strictly enforced this 
year. Those people who are doing plumbing work at present and have 
not obtained a license from the Plumbing Inspector will be prohibited 
from continuing this work. 
The Laboratory at the Cape End Manor is operating efficiently, and 
Is being used more and becoming a busy laboratory in care of Mrs. LoUise 
Perry 
Miss Doris Enos is to be complimented on her cooperation with every-
one. There are clinics for the children and chest X-rays each month for 
anyone wishing to make appointments. Polio and measles vaccines are 
available at the Clinic for any adult or child who may desire them. 
The men on the rubbish truck and at the Town Dump are doing ex-
cellent work. We have a new bulldozer which will be operating soon. 
The Dental Clinic at the school under Dr. Lucien Bouchard and 
school nurse Mrs. Anna Moon has been very successful in serving our 
children at a nominal fee. More parents should take advantage of this 
service. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Joseph A. LEWIS, Agent 
Provincetown Health Department 
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REPORT OF THE FISH AND GAME COMMITTEE 
The Fish and Game Commit tee submits the annual report for the 
year 1966. 
We purchased fifty pheasants and released them in the woods of 
Provincetown. The Committee purchased grain and with the cooperation 
of the Highland Fish and Game Club and its bird feeding program, gave 
feed to the citizens requesting it. Again 1966 was a year of little or no 
insect problem due to the number of birds in the area. Throughout the 
country more interest has been given to our conservation and our natural 
resources. 
We hope the Town will continue its help in preserving our natural 
heritage. 
Respectfully submitted, 
MATI'HEW J. Costa Chairman 
Justin A VELLAR, Member 
mVING Roderick Member 
REPORT OF THE PLUMBING INSPECTOR 
Since Provincetown has just recently come under the jurisdiction or 
State Plumbing Regulations, this is the first annual report of the Plumb-
ing Inspector, for the year 1966. 
Owing to this fact and the fact that under these regulations all 
plumbers must be licensed by the State has made this task not an easy 
one. There are several long established plumbing concerns who have not 
been able to obtain licenses as yet and also it has been common practice 
here for many people to do their own plumbing. This situation I hope to 
remedy in the future. 
Considering the over-all situation, I feel that most everyone has been 
quite cooperative. 
No. of Permits issued 1966 
Permits fe~ collected 1966 
No. of Inspections 1966 
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23 
$397.00 
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ROBERT COLLINSON 
Plumbing Inspector 
REPORT OF THE SHELLFISH COMMITTEE 
Honorable Board of Selectmen Town Manager and Citizens of 
Provincetown 
The Shellfish Committee has been on a program in bringing our clam 
nata back to the old days of plenty shellfish. 
we have planted as a pilot program 110 bushels of quahogs in four 
different areas. 
state Biologist, Arnold Carr, has been a great help and will continue 
helping us as long as the Town shows interest in our flats and clams, as 
lt 18 now doing. Mr. Carr bas suggested many areas to seed with clams 
and. quahogs as pilot programs. 
We have contacted the State to see what can be done with our fiats 
designated as polluted and are in hopes of utilizing this area. As it has 
been, no shellfish can be taken in this area. 
We have planted 35 bushels of sea clams in the harbor. These sea 
clains should seed and give families who care to dig them plenty of sea--
food. Last year we only had $500 and used it on the 1Hl bushels of qua-
bop, and we raked for sea clams which we transplanted. 
This year we are asking for $1,000 in order to do more seeding. We 
ask all people to cooperate and not dig areas seeded and closed. This pro-
gram needs the help of every citizen as well as the Shellfish Committee. 
We wish to thank Capt. Joe Oliver and his crew for the use of his 
trap boat and dory; Stanley Carter and his assistant ; and all those who 
offered their help, but wasn't needed. 
Special thanks to State Biologist Arnold Carr, as without his help we 
wouldn't be progressing as well as we are doing now. 
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Sincerely, 
WILBUR Cook Chairman 
FRANK BENT, Secretary 
FRANK Volton
WILLIAM Soloninka 
FRANK Raymond
Shellfish Committee 
REPORT OF THE BUILDING Inspector 
I hereby submit my annual report for 1966; 
Month No. Type of Permit Total 
January 5 Additions $19,300.00 
2 Dwellings 29,200.00 
February 2 Additions 400.00 
1 Parish School 150,000.00 
March 7 Additions 3,750.00 
3 Dwellings 32,000.00 
Apl';il 10 Additions 6,500.00 
3 Cottages 14,500.00 
3 Dwellings 41,867.00 
May . 11 Additions 3,950.0Q 
2 Dwellings 11,500.00 
June 3 Additions 2,300.00 
July 7 Additions 6,300.00 
2 Dwellings 54,000.00 
August 14 Additions 8,650.00 
1 Studio 3,200.00 
September 6 Additions 5,800.00 
1 Garage 2,000.0Q 
October 2 Motels 55,000.00 
7 Additions 11,400.00 
1 Dwelling 11,000.00 
2 Garages 2,500.00 
November 7 Additions 16,000.00 
1 Cottage 4,500.00 
December 5 Additions 9,050.00 
Theatre 30,000.00 
$534,667.00 
In conclusion, I would like to inform the taxpayers that since the 
town now has in effect an authorized and accepted BUilding Code, the 
State has made it my responsibility for enforcing all safety regulations, on 
both private and public bUildings. This reqUires an annual inspection of 
all property and the compliance, by the owner, of existing laws. 
Respectfully submitted, 
FERNANDO Gonsalves
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REPORT OF THE TOWN Counsel 
Honorable Robert A. Hancock 
Town Manager 
Provincetown, Massachusetts 
Dear Mr. Hancock: 
Since I was honored with appointment as Town Counsel as of July 1, 
1966, my report cover·s matters handloo by me since that date. 
I am pleased to report that there have been no judgments or decrees 
adverse to the Town of Provincetown entered by any Court or adminis-
trative board during my tenure of office; however, successful action was 
'taken on behlilf of the Building Inspector in the following cases: 
BUilding Inspector ·vs. Abe James-Barnstable Superior Court No. 
28768-Defendant permanently enjoined from violation of zoning by-law; 
Building Inspector vs. Abe Saada-Barnstable Superior Court No. 
'28769-Defendant permanently enjoined from violation of zoning by-law; 
Commonwealth vs. Paul Noll-Second District Court No. 28680-De-
fendant fined $20.00 for violation of zoning by-law, and offending struc-
ture removed. 
I have attended such regular and special meetings of the Board of 
Selectmen and other Town boards or committees as I have been requested 
to littend, an.d furnished both oral and written opinions and advice as 
requested in accordance with established procedures. 
It has been my philosophy that the Town Counsel should serve as 
Inconspicuously as possible and not interfere with the processes of local 
government except to advise those who require legal advice or to repre-
sent them when such representation is necessary. 
I wish to express my appreciation to the Town Manager and Board 
ot Selectmen as well as other Town officials and employees with whom I 
have been privileged to serve, and to thank them for the splendid cooper-
ation, understanding and assistance given me in the interests of the 
rown. 
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Respectfully submitted, 
John C. Snow 
Town Counsel 
REPORT OF R. A. SHARTLE-CAPE Cod PLANNING 
AND Economic DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION 
As your Member representative I attended all regular meetings of the 
Commission during 1966 which are held at its headquarters in room 28 
on the third floor of the Cape Cod Community College Faculty Building> 
ln the Town of Barnstable. In attendance were one member and one 
alter:r;~,ate from each of the fifteen towns in Barnstable County, plus, each 
of the three _county Commissioners. 
Boston University Area Development Center, a division of Boston 
University representtid by Professor Joseph Courtney, continue to serve 
as . Con&ulta~ts to the Commission, in the filing of Technical Assistance, 
Grant Applications, the Application for Urban Planning Assistance, and 
such matters as pertain to Government Agencies involved in the Economic 
Development and Planning of Barnstable County. 
On December 1, 1966 the Commission retained Mr. E. Fletcher Davis 
as :Executive Director, who with Mrs. Campbell, the Commission Secretary, 
completes the full time organization. This additional help will allow our 
Chairman, George Cross to devote more time to constructive work. 
During the past year _your Commission with the 8.5$istance of Profes-
sor Courtney appeared before Local, state and National agencies in the 
furtherance of many local problems. The following will illustrate the 
scope·of ·the Commission's activity: 
The purchase by the Towns or County of the abandoned railroad 
property, the Jai Alai Bill before the legislature, Conservation of wet-
lands and shore property on both fresh and salt water, Application for 
State and Federal Grants by towns for Water Projects, Sewer Dis-
posal Projects, the Monomoy Island Wilderness Act, the Proposed Mid-
Cape Canal connecting Cape Cod Bay with Nantucket Sound, and Com-
prehensive Planning Divisions. The assistance currently extended to our 
Provincetown Academy of the Living Arts is an example of Commission's 
importance. Currently your representative is collecting information which 
is intended to aid the Fishermen in their endeavor to fonn a Cooperative 
Organization. 
R. A. SHARTLE, Member 
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ANNUAL TOWN MEETING 
March 14, 1966 
The Moderator opened the meeting at 7:30P.M. Rev. Gilman. Lane 
gave the invocation. 
ARTICLE 1. To hear the reports of Town Officers and Committees 
and to act thereon. 
Moved by Irving s. Rogers that the Town vote to hear the ·reports of 
Town Officers and committees. 
Motion carried. 
Report of the Provincetown Harbor ·or Refuge Committee 
PelloW CitizenS : 
A few weeks after our last annual rep(>rt to you at the 1965 Town 
Meeting, several of us on this Committee went to Waltham and had a 
three-hour session with the Army Engineers at their office. As ·a ·_result 
of this meeting we then appealed to Congress in Washington, thro4g'flour 
congressmen and Senators, to appropriate $20,000 to permit the Army En-
gineers to make a further study of Plan No. 1, the breakwater plan auth-
orized by Congress in 1948, this time concentrating on the area within 
2,500 feet of the end of the Town Pier 
Our appeal was successful, and during the course of it, · we were en-
couraged at the enthusiasm shown by both of our Senators for our 'caUse. 
By September, Congress had passed the necessary appro.prlati~n;. and 
during December the Army Engineers were here making soundings ·of 
harbor depth in the area under consideration. 
A crucial point in the negotiations has been to keep every,thing' within 
the scope of the original Plan No. 1 of 1948, to prevent us from havin-g to 
start this 20-year effort all over again. Much of our attention and effort 
in the past year has gone into this point, which has required constant 
watchfulness on the part of the Committee. 
We have had several meetings with the Army Engineers during the 
Year and with other officials, State and Federal, who haye . bee]\1 _in-
terested from time to time. our principal contacts have been_ with ·Mr. 
Frank Fogarty and Mr. Robert McKinnon of the Army Engineers In 
January, 1966, at their request, members of our Committee drew up a. 
&ketch indicating our concept of where the breakwater should •.be .and 
SUbmitted it to them. In February, Mr. McKinnon came and met wi.th us 
and showed us several sketches indicating his concept. You may .have 
noticed in our local newspapers last week the reproductions of -our plan 
and the one he favored. These are, of course, strictly tentative, far from 
final, but they are a pretty fair picturing of where we stand at the mom-
ent. I have requested another interview with Mr. Fogarty at his earliest 
convenience, to continue our negotiations. 
While our Committee has not met since February 21, 1966, when we 
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talked with Mr. McKinnon, I believe it is the concensus of opinion that 
we should continue to press for a plan as near as possible to the most 
recently published one, which calls for a 3,000 foot breakwater, rather 
than 2,500 feet, 400 to 600 feet from the end of the Town Pier and extend-
ing approximately 2,000 feet to westward of the Pier on its longer wing, 
and 1,000 feet roughly northeasterly, toward the beach; on its shorter 
wing. 
We realize, however, that there will have to be some give:..and~take 
in tl).e negotiations before we can h()pe to get results. 
We shall also need "malice toward none and charity for all" every 
time somebody gets the impression that the location of the breakwater 
will favor one group over another, or ~ne individual over others. Inci-
dentally, let me point out, in this regard, that after listening to the ex-
perts and pestering them with questions for over two years now, I have 
found that the most educated opinion has never failed to warn us that 
no shore property in Town-absolutely none--.<:an be $pected to get any 
protection whatever from any breakwater that may be built in our harbor, 
no matter where it is located. We can hope for shoreline protection if we 
want to, but if anyone gets it, it will be pure luck, and not to be counted 
on. 
I cannot emphasize too strongly that while we have made progress 
that could be called "getting to first base", we must continually remem-
ber that after first base there are three more-and these, if I remember 
my baseball, are harder to reach than first. I bespeak the continued 
support of the Town and especially your patience as we try to untangle 
the inevitable complications that come. 
I can hardly overexpress my appreciation, and that of our Committee, 
to you for the warm and powerful support, material and moral, that you 
have already given us. 
Respectfully submitted 
Rev. Ernest D. Vanderburgh, Chairman 
Harbor of Refuge Committee 
To the Moderator, Board of Selectmen, Town Manager, and the voters 
of the Town of Provincetown: 
The Planning Board herewith presents its 1966 report. In accordance 
with the requirements of the Zoning and Enabling Act, Chapter 40A, 
Section 6, of the Laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, it con-
tains its recommendations on proposed amendments to the Zoning By-
laws, the Building Code, and other articles which have come under the 
Board's jurisdiction. 
At the end of Town Meeting last year the Board had high hopes that 
the Master Plan, as outlined by the Consultants, would be approved by 
the Federal Government and work would get under way within weeks. 
However, we were notified later in the spring that this work was sus-
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nded until new funds were voted by Congress. Everything th~n _. of, 
came to a standstill until last week. As I am sure:. most of Y.:J,U 
senator Kennedy's office issued a news release thatt t~ st~~Y p~an 
has been approved by the Governmen . e anrung 
is much heartened by this turn of events, for now it· is -possible :that· 
long-delayed plan will finall! get ~oving. 
The Board has maintained · a schedule of weekly meetings this: past· 
year. except during the summer months, and has been kep
1
td very: b~tsy. 
Since it .was impossible to know when the Master Plan wou rece1ve 1 
federal approval the Board felt it to be imperative to -propsse some needed 
ntng changes that could be in effect this coming summer. Affiong .. other. 
a comprehensive study of the parking situation was made a.nd a 
report given to . the Board of Selectmen. One of_ the Board's ·reeoriunen-
has been incorporated in Article 16: To f1ll and surface the Town 
owned property on Shankpainter for a public parking ·lot. ··· Another 
recommendation, Article 43: To acquire the rail road bed from Conwell
street to Howland Street, would supply a much needed new road i'nTovm 
and open up undeveloped land for building and would provide a great 
im_provement in traffic circulation. The Planning Board reco~ends 
the passage of these two articles. 
There are many facets to the urgent and complicated parking prob-
lem. The Board endorses the Town Manager's concept in Article 17, of 
the Warrant but we recommend the mechanics of organizing such a park-
ing committee as suggested by the Finance Cmnmittee. There will be a. 
traffic and parking survey made by the Planning Consultants, but -the 
Board feels that a committee formed to work with the::n would be of 
inestimable value in widening public appreciation and understanding of 
this problem. 
During the past winter, the Planning Board has advertised and held 
four public hearings: three on proposed zoning amendments and one on 
the Building Code. 
The first hearing was held on January 6, 1966, with a generous turn-
out. The proposed zoning amendment was to create a new classification, 
"Class P Commercial", which would require on-premise parking, larger 
lot sizes, and greater set-backs, and to convert all of the present 'Class 
"0" Commercial' areas in Town to this new classification. 
Out of this hearing, Article 51 was drawn up which designates Shank 
Painter Road and part of Court Street to be in 'Class "P" Commercial'. 
The Board urges its acceptance. 
Also under consideration at that hearing was the extension of 'Class 
"R" Commercial' westward on Commercial Street to Franklin Street and 
eastward to Bangs Street. Of those who attended the meeting, many 
spoke in favor of extending Class "R" west to Franklin Street, but there 
were several who did not wish to see it extended to the east as far as 
Bangs Street. The majority of the Board feels that it is necessary to 
open up more of Commercial Street to businesses which are not now per.~ 
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mitted in 'Class "W" Residential'. Article 50 incorporates these ideas but 
end 'Class "R" Commercial' to the east at Dyer Street. 
The first six of the .twelve definitions in Article 49 were also discussed 
at .that meeting. 
The second public hearing was held on January 20th, 1966, on the 
Building Code. The meeting was well attended and approval of the new 
Code was voiced by several citizens. The Board has given a great deal of 
serious study to revising this code this past winter and we urge that this 
simplified and, we think,. greatly improved building code be accepted. This 
is Article 47. 
The third public hearing was held on February 17th, 1966, on the last 
six of the twelve definitions incorporated in Article 49. The Board feels 
that these twelve new definitions should be added to Section VI A, "Def-
initions" in the Zoning By-laws to help simplify the work of the B~ding 
Inspector .and assist those who intend to build or open a shop. The Board 
urges the acceptance of Article 49. 
On February 2()th, 1966, the Planning Board held its fourth hearing. 
This was on Article 48 of the Warrant as requested by the Board of 
Selectmen. In effect, this is to permit parking lots in _all zoned districts 
of Provincetown. The Board feels that to do this without strong controls 
would lay the Town open to a severe down-grading of property values in 
residential districts. It is the unanimous opinion of the Board to be 
against this Article. Due to the physical make-up of our Town there .are 
no simple solutions to our traffic and parking problems. The Board feels. 
however, that With the help of the PlanningConsultants and professional 
traffic engineers, a well thought-out solution will be forthcoming to pro-
vide the necessary traffic flow in all major streets and to supply the Town 
with adequate parking space without jeopardizing our residential districts. 
It is with· this in mind that we urge the rejection of Article 48. 
The Planning Board did not hold a public hearing on Articles 52 and 
53, Shankpainter Road and Court Street 'Class "0" Commercial', because 
it felt that ·this would only repeat the January 6th, 1966, public hearing 
on those same streets. The Board does not recommend these two articles 
because it feels that the district will be better served by accepting Article 
51, 'Class "P" Commercial', which provides for offstreet parking. 
Article 40, the layout of Point Street, and Article 41, the layout of 
Creek Road are both approved by the Board. This will in the first case 
open up new land for development and do away with a dead end and in 
both cases create a better traffic flow. This has been urged by affected 
citizens for a period of years. 
In conclusion, the Planning Board wishes to thank the citizens of the 
Town, the many business people, and the Town officials, who have given 
the Board their valued support and encouragement throughout the past 
year. We are looking forward with great interest to the coming year and 
its work with the Planning Consultants on the Master Plan. As this 
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k OCeeds progress reports will be given to the citizens. wor pr 
Respectfully submitted, 
Provincetown Planning Board 
Philip Malicoat, Chairman 
Nicholas Wells 
Matthew Costa 
Robert Gutzler 
Robert A. Shartle Secretary 
Moved ·by Richard Christopher to accept the ·report of the Planning
Board as such without ratification of any acts or recommendations pro-
posed therein. 
The Moderator ruled this motion out of_:order because there was a 
motion before the meeting to hear the reports. 
. The Town Manager requested that he be allowed to speak before any 
money articles were voted on. On question by the Moderator if this woul~ 
~ a report, the Manager said no, therefore the Moderator did not allow 
the request. 
ARTICLE 2. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Town 
Treasurer, with the approval of the Selectmen, to borrow money from 
ttme to time in anticipation of the revenue of the financial year beginning 
January 1, 1966, and to issue a note or notes therefor, payable within one 
year, in accordance with Section 17, Chapter 44 of the General Laws 
Moved by Charles DeRiggs that the Town vote Article 2 as pri"nted. 
Motion carried. 
ARTICLE 3. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise 
and appropriate or transfer from available funds in the treasury for the 
expenses of the Town and salaries of Town Officers and departments for 
the year ending December 31, 1966. 1. General Government; 2. Protec-
tion of Persons and Property ; 3. Health; 4. Public Works; 5. Charities ; 
6. Veterans Services; 7. Library ; 8. Recreation ; 9. Pensions ; 10. Unclassi:.. 
fled; 11. Debt Service; 12. Schools. 
Moved by Robert Hancock that action on Article 3 be postponed and 
that we take up Articles 24 and 30 at this time. 
Mr. Hancock explained that action on Aricles 24 and 30 may reduc~ 
the amount to be asked for under Article 3, the budget article. 
.Motion carried. 
ARTICLE 24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate 
the sum of $14,000 for the purchase of a 4-wheel drive, rubber-tired loader 
for use of the public works department, with a trade in of a caterpillar 
type loader now being used, or take any action in relation thereto. (As 
requested by the Town Manager) Recommended 
Moved by Mr. Hancock that the Town. vote Article 24 as printed. 
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On question Mr. Hancock explained that this would be primarily fo'r 
the use of the street department but available to all departments. 
Motion carried. 
AR.'tii..CE 30. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate 
the sum of $7,000.00 for the purchase of a new 66-passenger bus for use 
by the School Department, and to see if the Town will also vote to auth-
or~e ~he. School Committee to purchase the aforesaid bus and to trade-in 
·tOward this plirchase the bus presently being used, or do anything in rela-
·tion thereto. (As requested by . the School Committee). Recommended. 
with the expectation that the School Department plans to continue 1ts 
policy of sharing with the Recreation Department by mutual agreement. 
·· ·Moved by Herman DeSilva that the Town vote Article 30 as printed. 
On.que~tion by Mr. Gonsalves, Mr. DeSilva explained that the Town 
of Provincetown owns the school bus and that the School Committee is 
rihly· responsible for it and has control of it. Also on question by ·:Mr. 
Gonsalves Francis Marshall explained that when PAL was dissolved the 
bus was turned over to the school with the permission of the Board of 
Selectmenb\lt also that it was to be used by any youth group. Mr. DeSilva: 
.~x;plained 011 question that the regulations governing the bus provide that 
t:)ther youth grqups may use the bus when there is no conflict with th;e 
-scbool use. Mr. Marshall stated that he would recommend that the new 
bus be purchased after listening to Mr. DeSilva. 
Motion carried. 
Moved by Irving Rogers that the sum of $1 ,275,887.85 be raised and 
appropriated for the total Operating Budget. 
Mr. Hancock said he felt it appropriate that he should make a brief 
summary of the financial matters in general. He stated that it appear.s 
now that on the basis of information available that we can possibly have 
a $60.00 tax rate this year even in view of the fact that the budgets are 
up, provided that the recommendations of the Finance Committee and 
Town Manager are substantially followed. The amount of free cash 
available this year is a larger sum than was the case last year, the Articles 
which will have an effect on the tax rate are substantially less than those 
effecting last year's tax rate, the Assessors have up dated their records 
increasing the valuation of the Town which will bring in added revenue, 
and there is anticipated that the Town will receive some $75,000 from t.l;le 
sales tax. All of these factors will have an impact on our tax rate thereby 
arriving at a tax rate of $60.00. He further explained that even though 
there is a decrease to $60.00 the average taxpayer will have about the 
same size tax bill as last year. 
Moderator read each item in the general budget to give the voters an 
opportunity to ask questions on each. General Government, Protection of 
Persons and Property, Health Department, Public Works, Charities Vet
erans Services Library, Recreation, Pensions, Unclassified Debt Service 
and Education. ' 
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John Bell asked why the difference in the figure and Mr. Hancock 
that the voting to authorize the purchase of the front-end 
loader and the school bus makes it possible to reduce the amount 
requested. 
Motion carried. 
The Moderator, at this time, thanked the Veterans of Foreign Wars 
for donating the use of the mikes and assisting in their use at this meet-
t.ng. 
ARTICLE 4. To see if the Town will vote to transfer from available 
funds the sum of $100,00Q.OO, or any other sum, for use by the Board of 
Assessors towards reduction of the 1966 tax rate, or do anything in rela-
tion thereto. (On request of the Town Manager) Recommendations will 
be made when this article is taken up. 
Moved by Mr. Benatti that this article be laid on the table until all 
money articles are taken up. 
Motion carried. 
ARTICLE 5. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Classifica-
tion and Compensation Plan adopted under Article 47 of the 1960 Annual 
Town Meeting, together with any and all amendments thereto, by grant-
ing an across the board increase of 7'h% for step rates for grades I 
through XIII under Section IV (Salary and Wage Schedule) and for. step 
rates I through IV under Section IV (Police Salary and Wage Schedule) 
the said increase to become effective April 1, 1966, and to further amend 
the aforesaid step rates by granting an across the board increase of 2'h% 
for the calendar year of 1967, or take any act ion in relation t hereto. (As 
requested by the Town Manager) The Finance Committee recommends 
that the Pay Plan be amended by granting an across-the-board increase 
of five per cent (5%) in the salaries of full-time town employees covered 
by the plan, not including School, Welfare or Police departments, said in-
crease to become effective April 1, 1966, and to further amend the Pay 
Plan by providing an annual Cost of Living increase equal to any rise in 
the Cost of Living Index, said increase to become effective January 1, 
1967; and that the Town Manager, the Board of Selectmen and the Fi-
nance Committee be directed to prepare a revised Classification and 
Compensation Plan to be presented in Town Meeting not later than 
March, 1967. 
Richard Christopher asked the Moderator concerning his motion on 
the Planning Board report and the Moderator stated that he thought that 
it should be brought up at the time of the zoning changes. 
Moved by John Bell that the Town vote to amend the Pay Plan by 
granting an across-the-board increase of five per cent (5%) in the sal-
aries of full-time Town employees covered by the Plan, not including 
School, Welfare or Police departments, said increase to become effective 
1, 1966, and to further amend the Pay Plan by providing an annual 
Cost of Living increase equal to any rise in the State Cost of Living .Index, 
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said increase to become effective January 1, 1967, and the said Cost of 
Living increase updated annually to continue until the Town adopts a re-
vised Pay Plan; and that the Town Manager, the Board of Selectmen and 
the Finance Committee be directed to prepare a revised Classification and 
Compensation Plan to be presented not later than the next Annual Town 
Meeting in 1967. 
Mr. Hancock explained that a great deal of time has been spent on 
this already and that the motion contains some small corrections until 
adoption of new pay plan. Such a plan has to be brought in next March 
and if they do not accept that plan then the cost of living increase will 
continue until the adoption of such a plan. On question by the Modera-
tor, Mr. Hancock stated that this includes only full-time employees. 
Motion carried unanimously. 
ARTICLE 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate 
the sum of $14,965, to provide for in 1966 the salary and wage increases 
voted under the previous article, number 5, including similar percentage 
tncrease for the Salary of the Town Manager, or do anything in relation 
thereto. <As requested by the Town Manager) The Finance Committee 
recommends that the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of 
$8,197 to provide in 1966 for the salary and wage increases voted under the 
previous article, number 5. This sum includes a similar increase for the 
salary of the Town Manager subject to vote of the Board of Selectmen. 
Moved by John Bell that the Town vote to raise and appropriate the 
suin of $8,197 to provide in 1966 for the salary and wage increases voted 
'under the previous article, number 5. This sum includes a similar in-
crease for the salary of the Town Manager subject to vote of the Board 
of Selectmen. 
On question by Mr. Reis, Mr. Bell explained that the difference in the 
amount read in the article and the amount read in the motion was cal-
culated upon the effect of Article 5 as voted and that the amount needed 
this year is $8,197.00 because it is not going into effect until April 1, 1966. 
He also stated that the full effect of 5 per cent raise in salary will not be 
felt until 1967 when it will be in effect for the entire year. 
Motion carried unanimously. 
ARTICLE 7. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Classifica-
tion and Compensation Plan adopted under Article 47 of the 1960 Annual 
Town Meeting, together with any and all amendments thereto, to provide 
for a plumbing inspector under Section IV (Miscellaneous Salary and Fee 
Schedule) at an annual salary of $1,000, and to see if the Town will vote 
to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000 therefor, or do anything in 
relation thereto. (As requested by the Board of Health) Recommended 
Moved by Mr. Hancock on behalf of the Board of Health that the 
To'wn vote Article 7 as printed. 
Mr. Hancock explained that this has nothing to do with the Health 
Agent. This provides salary for a Plumbing Inspector. On question by 
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B ll Mr. Hancock explained that both these jobs could not be c'om-
of the s tate requirements pertaining to a Plumbing Inspec-
a license. He also stated that the State has approved the p:es-
t inspector on a temporary basis. On question by Mr. DeSilva 
Hancock said they did have a plan to charge fees to off set this 
appropriation. 
Motion carried 212 yes, 1 no. 
ARTICLE a. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Classifica-
d Compensation Plan adopted under Article 47 of the Warrant tion an . 
1 the 1960 Annual Town Meeting, together with and espec1ally any and 
amendments thereto, and especially that part of Section 4 of said, 
known as Police Salary and Wage Schedule," in order . that the. 
esent amounts appearing therein shall be deleted and there W1ll appear 
:erefor the following amounts; the same to become effective April 1, 
1966: 
Police Salary and Wage Schedule 
Grade M'"mimum 2nd step 3rd step 4th step Maximum 
I 4620 4820 5010 5210 5440 
Patrolman 
n 5065 5270 5485 5720 5940 
sergeant 
m 5850 6090 6340 6585 6950 
Chief 
IV 3725 3915 4020 4435 4750 
Clerk and Dispatcher 
(As petitioned for by Francis H. Marshall and others) Recommended 
if effective date is January 1, 1967. 
Moved by Marion Perry as read except effective date, amend to read·· 
January 1, 1967 in place of April 1, 1966. 
On question, the Moderator explained that this was not an amend-
ment but an original motion. 
Moved by Robert Roman that we have aye and nay vote. 
On question, the Moderator explained that such a ballot . was not re-· 
quired by this article and that it was a secret ballot. Chief Marshall 
spoke against the motion of secret ballot. Mr. Bell spoke favoring a secret 
ballot if this would insure democratic process and eliminate the element 
of fear of letting anyone's choice be known. 
Motion not passed. 
Mr. Christopher spoke in favor of the article going into effect as of 
April 1, 1966, and amended the motion of the Finance Committee by 
changing the the date to April 1, 1966. 
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Mr. Bell spoke on the amendment and explained the Finance Com-
mittee stand on this as that the Police Department Schedule as it stood 
before this meeting provided all the men an automatic increase according 
to their step increase which has been approved. This article will give 
them another boost in their pay and since we did not give other Town 
employees an increase in Article 5 we felt we shouldn't give the Police 
one. ChiefMarshall stated that after conferring with the Finance Com-
mittee, Selectmen and Manager it would be selfish for the Police to ask 
for this and that is why he felt that if the Town employees went along 
with their increase then the Police Department would go along with a 
similar plan. Mr. Christopher spoke in favor of the amendment saying 
that the Police do get paid for the overtime they put in and if this does 
not become effective on April 1 the situation will continue until January 
1, 1967. Marion Perry spoke against the amendment and stated that he 
felt the pay plan already approved was a fair plan. 
Amendment not carried. 
Original motion passed 198 yes, no 3. 
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate 
or transfer from available funds in the Treasury, the sum of $1,559.25 to 
put the Police Salary and Wage Schedule into effect as of April 1, 1966. 
(As petitioned for by Francis H. Marshall and others) Recommend in-
definite postponement. 
Moved by Francis Marshall to indefinitely postpone this Article. 
Motion passed. 
ARTICLE 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate 
or transfer from available funds, the sum of twenty-five hundred ($2,500) 
dollars for the purchase of Instalerts and radio equipment for the Fire 
Department. <On request of the Board of Fire Engineers) Recommended 
Moved by James Roderick that the Town vote to raise and appropri-
ate the sum of $2,500 for the purchase of Instalerts and radio eqUipment 
for the Fire Department. 
Motion carried. 
ARTICLE 11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate 
the sum of $1,000, or any other sum, for the purpose of providing a Juven-
ile and Woman's Detention Cell in compliance with the Massachusetts 
State Public Health Regulations and the Youth Service Board. (As re-
quested by the Police Department) Recommended 
Moved by Francis Marshall that the Town vote Article 11 as printed. 
Motion passed. 
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate 
or transfer from available funds in the Treasury, the sum of $2,000, or 
any other sum, to purchase a 1966 Cruiser with a trade in of the 1964 
Chevrolet Station Wagon, or to take any other action in relation thereto. 
(As petitioned by Francis H. Marshall and others) Recommended 
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Moved by Francis Marshall that the Town vote to raise and appropri~ 
ate the sum of $2,000.00 to purchase a 1966 Cruiser with a tr.ade in of the 
1954 Chevrolet Station Wagon. 
The Chiefexplained that this is in keeping with our policy of trading 
in every other year. 
Motion carried. 
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate 
or transfer from available funds in the Treasury, the sum of $1,000, or 
any other sum, for the purpose of purchasing two portable alternators to 
be used by Civil Defense during any emergency. w 3,000 Watts, weight 
180 lbs., 115 to 230 Volts, 26.2 Amps to 13.1 Amps. (As petitioned for bY' 
Civil Defense) Not recommended. The committee feels that the Town 
has enough generators of this size. 
Moved by Frank Flores that the Town vote to raise and appropriate 
the sum of $1,000.00 for the purpose of purchasing two portable alterna-
tors to be used by Civil Defense during any emergency, 3,500 each Watts, 
Weight 180 lbs., 115, 250 Volts 30.2 Amps to 13.1 Amps. 
Mr. Gracie of the Finance Committee explained that since the Com-
mittee had made its original recommendation it had received additional 
information and is now recommending Article 13. On question, he ex-
plained that the Committee in the beginning understood that there were 
3 generators at each station but have since learned that there are only 3 
generators and the Committee was also unaware of the qualifications of 
the generators. 
Motion passed. 
ARTICLE 14. To see if the Town will vote to have a committee of 
three appointed to investigate the possibility of the Town of Province-
town having its own ambulance, and report at the next Annual or Speciah 
Town Meeting. This committee be appointed by the Board of Selectmen. 
<As petitioned for by Frank Flores and others) Recommended that a 
committee be appointed to study the advisability of Provincetown having 
lts own ambulance and report at the next Town Meeting. 
Moved by Frank Flores that Article 14 be indefinitely postponed. 
On question, Mr. Flores explained that he was asking for indefinite 
postponement of this article because the difficulties the Lower Cape Am-
mulance Association had been experiencing have been taken care of and 
such a study was felt by him to be no longer needed. 
Mr. Roderick stated that he felt that we should go along with the 
recommendation of the Finance Committee. Chief Marshall stated that 
he felt that things should be left as they are. Wilbur Cook spoke in favor 
of the motion. 
Motion defeated. 
Moved by John Bell that the -To~ vote to have a committ ee of three 
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appointed to investigate the advisability of the Town of Provincetown 
having its own ambulance, and report at the next Annual Town Meeting. 
This committee be appointed by the Board of Selectmen 
Motion passed. 
ARTICLE 15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate 
the sum of $200,000 for the purpose of erecting, equipping and furnishing 
a two-story addition to the Cape End Manor (Public Medical Institution) 
located on the northwest side of the existing structure and to meet the 
appropriation therefor the sum of $6,000.00 be raised by taxation or trans-
ferred from available funds in the Treasury, and that the Selectmen be 
authorized to instruct the Treasurer to issue twenty-year bonds or notes 
of the Town in the amount of $194,000 in accordance with Section 7 of 
Chapter 44 of the General Laws, as amended, to act fully thereon or take 
any action in relation thereto. (As requested by Manor Addition Com-
mittee) Not recommended in view of the following article (15-A). 
Moved by Irving S. Rogers that this article be indefinitely postponed 
in view of a motion to be proposed under Article 15-A. 
Motion passed. 
ARTICLE 15A. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate 
the sum of $300,000.00, to be used together with a Federal Grant (Hill-
Burton Act) .of $200,000.00, for the purpose of erecting, equipping and 
furnishing a new two-story building for the Cape End Manor (Public 
Medical Institution) located on the northwest side of the existing structure 
and to meet the appropriation therefor the sum of $9,000.00 be raised by 
taxation or transferred from available funds and that the Selectmen be 
authorized to instruct the Treasurer to issue twenty-year bonds or notes 
of the Town in accordance with Section 7 of Chapter 44 of the General 
Laws, as amended, and to see if the Town will vote to authorize and in-
Btruct the Board of Selectmen and Town Manager to acquire by purchase 
or eminent domain the Mary F. Lopes property at 30 Alden Street for use 
in connection with the proposed construction of the new Cape End Manor 
(Public Medical Institution) , to act fully thereon or take any action in 
relation thereto: (As requested by the Manor Addition Committee) 
Recommended that the Moderator and the Selectmenappoint four addi-
tional members, including the Town Manager, to assist the present Manor 
Addition Committee in choosing a site and preparing preliminary plaris 
for a new Cape End Manor (Public Medical Institution) which will qualify 
for a Federal Grant of 40% (Hill-Burton Act), and further to transfer 
from available funds the sum of $5,000 to be used for committee expenses, 
and to present such plans at the next special or annual Town Meeting. 
Moved by Irving S. Rogers that the Moderator and Board of Select-
men, acting together, appoint four (4) additional members, including the 
Town Manager, to assist the present Cape End Manor Addition Commit-
tee in choosing a site and preparing preliminary plans for a new Cape 
End Manor (Public Medical Institution) which will qualify for a Federal 
Grant (Hill-Burton Act) and that the sum of $5,000.00 be transferred from 
the Excess & Deficiency Account for committee expenses, and to present 
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such plans at the next Annual Town Meeting. 
Mr. Hancock announced that in view of the fact that this Article may 
lead to a substantial expenditure of money in the future perhaps it is in 
order to have some discussion about the whole concept. One question is 
whether we shall provide a facility for approximately 50 people and the 
second thing is if we need the facility how shall we go about it. The ori-
ginal thinking had been that we build an addition on the present facility 
and later tear down and rebuild the old facility. We find if we can ful-
fill the requirements under Hill-Burton Act there is a possibility that we 
might be the recipient of a supplementary grant under E.D.A. 
Therefore, we come to the decision should we build an addition and 
tear down the existing structure and rebuild it at cost of $250,000 to 
$3()0,000. An obvious reaction to this plan is that we will not have as effi-
cient a building as we would have at once and another bond issue would 
be running concurrently. Therefore, if you decide to have a 50-patient 
facility we will need a committee to look further into details. 
Mr. Wells stated that he felt that the motion was a ratification be-
fore the information is in and that the only thing the Committee would 
have to do is present plans at Annual or Special Town Meeting and in 
advance we would be approving this facility. 
Moved by Nicholas Wells that the motion be amended so that· the 
concluding sentence reads "and to present their findings, reports and 
recommendations to the next annual town meeting for ratification by the 
citizens or such other action as the citizens at such subsequent town meet-
ing shall decide to take in the matter." 
Amendment passed. 
On question, the Town Manager explained that since an addition 
Would cost . approximately $200,000 and a new building cost $300,000 the 
most recent thinking has been to build completely new facility and tear 
down the existing facility and use that area except basement for addi-
tional parking area. 
On question, Mr. Rogers explained that the $5,000 asked for in this 
article would be for architects, field surveys etc. Mr. Hancock also ex-
plained that the property owner in question would be consulted. Mr. 
Rogers also explained that the site had not been chosen. He also stated 
that the present Committee has not submitted a report and under Article 
IS it would have but then we found out about the Hill-Burton Act and 
abandoned our plans. 
Motion passed as amended. 
ARTICLE 16. To see if the Town will vote to transfer the sum of 
from the MacMillan Parking Meter Account to build a parking lot 
Town-owned property on the easterly side of Shank Painter Road at 
Street, or do anything in relation thereto. (As requested by the 
ard of Selectmen Recommended 
Movect by John Bell that the Town vote Article 16 as printed. 
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Moved by Herman DeSilva to indefinitely postpone this article. 
After considerable discussion the motion to indefinitely postpone was 
not passed. 
Motion passed. 
ARTICLE 17. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the 
Town Manager to appoint a Parking Committee to consist of 15 members 
(5 from the East End, 5 from the Center, and 5 from the West End of 
Town) for the purpose of studying and making recommendations at the 
next Town Meeting, in order to establish additional Town-owned parking 
facilities, and to see if the Town will vote to transfer $5,000 from the Mac-
Millan parking Meter account to enable the Town Manager to provide 
engineering assistance for this Pa.rking Committee, in order to make 
available cost and capacity information with respect to sites considered 
or recommended, or do anything in relation thereto. <As requested by the 
Town Manager) Recommended that the Town vote to authorize the 
Moderator and Board of Selectmen to appoint a parkimgCommittee con-
sisting of the Planning Board and four others, chosen so that there shall 
be 3 members· living east of Center Street, 3 members living west of Court 
Street, and 3 members living between Center and Court Streets, for the 
purpose of presenting to the next Town Meeting their study and recom-
mendations, together with cost and capacity information, for additional 
Town-owned parking facilities, and further to transfer from the MacMil-
lan ParkingMeter account $5,000 for engineering assistance in this study. 
Moved by Munro Moore as recommended by the Finance Committee. 
Mr. Gonsalves said he was in favor of this motion but found the 
reading a little complicated. He felt that there should be three members 
from each part of Town and present their findings to the Planning Board 
because there are three members of the Planning Board from the east 
end. Gabriel Fratus stated he felt the same as Mr. Gonsalves. Mr. Roman 
concurred with them. Mr. Wells stated that it would seem that the Plan-
ning Board shoud have representation on any traffic committee because 
all of this should be immediately related to the Planning Consultant. 
Motion amended by Mr. Roman to have the Town vote to authorize 
the Town Manager to appoint a parking commit tee to consist of 15 mem-
bers (5 from east end, 5 from the Center, and 5 from the west end o:t 
Town) for the purpose of studying and making recommendations at the 
next town meeting, in order to establish Town-owned parking facilities 
and to see if Town will transfer $5,000 from the MacMillan ParkingMeter 
account to enable the Town Manager to provide engineering assistance 
for this ParkingCommittee, in order to make available cost and capacity 
information with respect to sites considered or recommended, or do any-
thing. 
After some discussion on the point of whether or not the Planning
Board shotild be included in the parking committee, the amendment was 
put to a vote. 
Amendment not carried. 
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original motion passed. 
ARTICLE 18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate 
the sum of $900 to supplement appropriations made under Articles 17 and 
18 of the 1965 Annual Town Meeting for construction of retaining wall 
and bulkhead, or do anything in relation thereto. (As requested by the 
Town Manager) Recommended 
Moved by Burton Kenney that the Town vote Article 18 as printed. 
on question Mr. Bell stated that the money would be used at the 
Dyer Street and Nickerson Street projects. 
Motion passed. 
ARTICLE 19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate 
the sum of $12,000 for construction under Chapter 90 of Alden Street and 
Jerome Road, and Cemetery Road. <As requested by the Selectmen) 
Recommended 
Moved by Marion Taves, Jr., that the Town vote Article 19 as printed. 
Motion passed. 
ARTICLE 20. To see if the Town will vote to transfer the sum of 
$9,450 (the said sum being the State's allotment under Chapter 679 for 
1965 and 1966) for the purpose of street construction on Bradford Street 
(Franklin to Nickerson), Commercial St reet (Gosnold to Seamen's Sav
ings Bank), Cemetery Road, Ryder Street and any other street requested 
by the Selectmen and approved by the Massachusetts Department of 
Public Works, or do anything in relation thereto. <As requested by the 
Selectmen) Recommended. 
Moved by Ernest Irmer that the Town vote Article 20 as printed. 
Motion passed. 
ARTICLE 21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriatE! 
the sum of $3,000 for improvements and maintenance of Manuel V. Motta 
Memorial Athletic Field, or take any action in relation thereto. (As 
requested by the Motta Field Commission) Recommendations to be made 
at Town Meeting. 
Moved by William Tasha that the Town vote Article 21 as printed. 
Finance Committee recommends this $3,000 sum because usually this 
request is for $5,000. 
Motion passed. 
ARTICLE 2·2. To see if the Town will vote to transfer the sum of 
$10,000 from the balance remaining from Article 10 of the 1964 Annual 
Town Meeting for the following purposes: (a) Install 6" water main in 
Pleasant Street Extension and Franklin Street Extension, including fit-
and hydrant--$4,000. (b) Install 6" water main in Freeman Street 
<Bradford to Commercial) including fittings-$2,500. (c) Install 6" water 
lnain in Webster Place, including fittings and hydrant--$2,000. (d) Install 
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equipment for prevention of rusty water-$1,500, or do anything in rela-
tion thereto. (As requested by the Water Department) Recommended 
Moved by Robert Hancock that the Town vote Article 22 as printed. 
Motion passed. 
ARTICLE 23. To see if the Town will vote to transfer the balance 
of $9,014.57 remaining from Article 4 of the 1953 Annual Town Meeting 
and Article 54 of 1957 Annual Town Meeting for the purpose of explora-
tion and testing to determine possibilities and locations for additional 
water supply for the Town, or do anything in relation thereto. As re-
quested by the Town Manager) Recommended 
Moved by Charles DeRiggs that the Town vote Article 23 as printed. 
Mr. Hancock explained that although we are not in dire need for 
additional supply of water, this article is proposed on long-term basis and 
we are most certainly going to need more water some day and if supply is 
found in the National Seashore then we can make arrangements with 
them and this is the basic purpose of this article. 
Motion passed. 
ARTICLE 25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate 
or transfer from available funds, the sum of $4,000 for the construction of 
a retaining wall and fence and stabilization of the southeast embank-
ment of the Winthrop Street Cemetery, said wall to be erected on the 
property of Christopher Salvadoror do anything in relation thereto. <As 
requested by the Cemetery Commission) Recommendation to be made 
at Town Meeting. 
Moved by Mr. Hancock that the Town vote to raise and appropriate 
the sum of $3,100, and transfer from the Sale of Cemetery Lots the swn 
of $900, for the construction of a retaining wall and fence and stabiliza-
tion of the southeast embankment of the Winthrop Street Cemetery, said 
wall to be erected on the property of Christopher Salvadorprovided that 
Mr. Salvador gives the Town a permanent easement for the aforesaid 
purpose. 
Finance Committee cannot recommend this article because they think 
it is a bad precedent to set building on someone's property on behalf of 
Cemetery Commission. 
Mr. Salvadorspoke in favor of the motion saying that this has be-
come quite a serious thing and on question said that he did plan to give 
the Town the easement required. 
Motion passed. 
ARTICLE 26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate 
the sum of $10,000 for construction and improvements to Town sidewalks, 
or do anything in relation thereto. (As requested by the Town Manager) 
Recommended 
Moved by Charles DeRiggs that the Town vote to raise and appropri-
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ate the sum of $10,000 for construction and improvements of Town side-
walkS· 
Motion amended by Bernard Days that any new construction of side-
walkS that the extremities be tapered to the pavement. 
Amendment carried. Motion as amended carried. 
ARTICLE 27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate 
the sum of $500.00 for the purchase of a paint machine for use by the 
PUblic Works Department, with a trade-in of the present old paint ma-
chine, or do anything in relation thereto. (As requested by the Town 
J~~a,nager) Recommended 
Moved by Mr. Hancock that the Town vote Article 27 as printed. 
Motion passed. 
ARTICLE 28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate 
or transfer from available funds, the sum of $2,500.00 for the purchase of 
a compressor for use by the Water Department, with a trade-in of the old 
compressor now being used, or to take any action in relation thereto. <As 
requested by Town Manager) Recommended 
Moved by Arthur Medeiros that the Town vote to transfer from the 
E. and D. account the sum of $2,500 for the purchase of a compressor for 
use by the Water Department, with a trade-in of the old compressor now 
being used, and recover the aforesaid amount from Water Department 
revenue. 
Motion passed. 
ARTICLE 29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and approp1iate 
the sum of $1,000.00 for the preparation of preliminary plans for the con-
struction of a new Public Works Building, or do anything in relation 
thereto. (As requested by Town Manager) Recommended 
Moved by Eugene Watson that the Town vote Article 29 as printed. 
Motion passed. 
ARTICLE 31. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate 
the sum of $1,800.00 for the construction or building of a Veterans Honor 
Roll in front of the Town Hall, or to do anything in relation thereto. (As 
requested by the Veterans of Foreign Wars) The Finance Committee 
recommends that the Moderator appoint a committee of veterans to or-
Kanize a project of public subscription toward a new Veterans' Memorial 
Pun d. 
On behalf of veterans moved by Mr. Hancock that the Town vote 
Article 31 as printed. 
Motion amended by Mr. Benatti that the Moderator appoi.Rt a com-
mittee of veterans to organize this project. 
Mr. Desilva offered another amendment "by striking out the sum of 
and that a committee of 3 be appointed by the Moderator to bring 
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back a report to the next Annual Town Meeting concerning construction 
of veterans honor roll in front of Town Hall." 
Mr. Benatti withdrew his motion. 
Motion that Moderator appoint a committee of three to investigate 
the plans for a veterans roll and a loc!lition and report at the next Annual 
Meeting passed. 
ARTICLE 32. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate 
or transfer from available funds in the treasury the sum of $1,200.00 for 
the purpose of publishing 1,200 copies of the Assessors' Valuation Book 
for the year 1966, said book required by law to be published every five 
years, or do anything in relation thereto. (On request of the Selectmen) 
Recommended, with the suggestion that the printer's type be held in gal-
ley so that if more copies are needed they can be printed at small extra 
cost. 
Moved by Mr. Hancock that the Town vote to raise and appropriate 
the sum of $1,200 for the purpose of publishing 1,200 copies of the Assess-
ors' Valuation Book for the year 1966, said book required by law to be 
published every five years. 
Motion carried. 
Moved by Francis Marshall that Article 44 be taken up at this time. 
Motion not carried. 
ARTICLE 33. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate 
the swn of $500.00 for the purpose of beautifying Town property, or do 
anything in relation thereto. (As petitioned for by members of the Nau-
tilus Club and others) Recommended 
Moved by Mr. Hancock t hat the Town vote Article 33 as printed. 
Motion passed. 
Moved by Wilbur Cook that this meeting be adjourned until tomorrow 
evening at 7:30 P. M. Motion carried. Meeting adjourned at 11 P. M. 
MARCH 15, 1966 
March 15, 1966, Moderator reconvened meeting !lit 7:40 P . M. A quo-
rwn was established. Chair asked that those assembled stand in silence 
for 30 seconds in honor of SivertBenson who passed away earlier in the 
day. 
The Moderator announced tha;t the Chair had made a mistake under 
Article 1 in that the motion received was to hear the reports and Chair 
ruled inadvertently to accept the reports, therefore Chair has motion 
made by Mr. Christopher to accept just one report. Mr. Christopher 
moved to accept the report of the Planning Board as such without ratifi-
cation of any acts or recommendations proposed therein. 
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Moved by Irving Rogers that all other reports of Committees be ac-
cepted. 
Motion carried. 
While Mr. Christopher was being located the Moderator suggested 
that the meeting continue and then go back to the motion when Mr. 
Christopher arrives. 
ARTICLE 34. To see if the Town will vote to install and maintain 
street lights on Pole No. 55A at the inner end of the Town Parking Lot 
off Ryder Street, and on Pole No. 85 in the vicinity of Bryant's Market, 
467 c ommercial Street, or do anything in relation thereto. (As requested 
by the Selectmen) Recommended that the Town vote to install and 
maintain a street light on Pole No. 55A at the inner end of the Town 
Parking Lot behind the former Seamen's Bank. 
Moved by Leo Gracie that the Town vote to install and maintain a 
street light on Pole No. 55A at the inner end of the Town Parking Lot off 
Ryder Street. 
Mr. Bell explained that the Finance Committee had viewed both sites 
and found that Ryder Street needed the light but that there were 2 lights 
near Bryant's Market. The Finance Committee felt that the area near 
Bryant's Market is well light ed, partly by street lights and partly by Mr. 
Bryant's own lights so therefore did not recommend this pole location. 
Motion passed. 
Mr. Christopher arrived at the meeting and his motion was read once 
again. 
A point of order by Mr. Wells was made. He said that he felt that 
the motion was highly improper and should be ruled out of order because 
filing of a report by Planning Board is under State statute and because 
In the text of the report reference is made to specific subject matter 
which is treated in separate articles and therefore I submit that this 
motion is out of order. 
Mr. Christopher explained that this motion was made strictly for the 
Purpose that the report be a report and that the articles in order to be 
acted upon should be placed in the warrant. The only thing requested 
In motion is th!lit the report of the Planning Board be accepted as a report 
and only a report. 
Mr. Wells moved that the motion be amended to read that the report 
of the Planning Board be received as required by law. 
Amendment passed. Motion as amended carried. 
ARTICLE 35. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate 
the sum of $1,500.00 for the Old Home Week Program, or do anything in 
relation ther.eto. (As requested by Kenneth Macara and others) The 
Ptnance Committee declines to make any recommendation on this article. 
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Moved by Kenneth Macara that the Town vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $1,500 for the Old Home Week Program. 
Motion passed. 
ARTICL"'E 36. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate 
or transfer from available funds in the Town treasury, the sum of $500.00, 
or any other sum, for the purpose of reseeding the Town's shellfish areas, 
and that a committee of three be appointed by the Board of Selectmen 
for supervising the same. CAs petitioned for by Frank Flores and others) 
Recommended that the Town raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 
for reseeding the town's shellfish areas, and that the Board of Selectmen 
appoint a committee of three to work with the present Shellfish Com-
mittee in this project. 
Moved by Frank Flores that the Town raise and appropriate the sum 
of $500.00 for the purpose of reseeding the Town's Shellfish areas, and 
that $450.00 be used to purchase seed and that $50.00 to be used for the 
hiring of a boat to do the seeding with and that a committee of three be 
appointed by the Selectmen to supervise said project. 
Motion amended by Leo Gracie that the committee of three work with 
the present Shellfish committee in this project. 
Mr. Flores spoke in opposition to the amendment and Mr. Gracie in 
favor of it. 
Amendment carried. Motion as amended passed. 
ARTICLE 37. To see if the Town will vote to r~ise and appropriate 
or transfer from available funds in the treasury, the sum of $350.00 for 
the feeding of birds and the improvement of conditions for wildlife. (As 
petitioned by Matthew J. Costaand others) Recommended 
Moved by Matthew J. Costa that the Town vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $350.00 for the feeding of birds and the improvement of 
conditions for wildlife. 
Motion passed. 
ARTICLE 38. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum 
of $100,000, or any sum, to purchase and install water meters in the 
Provincetown water system, including the service within the area of the 
Town of Truro, and determine whether the money shall be provided by 
taxation, by appropriation from available funds in the treasury, andj or 
by borrowing under authority of Chapter 44 of the General Laws, or take 
any action in relation thereto. CAs petitioned for by Barbara Malicoat 
and others) Not recommended. The Finance Committee agrees that 
metering is the fairest way to assess water charges, but feels it is econ-
omically unfeasible In this town. See Report. 
Moved by Barbara Malicoat that the Town vote to appropriate the 
sum of $100,000 to purchase and install water meters in the Provincetown 
Water System, including the service within the area of the Town of 
Truro by borrowing under authority of Chapter 44 of the General Laws. 
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on question by Marion Perry as to the legality of the motion, Mr. 
Hancock proposed a new motion. 
Moved by Mr. Hancock that the Town vote to appropriate the sum of 
$100,000.00 to purchase and install water meters in the Provincetown 
water System including the services within the area of the Town of Truro
and the Board of Selectmen be directed to authorize the Treasurer to bor-
row the money through the issuance of bonds under the authority of 
Chapter 44 of the General Laws for a period of ten years. 
standing vote 40 yes---122 no. Motion not passed. 
ARTICLE 39. To see if the Town will vote to approve the appoint-
ment of a committee of three, named by the Moderator, to work, with the 
Town Manager to carry out the intent and purpose of the meter article, 
to sign all necessary contracts, agreements, etc.; and that the sum of 
$1,000.00 be raised and appropriated to be used for any expenses and;'or 
any engineering oi: consultant fees Incurred by said committee, or take 
any action in relation thereto. (Sponsored by the Provincetown Tax-
payers Association and petitioned by Barbara Malicoatand others) Not 
recommended 
Moved by Barbara Malicoat that the Town approve the appointment 
of a committee of five, named by the Moderator, to investigate thoroughly 
the feasibility of installing water meters in Provincetown, and that the 
sum of $1,000 be raised and appropriated to be used for any expenses 
andj or engineering or consulting fees incurred by said Committee, and 
to present their findings at the next special or annual town meeting. 
Motion defeated by standing vote 70 yes---87 no. 
ARTICLE 40. To see if the Town will vote to accept the layout of 
Point Street from its present t erminus to Bradford Street Extension, all 
as shown on a plan of the same dated February 1966 and drawn by 
Prancis J. Alves, C.E. Provincetown, Mass.; to authorize the Board of 
Selectmen to take by eminent domain certain lands shown thereon and 
to appropriate the sum of $100.00 for the same, or to take any other action 
in relation thereto. CAs requested by the Selectmen) Recommended 
Moved by Marion Taves that the Town vote to accept the layout of 
Point Street from its present terminus to Bradford Street Extension, all 
as shown on a plan of the same dated February 1966 and drawn by 
Francis J. Alves, C.E. Provincetown, Mass.; to authorize the Board of 
Selectmen to take by eminent domain certain lands shown thereon and 
to appropriate the sum of $100 for the same. 
On question it was explained that the Town of Provincetown already 
a great part of this land and those that abut will give the land to 
lnake this road a little wider. 
Motion carried by standing vote 146 yes----4 no. 
41. To see if the Town will vote to accept the layout and 
of CreekRoad from Franklin Street to Nickerson Street, all as 
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shown on a plan of the same dated February 1966 and drawn by Francis 
J . Alves, C.E., Provincetown, Mass. ; to authorize the Board of Selectmen 
to take by eminent domain certain lands shown thereon and to appropri-
ate the sum of $100.00 for the same, or to take any other action in relation 
thereto. (As requested by the Selectmen Recommended 
Moved by Burton Kenney as read. 
Moved by Amelia Carlos that Article No. 41 in the Warrant for An-
nual Town Meeting for 1966 be indefinitely postponed. 
Mrs. Carlos stated that she opposed this article because there are 
only 3 houses that front on Creek Road and coUld see nothing accom-
plished by making it a 2-car road. 
Mr. Bell requested that the following Petition be entered into the 
minutes of the meeting: We, the undersigned, petition the Finance Com
mittee, not to recommend the layout and relocation of Creek Road, as 
planned in Article No. 41 of Town Warrant for 1966. ; s; Amelia Carlos, 
29 Mechanic St.; ; s; Frank Carlos, 29 Mechanic St.; ; s; Margaret M. 
Fields, 25 Mechanic St.; j sj Bill Fields, 25 Mechanic St.; j sj Joan M . 
Pereira, 22 Mechanic St.; J . P . Senecal96 Bradford st. ; JUlie Senecal96 
Bradford St. ; Antone D. Pereira, 22 Mechanic St.; Helen Car Chan, 33 
Nickerson St.; Frances Carlos, 6 School St.; Flora Souza Franklin St. ; 
; s; Nancy P. Meads, Cottage St.; ; s; Pauline Fields, 12 Franklin St.; 
; s; Cecelia E. Perry, 38 Court St.; ; s; Dorothy M. Pickard, 38 Court St.; 
j sj Ronald S. Pickard j by Attorney, 38 Court St.; ; s; Jean A. Malchman, 
242 Commercial St.; J. Ar.thur Lopes, 120 Bradford St.; ; s; Wayne L. 
Costa, 27 Mechanic St.; ; s; PaUline Costa, 27 Mechanic St. 
Motion to indefinitely postpone passed. 
ARTICLE 42. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate 
the sum of $100.00 and authorize the Board of Selectmen and Town Man-
ager to acquire by purchase or eminent domain the following described 
parcel of land. 
Commencing at a Land Court bound located at the corner of Standish
Street and Cemetery Road, thence running N 36°-43'-05" E by said Ceme
tery Road 18.32 feet ; thence turning and running in a southerly direction 
in a curved line to the left, the radius of which is 25 .00 feet, 31.63 feet to 
Standish Street aforesaid ; thence turning and running N 35°-45'-40" W 
by said Standish Street 18.32 feet to the Land Court bound at the point 
of beginning. 
Containing an area of 55.00 square feet , more or less, or do anything 
tn relation thereto. (As requested by the Selectmen and Town Manager) 
No majority for or against, 6 members voting, 1 abstaining. 
Moved by Mr. Hancock as read. 
Motion not passed, 53 no-1 yes. 
ARTICLE 43. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board 
of Selectmen and Town Manager to purchase the Railroad right of way 
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tn its entirety, including all land which the Railroad holds through either 
ownershiP o;r fee, from the westerly layout line of Conwell Street to the 
easterly layout line of Howland Street, an area of six acres, m?re or less, 
raise and appropriate the sum of $8,000.00 for the aforesaid purpose, 
or do anything in relation thereto. (As requested by the Selectmen
Recommended. See Finance Committee Report. 
Moved by Ernest Irmer that the Town vote Article 43 as printed. 
Motion passed. 
Moved by Mr. Hancock that Article 4 be taken up at this time. 
Motion carried. 
ARTICLE 4. To see if the Town will vote to transfer from available 
fUnds the sum of $100,000.00, or any other sum, for use by the Board of 
Assessors towards reduction of the 1966 tax rate, or do anything in rela-
tion thereto. (On request of the Town Manager) Recommendation will 
be made when this article is taken up. 
Moved by Armand Benatti that the Town vote to transfer from 
available funds the sum of $60,000.00 for use by the Board of Assessors 
toward reduction of the 1966 tax rate. 
Moved by Mr. Hancock that the sum of $70,000.00 be transferred. 
Mr. Hancock explained that based on the best information that we 
have if you want to realize a $60.00 tax rate, $70,000.00 is needed to make 
the reduction and this will leave $37,000.00 in available funds. The 
$60,000.00 figure woUld leave $47,000.00 in available funds. Mr. Benatti 
spoke on the amendment saying that the Finance Committee felt that 
With a transfer of $60,000.00 the Town woUld still get a pretty good reduc-
tion on the tax rate. 
Amendment not carried. Motion passed. 
ARTICLE 44. To see if the Town will vote to amend the by-laws by 
adding the following as section 24 of Article IV: It shall be unlawful for 
any person or persons occupying or having charge of any building or 
Premises or any part thereof in the Town, other than that section of any 
establishment licensed under Chapter 138 of the General Laws, to cause 
or suffer or allow any unnecessary loud, excessive or unusual noises in the 
operation of any radio, phonograph or other mechanical soundmaking 
device or instrument, or reproducing device or instrument, or in the play-
ing of any band, orchestra, musician or groups of musicians, or in the use 
any device to amplify the aforesaid, or the making of loud outcries, ex-
Clamations or other loud or boisterous noises or loud and boisterous sing-
Ing by any person or group of persons or in the use of any device to am-
Plify the aforesaid noise, where the noise is plainly audible at a distance 
of one hundred and fifty feet from the building, structure, vehicle or 
Premises in which or from which it is produced. The fact that the noise 
is Plainly audible at a distance of one hundred and fifty feet from the 
Vehicle or premises from which it originates shall constitute Prima Facie 
eVidence of a violation of this by-law. Any person violating this by-law 
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shall be punished by a fine of not more than fifty dollars for each of-
fense. Recommended. 
Moved by Eugene Watson as read. 
Chief Marshall explained that the Police Department has been using 
the breach of the peace and under the statute the Courts have thrown 
the cases out because we couldn't eay exactly who it was that made the 
noise. Mr. Marshall also explained that if a complaint is not made there 
would be no liability. 
Motion passed 120 yes-20 no. 
ARTICLE 45. To see if the Town will vote to amend the by-laws by 
adding the following as Section 25 of Article IV: It shall be unlawful for 
any person or persons being present in or about any building, dwelling, 
premises, shelter, boat or conveyance or any part thereof, other than that 
section of any establishment licensed under Chapter 138 of the General 
Laws, who shall cause or suffer or countenance any loud, unnecessary, 
excessive or unusual noises, including any loud, unnecessary, excessive or 
unusual noises in the operation of a radio, phonograph or other mechan-
Ical sound making device or instrument, or reproducing device or instru-
ment, or in the playing of any band, orchestra, musician or group of mu-
sicians, or the making of loud outcries, exclamations or other loud or 
boisterous noises or loud and boisterous singing by any person or group of 
persons, or in the use of any device to amplify the aforesaid noise, where 
th,e aforesaid noise is plainly audible at a distance of one hundred and 
fifty feet from the building, dwelling, premises, shelter, boat or convey-
ance in which it is produced. The fact that the noise is plainly audible at 
a distance of one hundred and fifty feet from the premises from which it 
originates shall constitute Prima Facie evidence of a violation of this by-
law. Any person shall be deemed in violation of this by-law, who shall 
make, or aid, or cause, or suffer, or countenance, or assist in the making 
of aforesaid and described improper noises, disturbance, breach of the 
peace, and the presence of any person or persons in or about the build-
ing, dwelling, premises, shelter, boat or conveyance or any part thereof 
during a violation of this by-law shall constitute Prima Facie evidence 
that they are a countenancer to such violation. Any person violating this 
by-law shall be punished by a fine of not more than fifty dollars for each 
offense. (As requested by the Board of Selectmen) Recommended 
Moved by Charles DeRiggs as read. 
Chief Marshall explained that the previous by-law covered the person 
in charge and this one is for the people who are present. 
Standing vote, motion passed 112 yes-26 no. 
ARTICLE 46. To see if the Town will vote to amend Sections One 
(1 ) and Two (2) of Article II of the By-Laws of the Town of Province-
town by deleting the word "March" wherever it appears in said Sections 
One and Two and inserting in place thereof the word "April", or do any-
thing in relation thereto. (As petitioned for by the Good FellowshiP 
Club) Not recommended 
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Moved by Irving Rogers that Article 46 be indefinitely postponed. 
Motion carried. 
ARTICLE 47. To see if the Town will vote to amend its By-Laws 
and adopt the following as its Building Code, or take any action in rela-
tion thereto as printed on pages 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31 
and 32 of the Report of Finance Committee and Warrant for Annual 
Town Meeting, Monday, March 14, 1966. (As requested by the Planning 
Board) Recommended 
Moved by Philip Malicoat that Article 47 be adopted as printed in the 
Town Warrant. 
Fernando Gonsalves, Building Inspector, spoke in favor of this article 
and also Frank Bent. On question, it was stated that the salary of the 
Building Inspector is $1,000.00. Tom Rutherford spoke in opposition to 
the motion saying that it was too restrictive and totally unnecessary in 
Provincetown because you are limited to size. Mr. Malicoat explained 
that 3,500 cubic foot regulation is a State law. Mr. Rose also spoke in 
opposition to the motion. Warren Alexander spoke in favor of the motion 
as did Matthew Costa who stated that this Code was the most lenient on 
Cape Cod and is the beginning of good sound construction. Standing 
vote 90 yes-29 no. 
Motion passed. 
ARTICLE 48. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning By-
Laws to permit the establishment of parking lots in all Districts of the 
Town and to accomplish the foregoing, that the Town vote to add under 
Section ll Residential District Uses Class B Residential District the fol-
loWing permitted uses: 5. Municipally owned or operated parking lot. 6. 
Privately owned and operated parking lot, or do anything in relation 
thereto. (As requested by the Board of Selectmen) Recommended 
Moved by Josephine Del Deo that Article 48 be indefinitely postponed. 
Motion passed. 
ARTICLE 49. To see if the Town will vote to amend that part of 
the Zoning By-laws under Section VII-A, Definitions, by adding the fol-
lOWing definitions, or take any other action related thereto: Apartment: 
Is a room or a suite of rooms which are occupied or which is intended or 
designed to be occupied by one family for living and sleeping purposes. 
Apartment House: Is any building, or portion thereof, which is designed, 
bUllt, rented, leased, let, or hired out to be occupied or which is occupied 
as the home or residence of three or more families living independently 
of each other and doing their own cooking in said building, and shall in-
clude flats and apartments. Dwelling: For the purpose of these ordin-
ances dwellings are divided into the following classes : Private dwelling, 
two family dwelling, multiple dwelling. A private dwelling is a dwelling 
OCcupied by no more than one family. A two family dwelling is a dwelling 
OCcUpied by no more than two families. A multiple dwelling is a dwelling 
OCcUpied by three or more families. This classification shall include ten-
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ement houses, apartment hotels, boarding houses, lodging houses, club 
houses, dormitories, convents, private hospitals, private assylums and au 
other dwellings similarly occupied. Family : An individual or two or more 
persons related by blood or marriage, or a group of not more than five 
persons (excluding servants) who need not be related by blood or mar-
riage, living together in a dwelling unit. Apartment Houses, Apartment 
Hotels, Hotels and Motels: Shall be governed as to setbacks, heights and 
so forth, the same as set forth in Motel and Motel Standards of the Zon-
ing By-laws, Section 6A, 6B, 6C. Egress: Is a free and unobstructed way 
by door (s), corridor (s), Foyer (s) , and stairway (s) leading as directly as 
possible to and discharging into a street, or into an exit, court or passage-
way leading into a street or into an approved open space with access to 
the street. Business Service: A business in where services are furnished for 
the maintenance of the home or other businesses. Coinmercial Garden : 
A truck farm or garden engaged in the selling of vegetables andj or flow-
ers grown on the premises. Museum of Art: Shall be a place indoors for 
the purpose of exhibiting paintings, drawings, prints, sculptures, antiques 
and other rare objects of art, and open to the public for viewing. Objects 
may or may not be for sale. Tea Room: A tea room shall be deemed to 
be synonymous with a restaurant, but such definition shall not be con-
strued so as to confer the right to establish a restaurant in any district 
other than those now specifically permitting restaurants, and referred 
to therein by the term "restaurant". Art Galleries : Shall consist of a 
place located indoors for the exhibiting of paintings, drawings, prints 
and sculptures and may be for sale to the public. Arts and Crafts Shops : 
Shops holding an " Arts and Crafts" license may have for sale or barter 
only such objects which were handcrafted within the environs of Prov-
incetown, and not items which were mass produced by manufacture, as 
gifts and novelties of the type commonly sold in a gift or souvenir shop. 
Recommended 
Moved by Philip Malicoat that Article 49 be adopted as printed or 
read from the Town Warrant, with the correction in paragraph (1) , that 
VI-A, replace VII-A. 
Philip Tarvers spoke in opposition to the motion. 
Motion amended by Mr. Tarvers to read instead of three or more, six 
or more on Page 33 under apartment houses. 
Heaton Vorse spoke in opposition to the amenctJ:nent. Mr. Malicoat 
stated that this would apply to new buildings not old buildings. 
Amendment not carried. 
Arnold Dwyer spoke in opposition to the motion. 
Standing vote, motion not carried 56 yes-64 no. 
ARTICLE 50. To see if the Town will vote to amend that part of 
the Zoning By-law under Sections 3 and 6 " Commercial District Uses" 
Class R Commercial District, so that the provisions will read as follows ; 
and the amended Class R Area be set down on the Town's Zoning Map, 
or to take any other action relating thereto, as printed on pages 35 and 
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36 of the Warrant for the Annual Town Meeting. ( As requested by the 
p}anlling Board) Recommended 
Moved by Philip Malicoat that Article 50 be adopted as printe1 or 
read from the Town Warrant. 
Motion amended by Mr. Malicoat that Section 6 " Area regulati::ms", 
Sub-section 5 (a) to read as follows : Beginning at the present terminus of 
ClasS R at the easterly side of Court Street where it intersects the north-
erly side of Commercial Street and proceeding along Commercial Street 
to the westerly side of Franklin Street where it intersects the northerly 
side of Commercial Street, and then preceding in a generally northwester-
ly direction along the westerly side of Franklin Street to the rear property 
line of the property now established on the corner thereof ; then pro-
cecflng in a general easterly direction however irregular, following the 
rear lines of all presently established parcels of property located on the 
northerly side of Commercial Street, until an intersection is made with 
the easterly side line of Court Street, then proceeding southerly to the 
point of beginning. 
And also, beginning at the easterly side of Court Street projected 
toward the shore where it intersects with the southerly side of Commer-
cial Street, and proceeding along Commercial Street to the westerly side 
of Franklin Street projected toward the shore. Then running along the 
westerly property lines of the properties abutting Franklin Street, to the 
most southerly line of the property along or most proximate to that pro-
Jected line of Franklin Street, thence running in a general easterly direc-
tion, however irregular along the southerly line of all properties to the 
easterly side of Court Street projected as aforesaid, and then in a gen-
eral northerly direction to the place of beginning. 
Mr. Malicoat explained that this would rezone section from Court 
Street to westerly side of Franklin Street as Class R Commercial. On 
question by Mr. Tarvers, Mr. Malicoat explained that in old zoning by-law 
Class R Commercial read club with entertainment, now it will read with 
or without entertainment. 
Standing vote, motion carried as amended unanimously. 
Petition for reconsideration of Article 49 was presented to Moderator. 
Article 49 not reconsidered by vote 53 yes-56 no. 
ARTICLE 51. To see if the Town will vote to amend Sections 3 and 
6 of the Town's Zoning By-law by the enactment of the following addi-
tional provision and incorporate the amendments on the Town's Zoning 
Map, or to take any other action with relation thereto: as printed on 
pages 37, 38, 39 of the Warrant for the Annual Town Meeting. (As re-
QUested by the Planning Board) Recommended 
Moved by Mr. Wells that Article 51 be adopted as printed in the Town 
Warrant. 
Mr. Wells explained the reason for Class P to provide widening of 
CoiJlmercial districts in Town on arterial Streets and to provide off street 
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parking in this district. He also stated that there is provision making 
specification for measuring parking spaces to be provided. 
Standing vote, motion carried unanimously. 
ARTICLE 52. To see if the Town will vote to amend that part of 
the Zoning By-laws under Section 1, Establishment of Districts, Para-
graph 1, Classes of Districts, in order that the Zoning Map may be' 
amended to change the following described land from Class W Residential 
and B Residential, to 0 Commercial; 
Shank Painter Road, both sides from Route 6 to Bradford Street and 
to depth of each individual property line, owned by the following as of 
January 1, 1965, as shown on Blocks No. 34 and No. 40 on the Province-
town Assessors• maps: West Side. Michael Needle, Parcels 608, 609, 597 ; 
Cape & Vineyard Electric Co. Inc., north of Parcel610 ; Eugene J . Perry
Parcel No. 610, No. 465; Philip N. Baiona et al, Parcel No. 611; Ruth s. 
Watson Parcel No. 612; Manuel Brown et ux, Parcel No. 285; Trustees of 
Provincetown Methodist Church, Parcel No. 439 ; Florence L. W . Baum-
gartner, Parcel No. 439; Mary E. Perry, Parcel No. 466, 467. 
East Side: Antone Joseph et ux, Provincetown Golf Range, Inc., Par-
cels 658, 656; Darwin H. Melis Ruth S. Watson, Parcels No. 613, 614, 615, 
616; Town of Provincetown, Parcel No. 474; Eugene J. Perry Parcel No. 
475; Clayton E. Enos north of Parcel 468; Clayton E. Enos Parcel No. 
468. 
(Sponsored by Good Fellowship Club and others, as petitioned) 
Recommendation to be made at Town Meeting. 
Moved by Fernando Gonsalves that Article 52 be indefinitely post-
poned. 
Mr. Bell explained that the Finance Committee held back recommen-
dation to find out what happened on Article 51 because this deals with 
the same subject. 
Motion carried. 
ARTICLE 53. To see if the Town will vote to amend that part of 
the Zoning By-laws under Section 1, Establishment of Districts, Para-
graph 1, Classes of Districts, in order that the Zoning Map may be 
amended to change the following described land from Class W Residential 
to 0 Commercial; A certain section of Court Street, including only the 
following, to the depth of each individual property line, as shown on 
J3locks No. 34 and No. 40 on the Provincetown Assessors' maps. Court 
Street: Provincetown Auto Body, Inc., Parcel No. 655; Monument Fish 
Company, Inc., Parcel 654; Jacqueline Gleason, Parcel No. 65; Estate of 
Clayton Hunton, Parcel No. 653; Priscilla s. Salvador Parcel No. 651 ; 
John R. Patrick Parcel No. 638. (Sponsored by Good Fellowship Club 
and others, as petitioned) Recommendations to be made at Town Meet-
ing. 
Moved by Mr. Gonsalves that Article 53 be indefinitely postponed. 
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Moved by Irving S. Rogers that this meeting be adjourned until 
eleven o'clock in the forenoon of Monday, March 21, 1966, and reconvened 
in caucus Hall for the purpose of acting on this article and items on the 
ballot with the polls to open at eleven o'clock A. M. and closed at 
seven o'clock P. M., with the results of the votes to be read by the Moder-
ator at which time this meeting shall be dissolved. 
Motion carried. Meeting adjourned at 11:05 P.M. 
TOWN ELECTIONS, 1966 
March 21, 1966 
The Moderator reconvened the 1966 meeting in Caucus Hall at 11 :00 
o'clock A. M., at which time the polls were declared to be open. 
Election Officers: Burton Kenney, Josephine Mitchell, Josephine 
Cook Grace Thompson, Mabel Stillings William J . McCaffrey, Thomas 
Francis Flora Souza Joseph Lewis Anthony Souza Clifton Crawley and 
John C. Corea. 
The tellers were supplied with lists of the registered voters of the 
Town, the ballot box was shown to be empty, and the key was delivered 
to the Chief of Police. 
At 7:00P.M. the polls were closed, 535 ballots having been cast, three 
being absent voters. 
The votes were counted and recorded, after which the result was read 
by the Moderator, as follows: 
Moderator, one year 
Francis J. Steele 
Selectman three years 
Ernest Irmer 
Eugene C. Watson 
Augustus Reis 
Manuel A. White 
School Committee, three years 
Raymond W. Souza 
Question 
Vote for One 
494 
Vote for Two 
428 
272 
105 
220 
Vote for One 
456 
"Shall the town extend contributory group hospital, surgical and 
medical insurance to elderly persons retired from the service of the town 
and to their dependents with fifty per cent of the premium cost, a portion 
of the administrative expense and payment of a surcharge or subsidiary 
rate to be paid by the town?" 
Yes 275 
No 211 
The meeting was automatically dissolved after this reading. 
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Attest : 
WILLIAM J . McCAFFREY, 
Town Clerk 
STATE PRIMARY 
September 13, 1966 
146 Ballots Cast 
REPUBLICAN PARTY 
Senator in Congress 
Edward W. Brooke 
Governor 
John A. Volpe 
Lieutenant Governor 
Francis W. Sargent 
Attorney General 
Elliot L. Richardson 
Secretary 
Raymond M. Trundel 
Treasurer 
Joseph E. Fernandes 
Auditor 
John J . Buckley 
Congressman, Twelfth District 
Hastings Keith 
Councillor, First District 
Edward P . Kirby 
Senator, Cape and Plymouth District 
Allan F . Jones 
Representative in General Court, Second Barnstable District 
Stephen Weekes 
Register of Probate and Insolvency, Barnstable County 
Alfred C. Knight 
County Commissioner, Barnstable County 
Oscar J . Cahoon 
County Treasurer, Barnstable County 
Bruce K . Jerauld 
DEMOCRATIC PARTY 
Senator in Congress 
Endicott Peabody 
Thomas B. Adams 
John F . Collins 
Governor 
Edward J . McCormack, Jr. 
Kenneth P . O'Donnell 
Lieutenant Governor 
Joseph E. McGuire 
Herbert L. Connolly 
Attorney General 
Francis X. Bellotti 
Robert J . DeGiacomo 
Foster Furcolo 
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39 
46 
43 
43 
44 
41 
44 
47 
45 
46 
44 
43 
45 
44 
53 
22 
21 
59 
37 
50 
36 
63 
23 
8 
secretarY 
Kevin H. White 
1'J'e&Surer 
Robert Q . Crane 
Auditor 
Thaddeus Buczko 
James H . Kelly 
congressman, Twelfth District 
Alexander Byron 
Edward F . Harrington 
councUlor, First District 
Nicholas W. Mitchell 
Andrew J. Farr1ssey 
Senator Cape and Plymouth District 
Austin P. Skinner 
Representative in General Court, Second Barnstable District 
Gaston L. Norgeot 
District Attorney, Southern District 
Edmund Dinis 
Attest : 
81 
77 
58 
23 
22 
68 
58 
22 
73 
77 
73 
WILLIAM J . McCAFFREY, 
Town Clerk 
STATE ELECTION 
Tuesday, November 8, 1966 
Votes Cast 1137 
Senator 1n Congress 
Edward W. Brooke 
Endicott Peabody 
Lawrence Gilfedder 
Mark R. Shaw 
Governor 
John A. Volpe 
Edward J. McCormack, Jr. 
Henning A. Blomen 
John Charles Hedges 
Lieutenant Governor 
Joseph E. McGuire 
Francis W. Sargent 
Grace F. Luder 
Francis A. Votano 
Attorney General 
Francis X. Bellotti 
Elliot L. Richardson 
Edgar E. Gaudet 
81 
720 
382 
4 
4 
580 
518 
11 
2 
427 
671 
4 
9 
547 
545 
21 
Secretary 
Kevin H. White 
Raymond M. Trudel 
F. Oliver Drake 
Willy N. Hogseth 
Treasurer 
Robert Q. Crane 
Joseph E. Fernandes 
Domenico A. DiGirolamo 
Julia B. Kohler 
Auditor 
Thaddeus Buczko 
John J . Buckley 
August 0. Johnson 
Roger I. Williams 
Congressman, Twelfth District 
Hastings Keith 
Edward F . Harrington 
Councillor, First District 
Nicholas W. Mitchell 
Edward P. Kirby 
Senator, Cape and Plymouth District 
Allan F . Jones 
Austin P . Skinner 
Representative in General Court Second Barnstable District 
Stephen Weekes 
Gaston L. Norgeot 
District Attorney, Southern District 
Edmund Dinis 
Register of Probate and Insolvency, Barnstable County 
Alfred C. Knight 
County Commissioner, Barnstable County 
Oscar J. Cahoon 
County Treasurer, Barnstable County 
Bruce K. Jerauld 
Question No. 1 
Question No. 2 
Question No. 3 
Question No. 4 
Question No. 5 
Question No. 6 
Question No. 7 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
Attest: 
Yes 575 
Yes 615 
Yes 616 
Yes 655 
Yes 639 
Yes 527 
Yes 764 
Yes 760 
Yes 789 
Yes 771 
796 
285 
3 
10 
596 
464 
14 
10 
581 
483 
13 
3 
573 
516 
612 
384 
679 
398 
509 
586 
874 
828 
830 
830 
No264 
No 182 
No 167 
No138 
No 264 
No 296 
No 156 
No 123 
No 111 
No 125 
WILLIAM J. McCaffrey 
Town Clerk 
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REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK 
The annual report of the Town Clerk for the year ending December 
11, !966 is herewith submitted. 
TOWN Clerk FEES 
coznmercia.l Code Fees 
yarrtage Intentions 
81rth Certificates 
oeath Certificates 
l(arriage Certificates 
II!IC"lla.neous 
SPORTING Licenses 
Resident Citizen Fishing 
Resident Citizen Hunting 
Resident Citizen Sporting 
Resident Citizen Minor Fishing 
Resident Citizen Female Fishing 
Special Non-Resident Fishing 
Non-Resident Citizen Fishing 
Duplicate 
Pree 
Archery Deer 
Dogs REGISTERED 
llale 
Pemale 
Spayed Female 
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$375.00 
74.00 
112.00 
92.00 
26.00 
89.00 
$768.00 
49 
201 
27 
1 
7 
20 
5 
8 
4 
27 
229 
48 
90 
MARRIAGES REGISTERED IN 1966 
Date Name 
January 
1. StevensSilva
Rosanne Gillies (Jason) 
February 
5. Richard David Salvador 
SandraJean Lemos 
March 
2. Joseph E. Stephens Jr. 
Matha Kathleen Heywood 
April 
16. Donald James Cavanaugh Jr. 
Jane Ann Russe 
so. Robert Lennox Kelley 
Susan Colburn 
30. Ernest Thomas Prada 
Donna Marie Corea 
May 
6. Peter Howard McCann 
Gail Chamberlain 
14. Walter Marshall 
Mary Ann Prada 
14. John Amel Hjorth 
Lillian Catherine Perry 
June 
11. Jose Elvis Rodrigues 
Bonnie Gae Steele 
11. William James Murphy 
Mary Elizabeth Malaquias 
11. Ralph Edward Berrio, Jr. 
Melba Jane Patrick 
18. Charles Francis Souza 
Susan Jane Fritz 
18. John Hjalmar Aho, Jr. 
Priscilla Anne Gilles 
25. Christopher Michael Perry 
Diane Patricia Bilby 
July 
1. Francis A. Joseph 
Lynne J. Ellis 
Residence 
Truro 
Provincetown 
Provincetown 
Orleans 
Provincetown 
Raynham 
Agawan 
Provincetown 
Provincetown 
South Yarmouth 
North Truro 
Provincetown 
Dover, N. H. 
Dover, N.H. 
East Falmouth 
Provincetown 
Overland Park, Kan. 
Provincetown 
New London, Conn. 
Provincetown 
Waterbury, Conn. 
Provincetown 
Wellfleet 
Provincetown 
Provincetown 
Provincetown 
Provincetown 
Arlington 
Provincetown 
Steubenville, Ohio 
Provincetown 
West Chatham 
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Place of 
Marriage 
Provincetown 
Provincetown 
Barnstable 
Provincetown 
Barnstable 
Provincetown 
Provincetown 
Provincetown 
Provincetown 
Provincetown 
Provincetown 
Wellfleet 
Provincetown 
Arlington 
Provincetown 
Barnstable 
Date Name 
AIJIUSt 
27. Jeffrey Estabrook Kean 
Elizabeth Lee Byrne 
29. Charles Peter Shields 
Mechthild Christiane Starke 
SePtember 
18. Leland Carl Marshall 
Gail Pierce 
29. James Michael Cook 
Joyce Kathryn Loveland 
October 
1. Richard Benjamin Perry 
Paula Jean Broderick 
15. David Charles Nicholson 
Patricia Anne Santos 
November 
17. Donald Victor Viegas 
Carol Ann Morris 
19. Lawrence Santos Segura 
Sonja Avis Soderberg 
December 
5. Robert Lee Harding 
Hilary Thivia Hayden 
16. John Francis Souza 
Mary Carmen Ardizzoni 
Edward Emmanuel Veara 
Karen Anne Broderick 
Residence 
Plaee of 
Marriage 
Bridgeport, Conn. Provincetown 
Garden City, N. Y. 
Philadelphia, Pa. Provincetown 
Hamburg, Germany 
Maynard, Mass. 
Provincetown 
Provincetown 
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 
Truro 
Provincetown 
Provincetown 
Provincetown 
Provincetown 
Provincetown 
Provincetown 
Boston 
Provincetown 
Fair Lawn, N. J . 
Provincetown 
Provincetown 
Provincetown 
Provincetown 
Provincetown 
Chatham 
Provincetown 
Provincetown 
Provincetown 
Boston 
Provincetown 
Provincetown 
Provincetown 
28. Sidney Learned Buffington, Jr. Provincetown North Truro 
Audrey Anderson Provincetown 
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DEATHS REGISTERED IN 1966 
Date Name Y. M.D. Cause of Death 
January 
9. Anna S. Dutra 86 1 3 Embolism of the Mesentency" 
9. Clarence Martin 64 4 16 Acute Coronary Infarction 
10. Louise Leathe Hart 86 2 11 Chronic Arteriosclerotic 
Heart Disease 
18. Emma Elizabeth Small 80 11 16 Ruptured Aortic Aneurysm 
20. Mary Dennis 83 11 18 Lobar Pneumonia 
February 
9. aEva Melvina St. Denis 
14. Rose Gracis Thomas 
23. Mabel Taylor 
March 
21. George David Donnelly 
23. Margaret Laine Souza 
April 
93 9 11 Bronchopneumonia 
92 6 8 Terminal Pneumonia 
83 9 27 Cerebral Arteriosclerosis 
64 6 8 Carcinoma of Lung 
63 2 25 Cerebral Hemorrhage 
1. Frederick Wilbur Rogers 63 
4. George Anton McElderry 65 
4 29 Subarachnoid Embolism 
4 25 Subarachnoid Embolism 
Myocardial Infarction 
Myocardial Infarction 
Acute Pulmonary Edema 
Cerebral Hemorrhage 
Cerebral Embolism 
5. bWilliam Joseph Days 
15. bWilliam Patrick 
80 11 13 
70 3 26 
15. bMinnie Packet 78 5 27 
7 14 
5 26 
23. Joseph Mitchell Days 74 
26. Nancy Florence Newcomb 76 
27. Augus.te Meta 
Elenschneider 
27. Antone Andrews 
May 
7. bEmanuel Thomas Gaspa 
8. bMary Souza Tibbetts 
23. bConception Mary Russell 
June 
2. Herbert 0. Perry 
14. Mary Heaton Vorse 
20. aThelma Webb Turner 
21. aAntone Luiz Menangas 
21. Emmanuel Snow Jr. 
30. Beatrice F. Silva 
July 
92 3 5 Lobar Pneumonia 
57 5 26 Cerebral Embolism 
46 4 11 Acute Coronary Occlusion 
81 10 17 Cancer of left breast 
54 5 15 Diabetic Acidosis 
49 4 
84 9 
2 Alcohol Intoxication 
3 Ruptured Aneuryson of the 
Abdominal Aorta 
76 
73 
8 9 Cerebral Thrombosis 
0 13 Bilateral Pneumonia 
77 0 26 Cerebral Hemorrhage 
74 11 10 Metastatic Carcinoma 
2. Warren Caton Cabral 58 8 16 Myocardial Infarction 
9 16 Parkinson's Disease 3. Albert Edward Cockcroft 64 
4. bJoseph Silva 
7. Paul Jeffries Talbot 
9. George Azevedo Silva 
9. bFemale Tasha 
15. Frank Silva Alves 
23. Beatrice Ruby Callender 
58 
78 
3 14 Cerebral Thrombosis 
7 16 Acute Broncial Pneumonia 
89 6 12 Cardiac Failure 
Infant Immaturity 
75 7 23 Cerebral Vascular Disease 
65 10 20 Cardiovascular Disease 
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Date Name 
24. Mary Emily Amador 
31. Alice E. (King) Barber 
August 
3. Hannah Snow 
5. Isadore Ferreira 
6. bCharles Ellis Brown 
9. bArthur Callistus Patrick 
25. cJacob Smith 
27. bManuel Joseph Motto 
September 
Y. M. D. Cause of Death 
62 1 16 Cerebral Vascular Disease 
80 0 21 Cerebral Embolism 
74 0 11 Carcinoma 
63 1 11 Acute Coronary Infarction 
56 0 2 Subphrenia Abscess 
69 10 5 Diabetes Mellitus 
64 8 3 Pulmonary Embolism 
64 4 14 Cerebral Emoblism 
2. aMary Eva Perry 80 3 Acute Coronary Thrombosis 
3. Harold Eugene Walker 75 9 27 Heart Failure 
13. bFemale Morris Infant Hyaline Membrane Disease 
14. dHenry Bickers Harvender 77 
26. bShirley Josephine Brown 41 
30. bJohn Rego 71 
7 Carcinoma of Stomach 
1 14 Bronchopneumonia 
4 27 Arteriosclerotic Heart 
Disease 
October 
8. eEdna Rich <Rogers) 
10. Alice Floyd-Jones 
15. bHerbert F. Mayo 
18. Joseph Rombeiro Enos 
November 
81 11 3 Terminal Pneumonia 
82 0 17 Profound Cerebral 
Hemorrhage 
59 0 0 Coronary Thrombosis 
76 2 16 Renal Artery Embolism 
2. Grace Lucia Pendleton 72 7 20 Cardiac Failure 
5. bJoaquina F. Souza 72 7 25 Bronchopneumonia 
4 9 Coronary Occlusion 
9 5 Toxemia 
8. bLawrence Alexander Taves 61 
10. bLurana Higgins 81 
December 
3. Manuel Prada Lema 
13. eMary Mello 
17. bDUlice Vernon Benatti 
17. bArmand Joseph Benatti 
24. Henry Adolph Helmer 
28. Charles Coppus 
a-Bourne 
b--Barnstable 
c-Norfolk 
88 8 0 Pulmonary Edema 
92 4 4 Bilateral Pneumonia and 
Uremia 
42 8 21 Depressed Skull Fracture 
51 11 1 Skull Fracture and Jaw 
Fracture 
60 10 22 Chronic Glomerulonephritis 
48 7 23 Profound Subarachnoid 
Embolism 
d-Somerville 
e-Taunton 
Omitted in the 1965 Town Report 
Dec. 31, 1965 
John Fisher Rosenthal 66 8 
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1 Died in Boston Acute Myo-
cardial Infarction 
Date 
January 
5. 
10. 
23. 
27. 
February 
7. 
9. 
11. 
25. 
March 
14. 
30. 
April 
5. 
8. 
8. 
15. 
May 
4. 
6. 
27. 
Date 
June 
13. 
16. 
18. 
19. 
July 
9. 
17. 
August 
3. 
24. 
September 
3. 
6. 
11. 
13. 
October 
12. 
BIRTHS REGISTERED IN 1966 
Name 
aAlexandra Maartje Dodd 
aRuth Anne Dutra 
aPriscilla Beth Rego 
aTimothy William Perry
aDaniel John Notaro 
Shawn Robert White 
aGermania Jean Gaspa 
aLynn Marie Silva 
bRaina Brooks Stefani 
aWilliam Anthony Shaw 
aOlin Gene Sparks 
bChristina Claire Perry  
aJames Edmund Martinez 
aKimberly Ann Duarte 
aKevin Michael Randall 
aGlenn Ernest Rorro 
Shaula Braucha Groulx 
Name 
aHolly Ann Gervais 
aEdward James Arthur 
aTamara Marie Susek 
aAndrea Lynne Bollas 
a(Female) Tasha 
aKaren Ann Searles 
aAnn Margaret Homestead 
aGenile Cummings 
aJo Ann Clarke 
aJohn Elliott Laine 
aScott Michael Prada 
aMelissa Ann Morris 
aCathan Rose Ventura 
Parents 
Harvey John and Wilhelmina Johanna nee Ooms 
Kenneth Joseph and Ruth Martha nee Watson 
Francis Herbert and Roseanna Marcia nee Salvador 
Wayne George and Louise Rose nee Patrick 
Joseph Anthony and Jane nee Alexander 
Robert William and Rachel Agatha nee Silva 
Emanuel Thomas and Beatrice Rose nee Raymond 
Ronald Francis and Maureen Elizabeth nee Knowlton 
Marco and Carla nee Tasha 
Frederick William Jr. and Dolores Marie nee Henrique 
James Eugene and Gail Ann nee Packett 
John M. and Claire nee Gallant 
Christopher James and Mary Eugenia nee Santos 
Joaquim Barros and Natalie Mary nee Patrick 
John Francis and Kathleen Marie nee Knowlton 
Michael Angelo Jr. and Naomi Irene nee Tarvis 
Alme Rene and Eileen Carol nee Dubofsky 
Parents 
Eugene Louis Jr. and Margaret Mary nee Thompson 
William Paul and Judith Dorothy nee Perry 
Eugene and Bernice Mae nee Davis 
Michael M. and Mary Ann nee Tarvis 
James Joseph and Madonna nee Roggermoser 
Willard David and Janice May nee Johnson 
Gaylon Leray and Marianne Eileen nee Aresta 
Christopher Francis and Toni Lynne nee Nix 
Christopher Robert and Eileen Gertrude nee Lyons 
Alfred Matti and Diane Lillian nee Smith 
Philip George and Ida Jane nee Sell 
Leo Joseph and Arlene Louise nee Joseph 
Arthur Marceline and Helen F . nee Long 
Date 
November 
3. 
17. 
18. 
22. 
25. 
29. 
December 
25. 
28. 
Name 
aRandy Douglas Roderick 
aMichell Ann Silva 
aBradford Alan Moore 
aRobert Joseph Martin II 
aJennifer Pierce Hann 
aAlbert Carlos Rocheteau, Jr. 
aChristopher Noel Roderick 
aDiane Shirley Cool 
a-Born in Barnstable 
b-Born in Boston 
Parents 
Philbert Myron and Joanne Mae nee Oliver 
Steven and Rosanne nee Jason 
Munro Gardner and Mary Brewster nee Laflin 
Robert Joseph and Margo Ann nee Phillips 
George Perry and Sylvia Pierce nee Sherman 
Albert Carlos and Carolyn Jean nee Pena 
Raymond Jason and Dolores Carmen nee Lema 
Peter Robert and Cheryl Darlene nee Brown 
JURY LIST- 1966 
MALE JURORS 
If lillie Address Occupation 
Avellar Justin Bradford St. Retired 
Bamford Sidney Mayflower Hgts. Merchant 
Benatti Armand Winslow St. Manager 
Bent Joseph Commercial St. Contractor 
Bowen Charles Freeman St. Restaurant Owner 
Brown William Winthrop St. Retired 
cabral, Robert E . Whorf's Ct. Business 
Carter Albert E . Commercial St. Retired 
Child Josiah Cook St. Retired 
Cook Wilbur Alden St. Restaurant Owner 
Plelds, John D. Tremont Fisherman 
Fratus Gabriel West Vine St. Custodian 
Janoplls, Jr., Michael Brown Restaurant Owner 
Lunt, James V . Bradford Business 
Macara Manuel SmallCt. Fisherman 
MacFarlane Harold W. Commercial St. Restaurant Owner 
McKain Bruce Pearl St. Artist 
Jr., David Commercial Restaurant Owner 
Nunes, John c. Baker Ave. Plumber 
Patrick, John R. Court St. Business 
Peters, Joseph T. Bradford St. Retired 
Poyant, Napoleon E. Pearl St. Restaurant Owner 
Raymond, John Court St. Retired 
Reis Jr., Frank Franklin St. Bartender 
Roderick Jr., Joseph R. State Highway Laborer 
Salles, Frank Pearl St. Retired 
. 
Segura Francis L. Fishburn Ct. Fisherman 
Silva Arthur Bradford St. Laborer 
Silva Lawrence L. Washington Ave. Retired 
Silva Warren G . Bangs . Retired 
Simmons Kenneth Commercial Engineer 
a Snader Arthur Freeman St. Retired 
Steele Alden Bradford St. Motel Owner 
Stephens, Joseph E. Watson's Ct. Laborer 
Taves Lawrence Conant St. Business 
'Volton, Alfred ... Prince . Retired 
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Na.me 
Baillie, Florence 
Baker, Pearl 
Banko, Carmila 
Blanchard, Josephine 
Burch, Florence 
Carlos, Frances
Colley, Marjorie 
Cordeiro, Lucille M . 
Euler, Frances 
Kacergis, Matilda 
Ross, Lenore H. 
Shultz Patricia 
WOMEN JURORS 
Address 
Commercial St. 
Bradford St. 
commercial st. 
Commercial St. 
Conant St. 
School St. 
Commercial St. 
Standish St. 
Brewster St. 
Bradford St. 
Bradford St. 
Commercial St. 
Occupation 
Housewife 
Housewife 
Merchant 
Retired 
Housewife 
Housewife 
Housewife 
Housewife 
Housewife 
Housewife 
Restaurant Owner 
Cook 
JURORS DRAWN FROM 1966 LISTING 
Avellar, Justin Bradford St. Retired 
Bent, Joseph Commercial St. Contractor 
McKain, Bruce Pearl St. Artist 
Pouant  Napoleon Pearl St. Business 
Roderick, Joseph, Jr. State Highway Laborer 
Stephens Joseph E . Watson's Court Laborer 
Respectfully submitted, 
WILLIAM J. McCAFFREY, Town Clerk 
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REPORT OF THE TOWN ACCOUNT ANT 
The following is an itemized account of the financial trans~ctions of 
the Town for the year ending December 31 , 1966. 
Town of Provincetown 
BALANCE SHEET-DECEMBER 31, 1966 
ASSETS 
cash, General 
Accounts Receivable 
Taxes : 
Poll, Levy of 1961 
Personal, Levy of 1961 
Personal, Levy of 1962 
Personal, Levy of 1963 
Personal, Levy of 1964 
Personal, Levy of 1965 
Personal, Levy of 1966 
$153.73 
37.80 
125.29 
291.24 
711.92 
2,980.49 
Real Estate, Levy of 1961 32.20 
Real Estate, Levy of 1962 7.86 
Real Estate, 
Levy of 1963 1,755.90 
Real Estate, 
Levy of 1964 
Real Estate, 
Levy of 1965 
Real Estate, 
Levy of 1966 
5,558.77 
18,893.11 
94,233.90 
M. V. Excise, Levy of 1960 52.15 
M . V. Excise, Levy of 1961 149.88 
M. V. Excise, Levy of 1962 725.52 
M. V. Excise, Levy of 1963 638.53 
M. V. Excise, 
Levy of 1964 1,660.58 
M. V. Excise, 
Levy of 1965 2,282 .72 
M. V. Excise, 
Levy of 1966 6,789.33 
Vessel Excise, Levy of 1960 8.00 
Vessel Excise, Levy of 1965 49.00 
Vessel Excise, 
Levy of 1966 296.00 
Tax Titles 
Departmental : 
MacMillan Wharf 
Rentals 
150.00 
1,125.00 
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Debits 
$280,506.46 
4,300.47 
120,481.74 
12,298.71 
353.00 
19,730.33 
Credits 
$1.00 
Debits Credits 
Water Dept. 50.00 
Debits Credits 
Miscellaneous Sales 9.00 PUblic Law No. 874 2,596.73 
Cape End Manor 10,663.18 PUblic Law No. 864--Titles 3 and 5 1,717.81 
Veteran's Benefits 543.16 PUblic Law No. 864-Title 1 2,071.17 
12,540.34 47,517.41 
Aid to Highways: U. s. Grants:-
State 6,000.00 0. A. A. 
8,581.16 
County 3,000.00 o. A. A. Administration 1,186.89 
9,000.00 
A. D. C. (Special Account) 115.00 
Provincetown Airport: A. D. C. Administration 2,803.19 
Federal 30,425.87 D. A. 2,471.27 
State 16,401.67 46,827.54 
D. A. Administration 372.19 
Aid to Airport 18,000.00 M.A. 
5,685.19 
Loans Authorized 135,000.00 
21,214.89 
Water Rates 26,246.22 
Smith Hughes, G. Barden Funds 1,577.19 
Water Liens 1959 1,123.61 
overlay Reserve Fund 6,202.60 
Water Liens 1961 186.06 
Unexpended Appropriation Balances 53,897.05 
Water Liens 1962 115.18 
Excess--Sale Lands of Low Value 829.38 
Water Liens 1963 449.40 
OVerlays Reserved for Abatements:-
Water Liens 1964 604.72 
Levy of 1961 185.93 
Water Liens 1965 1,440.39 
Levy of 1962 11.65 
Water Liens 1966 3,664.57 
Levy of 1963 50.00 
7,583.93 
Levy of 1964 1,862.09 
Levy of 1965 3,935.36 
Total Assets $656,867.74 
Levy of 1966 7,440.15 
13,299.25 
LIABILITIES AND RESERVES Revenue Reserved:-
Gifts to Cape End Manor $13,291.59 M. v. Excise Revenue 12,298.71 
Loans Authorized and Unissued 135,000.00 Vessel Excise Revenue 353.00 
Marine Fisheries Grant 150.00 Tax Title Revenue 19,730.33 
Barnstab1e County Dog Refund 2,187.51 Departmental Revenue 12,540.34 
Tailings 154.29 Aid to Highways 9,000.00 
Barnstable County Tax 4,614.29 Airport Grants 46,827.54 
State Mosquito Control 6.45 Water 33,830.15 
State Parks and Reservations 714.77 134,580.0'1 
Benjamin Small Library Fund 17.81 Aid to Airport 18,000.00 
Gifts to Library 15,269.87 Surplus 257,161.82 
Cemetery-Perpetual Care (Bequests) 1,100.00 
Sale of Cemetery Lots 50.00 Total Liabilities and Reserves $656,867.74 
Cemetery Donations 43.50 
0. A. A. Recoveries 714.67 APPROPRIATION BALANCES 
D. A. Recoveries 1,654.66 
Road Machinery Fund 689.36 Transferred to Revenue, December 31, 1966 
Revolving Funds:-
Plnance Committee-Expense 
Provincetown Airport 7,216.20 Pinance Committee-Reserve Fund 
10.25 
Parking Meters-Streets 1,995.19 Selectmen-Expense 
3,709.41 
Parking Meters-MacMillan Lot 23,235.07 Selectmen-Town Employees Raise 
335.47 
Comfort Station 3,090.10 'l'own Manager-Expense 
2,965.80 
School Lunch 5,066.23 Clerk-Expense 
316.77 
School Athletics 528.91 Accountant-Expense 
40.19 
45.57 
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Legal Fees 
Planning Board-Personal Services 
Planning Board-Expense 
Zoning Board of Appeals-Personal Services 
Zoning Board of Appeals-Expenses 
Conservation Commission 
Elections and Town Meetings-Personal Services 
Elections and Town Meetings-Expenses 
Annual Reports 
Town Crier-Personal Services 
Town Crier-Expenses 
Police-Personal Services 
Fire Dept.-Personal Services 
Fire Dept.-Expenses 
Fire 'Dept.-Johnson Street Station 
Fire Dept.-Alerting Receivers 
Stre€4; Lighting 
Shellfish Constable-Expenses 
Building Inspector-Expenses 
Inspector of Animals-Expense 
Forestry-Expense 
Civil Defense-Five Alternators 
Parking Meters 
Health-Personal Services 
Health-Expense 
Streets-Expense 
Snow Work-Personal Services 
Snow Work-ll:xpense 
Town Wharf-Expense 
Water-Pumping-Expense 
Water-Service-Expense 
Water-Administration-Expense 
Town Hall-Expense 
Rubbish-Expense· 
Cemeteries-Expense 
Streets-Replacement of Fences 
Streets-Drainage, Bradford Street Extension 
Streets-New Loader 
Streets-Eminent Domain, Point Street 
General Relief 
P M.I.-Personal Services 
P .M .I.-Expense 
O.A.A.
A.D.C.
M.A. 
Veterans-Expense 
Veterans-Cash Grants 
Schools-Main Account 
Schools-New School Bus 
Library-Expense 
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244.60 
172.50 
57.28 
55.00 
87.95 
69.90 
180.00 
20.75 
121.70 
750.00 
150.00 
537.22 
34.50 
936.68 
.06 
70.00 
732.52 
26.16 
79.40 
18.24 
1,058.98 
215.72 
14.17 
90.16 
2,236.46 
381.17 
1,167.14 
150.82 
842.54 
.41 
276.17 
226.03 
5.22 
1,166.75 
10.92 
.70 
21.55 
1,619.84 
100.00 
2,972.50 
269.41 
1,731.06 
73.00 
19.60 
124.57 
63.05 
9,127.85 
7,152.90 
317.67 
306.68 
gecreation-Expense 
gecreation-Feeding Birds 
gecreation-Old Home Week 
gecreation-Patriotic Observances 
Advertising Town 
Parking Lot Lease 
oroup Insurance 
Town Insurance 
Water-New Compressor 
STATEMENT OF CASH YEAR-1966 
Cash Balance, January 1, 1966 
Cash Receipts 1966 
Taxes 
Current Year: 
Real Estate 
Personal Property 
Previous Years: 
Real Estate 
Personal Property 
From State: 
Meal Tax 
Corporation Tax 
Sales Tax-Ch. 70 
Income Tax (School Aid, Ch. 70) 
School Aid-Ch. 69-71 
Highways-Ch. 679 (Acts of 1965) 
Public Law 864---Title I 
Public Law 864---Title ill 
Public Law 864---Title V 
Shellfish Grants 
Public Law 874 
Ch. 660, Acts of 1963 
Vocational Education 
School Construction 
Basis for Mass. State Tax 
Old Age Assistance 
Aid to Dependent Children 
Disability Assistance 
Medical Assistance 
General Relief 
Veteran's Benefits 
O.A.A. Recoveries 
From Federal Government: 
Old Age Assistance 
Aid to Dependent Children 
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$643,982.50 
56,721.01 
69,452.10 
3,016.94 
7,043.76 
852.67 
6,578.46 
12,916.53 
4,652.75 
8,500.00 
11,983.00 
900.90 
515.05 
200.00 
5,067.00 
26,500.00 
12,397.42 
5,074.46 
70,093.05 
28,507.26 
9,490.41 
13,239.84 
35,005.17 
785.71 
12,378.45 
46,409.03 
14,480.36 
63.46 
1.50 
1,002.41 
866.96 
68.19 
64.19 
1,118.28 
4,040.26 
152.71 
$50,888.92 
$245,611.86 
700,703.51 
72,469.04 
272,681.89 
13,761.87 
Disabilia y Assistance 
Medica l Assist ance 
Chapter 90---Highway Construction 
State 
County 
Tax Tit le Redemptions 
Barnstable County Dogs 
Cemeteries: 
· Bequests 
Interest 
Fees 
Departmental Accounts Receivable: 
MacMillan Wharf 
Property Rentals 
Cape End Manor 
Miscellaneous Sa les 
Revolving Funds: 
Airport 
School Lunch 
School Athletics 
Comfort Station 
Parking Meters 
Temporary Loans 
Refunds and Canceled Checks 
Withholding T ax-Federal 
Withholding Tax-State 
Contributory Retirement 
Gifts to Library 
Gifts to Manor 
Public Service Enterprises : 
Wa ter Revenue 
Water Liens 
Schools : 
Aca demic Tuition (Truro) 
Vocat ional Tuit ion (Truro) 
Vocational School 
Sale of Supplies 
Miscellaneous 
9,993.55 
55,005.98 
6,000.00 
3,000.00 
1,552.86 
3,l75.00 
5,937.29 
125,888.92 
9,000.00 
1,610.61 
10,077.29 
99,173.17 
724.85 
2,400.00 
41,217.01 
1,745.80 
3,090.10 
21,021.50 
71,369.94 
5,005.36 
55,291.13 
1,543.90 
165.01 
71.43 
173.45 
118,498.02 
69,474.41 
150,000.00 
16,974.72 
71,245.46 
8,100.97 
16,461.61 
6,021.01 
3,432.61 
Miscellaneous: 
Motor Vehicle Excise 9 
Vessel Excise 780.00 
Library Fines 84.31 ---1 t 
Court Fines 2,597.36- 7 
Nurse Fees 530.25 - I 
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Unloading Fish 
Lab Fees-Cape End Manor 
Docking Fees 
Local Licenses 
Town Clerk Fees 
Plumbing Permits 
Phipps Librar y Fund 
Road Machinery Fund 
Gas and Oil Permits 
1% Fish Weirs 
Trap Licenses 
Police Fees 
Building Permits 
Various Fees 
Miscellaneo\ls· Sa les and Permits 
costs ano/-fnterest on Taxes 
Cost of Liens 
Interest on Tax Tit le Redemptions 
Dental Clinic 
Benjamin Small Fund 
Credit transfers to Cash A.A. 
Cash Balance J anuary 1, 1966 plus 1966 Receipts 
Deduct Disbursem ents 1j 1j 66 thru 12j 31j 66 
Cash Balance, December 31, 1966 
STATEMENT OF Surplus 
December 31, 1966 
Debits 
Balance, Janua ry 1, 1966 
Add: 
Tax Title Redemptions 
Chapter 90 Collect ions 
Audit Adjustments 
1966 Revenue 
Schools 
Deduct: 
Transfer, 1966 A. T . M . 67,500.00 
Tax Title 4,741.53 
Audit Adjustments 626.17 
Surplus Balance December 31, 1966 
Less: Outstanding Taxes : 
Levy of 1961 185.93 
Levy of 1962 45.66 
Levy of 1963 1,881.19 
Levy of 1964 5,850.01 
Levy of 1965 19,605.03 
Levy of 1966 97,214.39 
Free Cash 1967 
D9 
72,867.70 
124,782.21 
1,485.61-19 
773.65 
/ 9 
127.18 
129.50 r.. 
243.00 
175.()(). -
_-_-_ 
144.00 
4,926.55-9 
3,235.16 
18.00 ----
136.94 
495.00 
191.08 
12,038.61 
1,794.40 
9,358.92 
10,010.21 
88,184.06 
.92 
133,512.16 
$2,180,699.04 
$1,900,192.58 
$280,506.46 
Credits 
$220,681.01 
109,348.51 
257,161.82 
132,379.61 
SCHEDULE OF DEBT AND INTEREST-January 1, 1967 
Rate Date Date Interest Principal Interest 
of of of Outstanding due to payments due due in 
Int. Classification of Issue Issue Maturity Jan. 1, 1967 Maturity in 1967 1967 
2.4% Wharf Loan, Acts of 1955 8j 1j 55 8j 1j 75 $90,000.00 $10,800.00 $10,000.00 $2,160.00 
2.5 % Water Loan, Acts of 1952 4j 1j 53 4j 1j 78 180,000.00 27,000.00 15,000.00 4,312.50 
2.2 % School Loan, Acts of 1948 5j 1j 54 5j 1j 73 140,000.00 10,780.00 20,000.00 2,860.00 
2.6 % Sea Wall Loan 7j 1j 58 7j 1j 68 27,000.00 736.00 15,000.00 558.00 
3.5% Airport Loan 9j 15j 60 9j 15j 70 9,000.00 735.00 3,000.00 315.00 
2.9 % Parking Lot Loan llj 1j 61 llj 1j 71 25,000.00 2,175.00 5,000.00 725.00 
3.1% School Project Loan, Acts of 1948 10j 1j 62 10j 1j 82 374,000.00 94,209.00 25,000.00 11,594.00 
3.1 % Remodeling Loan 10j 1j 62 10j 1j 72 30,000.00 3,255.00 5,000.00 930.00 
3.1 % Water Loan 7j 15j 65 7j 15j 77 110,000.00 20,460.00 10,000.00 3,410.00 
$985,000.00 $170,150.00 $108,000.00 $26,864.50 
Total Outstanding Debt $985,000.00 
Total Interest Outstanding 170,150.00 
Total Debt and Interest $1,155,150.00 
SCHEDULE OF DEBT AND INTEREST-January 1, 1967 
Rate Date Date 
of of of 
Int. Classification of Issue Issue Maturity 
2.4% Wharf Loan, Acts of 1955 8j 1j 55 8j 1j 75 
2.5% Water Loan, Acts of 1952 4j 1j 53 4j 1j 78 
2.2% School Loan, Acts of 1948 5j 1j 54 5j 1j 73 
2.6% Sea Wall Loan 7j 1j 58 7j 1j 68 
3.5% Airport Loan 9j 15j 60 9j 15j 70 
2.9 % Parking Lot Loan llj 1j 61 llj 1j 71 
3.1 % School Project Loan, Acts of 1948 10j 1j 62 10j 1j 82 
3.1% School Remodeling Loan 10j 1j 62 10j 1j 72 
3.1% Water Loan 7j 15j 65 7j 15j 77 
Total Outstanding Debt $985,000.00 
Total Interest Outstanding 170,150.00 
Total Debt and Interest $1,155,150.00 
Outstanding 
Jan. 1, 1967 
$90,000.00 
180,000.00 
140,000.00 
27,000.00 
9,000.00 
25,000.00 
374,000.00 
30,000.00 
110,000.00 
$985,000.00 
Interest 
due to 
Maturity 
$10,800.00 
27,000.00 
10,780.00 
736.00 
735.00 
2,175.00 
94,209.00 
3,255.00 
20,460.00 
$170,150.00 
Principal Interest 
payments due due in 
in 1967 1967 
$2,160.00 
15,000.00 4,312.50 
20,000.00 2,860.00 
15,000.00 558.00 
3,000.00 315.00 
5,000.00 725.00 
25,000.00 11,594.00 
5,000.00 930.00 
10,000.00 3,410.00 
$108,000.00 $26,864.50 
~~!!~~ 
o 
z 
CAPITAL 1966 
Balance Appropri- Credits Expended Balance 
Forward 
Jan.1, ationsor (Res. Fund or Total or Dec. 31, To to Jan.1, 
1966 Transfers Other} Credits Transferred 1966 Revenue 1967 
1. Construction: 32.53 
Town Hall-New Pipes (Art. 37, 1962) 80.33 80.33 47.80 32.53 
Polic~Women's Detention Cell 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 
1,000.00 
Fire Dept.-Johnson St. Station 1,653.37 1,653.37 1,653.31 
.06 .06 
Street Dept.-Ch. 9G-1963 358.92 358.92 
358.92 358.92 
Ch. 9G-1966 12,000.00 12,000.00 7,077.17 
4,922.83 4,922.83 
Replacement of fences 105.70 105.70 105.00 
.70 .70 
MacMillan Parking Lot 7,119.94 7,119.94 48.00 
7,071.94 7,071.94 
Drainage Bradford Ext. 605.38 605.38 583.83 21.55 
21.55 
Motta Field 3,000.00 3,000.00 3,000.00 
0 
Freeman and Montello Sts. 2,887.80 48.20 2,936.00 2,936.00 
0 
1,350.00 1,350.00 1,350.00 1,350.00 Retaining Wall-Nickerson St. 
Retaining Wall-Dyer St. 1,850.00 1,850.00 1,850.00 0 
Bulkheads 900.00 900.00 
534.23 365.77 365.77 
Retaining Wall-Winthrop St. 4,000.00 4,000.00 
4;000.00 4,000.00 
Sidewalks 10,000.00 10,000.00 
8,311.31 1,688.69 1,688.69 
Shank Painter Parking Lot 6,500.00 6,500.00 6,500.00 
0 
Construction Several Streets 8,500.00 8;500.00 7,416.48 
1,083.52 1,083.52 
Sea Wall 412.87 2,322.05 2,734.92 
2,734.92 0 
Airport-Art. 2, May 2, 1960 59.27 59.27 4.95 
54.32 54.32 
Cape End Manor-Bathrooms 1,500.00 1,500.00 839.88 
660.12 660.12 
High School Addition .19 .19 .19 
0 
Gravel Wells 9,014.57 9,014.57 9,014.57 
0 
Water Project-
10,000.00 576.82 576.82 A.P.W. Mass. 105 G 10,576.82 10,576.82 
Balance Aftproprl- Other Credits kpended Balance Forwarcl 
.lan.l, a Ions or (Res. Fund or Total or Dec.31, To to Jan.l, 
1966 Transfers Other) Credits Transferred 1966 Revenue 1967 
Water-New Mains 10,000.00 10,000.00 8,799.58 1,200.42 1,200.42 
$34,375.16 $59,100.00 $2,370.25 $95,845.41 $71,457.22 $24,388.19 $381.23 $24,006.96 
2. Equipment and Supplies: 
Police-Riot Control Equipment 61.95 61.95 61.95 0 
New Cruiser 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 0 
Fire Dept.-Alerting Receivers 2,500.00 2,500.00 2,430.00 70.00 70.00 
Streets-Catch Basin Machine Rental 720.00 720.00 210.00 510.00 510.00 
New Loader 14,000.00 14,000.00 12,380.16 1,619.84 1,619.84 
Paint Machine 500.00 500.00 500.00 0 
Schools - New Equipment .92 .92 .92 0 
.... New Bus 7,000.00 7,000.00 6,682.33 317.67 317.67 
Recreation-Christmas Ornaments 188.54 188.54 188.54 0 
Water-New Meters 401.44 401.44 0 401.44 401.44 
New Compressor 2,500.00 2,500.00 2,347.29 152.71 152.71 
Cemetery-Pump and Water System 219.68 219.68 0 219.68 219.68 
Civil Defense--5 Alternators 1,000.00 1,000.00 784.28 215.72 215.72 
$1,592.53 $29,500.00 $31,092.53 $27,585.47 $3,507.06 $2,375.94 $1,131.12 
3. Plans, Surveys, Miscellaneous 
Harbor of Refuge Committee 169.43 169.43 139.38 30.05 30.05 
Selectmen-Land Taking, 
Truro Well Field 1,403.20 1,403.20 1,143.30 259.90 259.90 
Town Employees Salary Increase 8,197.00 8,197.00 5,231.20 2,965.80 2,965.80 
P a rking Lot Committee 5,000.00 5,000.00 6.46 4,993.54 4,993.54 
Beautifying the Town 500.00 500.00 10.45 489.55 489.55 
Accelerated P. W. Program 431.99 431.99 104.70 327.29 327.29' 
Balance Appropri- Other Credits Expended Balance Forward 
Jan.1, ationsor . (Res. Fund or Total or Dec. 31, To to J an . l, 
1966 Transfers Other) Credits Transferred 1966 Revenue 1967 
Tax Map P rogram 470.00 470.00 0 470.00 470.00 
Assessors' Va luation Book 1,200.00 1,200.00 21.78 1,178.22 1,178.22., 
Town Master Plan 8,567.00 8,567.00 6,375.00 2,192.00 2,192.00\ 
Reseeding Shellfish 500.00 500.00 500.00 0 
Plan Poin t S treet 925.60 925.60 562.90 362.70 362.70 
Plan Creek Road 300.00 300.00 300.00 0 
Plan of Pearl Street 400.00 400.00 0 400.00 400.00 
P lan Public Works Building 1,000.00 1,000.00 0 1,000.00 1,000.0() 
Eminent Domain-Point Street 100.00 100.00 0 100.00 100.00 
Purch ase, Railroad Bed 8,000.00 8,000.00 0 8,000.00 8,000.00 
Cape End Manor-
... Construction Study 1,500.00 5,000.00 6,500.00 1,500.00 5,000.00 5,000.00 
Feedin g Birds 350.00 350.00 348.50 1.50 1.50 
Old Home Week 1,500.00 1,500.00 497.59 1,002.41 1,002.41 
Explore Additional Water 9,014.57 1,600.00 10,614.57 6,859.19 3,755.38 3,755.38 
$14,167.22 $40,361.57 $1,600.00 $56,128.79 $23,600.45 $32,528.34 $4,069.71 $28,458.63 
Tota l Capita l Expenditures $50,134.91 $128,961.57 $3,970.25 $183,066.73 $122,643.14 $60,423.59 $6,826.88 $53,596.71 
OPERATING EXPENDITURES 1966 
1. General Government: 
Moderator- Personal Services 50.00 50.00 50.00 0 
Secretary-Finance Committee 400.00 400.00 400.00 0 
Finance Commit tee-Expense 115.00 115.00 104.75 10.25 10.25 
Secretary-Selectmen 300.00 300.00 300.00 0 
Selectmen-Expense 694.00 694.00 358.53 335.47 335.47 
T own Manager-Personal Services 13,200.00 495.00 13,695.00 13,695.00 0 
Balauce Af.proprl- Other Credits Expended Balance Forward 
Jan.1, a Ions or (Res. Fund or Total or Dec.31, To toJan.1, 
1966 Transfers Other) Credits Transferred 1966 Revenue 1961 
Expense 2,300.00 2,300.00 1,983.23 316.77 316.77 
Town Clerk- Personal Services 3,118.15 101.54 3,219.69 3,219.69 0 
Expense 550.00 1.54 551.54 511.35 40.19 40.19 
Town Accountant-Personal Services 6,237.35 203.77 6,441.12 6,441.12 0 
Expense 480.00 480.00 434.43 45.57 45.57 
Treasurer and Collector- Personal Services 5,922.35 221.29 6,143.64 6,143.64 0 
Expense 2,345.00 11.34 2,356.34 2,356.34 0 
Assessors-Persona l Servi-ces 5,700.00 157.66 5,857.66 5,857.66 0 
Expense 885.00 885.00 885.00 0 
Town Counsel 3,000.00 3,000.00 3,000.00 0 
Legal Services 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,255.40 244.60 244.60 
Planning Board-Personal Services 250.00 250.00 7,7.50 172.50 172.50 
Expense 750.00 350.00 1,100.00 1,042.72 57.28 57.28 
Secr etary-Zoning Board 200.00 200.00 145.00 55.00 55.00 
Zon ing Board-Expense 150.00 200.00 350.00 262.05 87.95 87.95 
Conservation Comm ission- Expense 100.00 100.00 30.10 69.90 69.90 
Elections and Town Meetings-Pers. Services 1,090.00 1,090.00 910.00 180.00 180.00 
Expense 1,275.00 1,275.00 1,254.25 20.75 2'0.75 
Annual Reports 1,400.00 1,400.00 1,278.30 121.70 121.70 
T own Crier-Personal Services 750.00 750.00 0 750.00 750.00 
Expense 150.00 150.00 0 150.00 150.00 
Tota l Genera l Government $52,911.85 $1,742.14 $54,653.99 $51,996.06 $2,657.93 $2,657.93 
2. Protection of Persons and Property: 
Police--Personal Services 59,582.62 44.58 59,627.20 59,089.98 537.22 537.22 
Expense 5,850.00 444.09 6,294.09 6,294.09 0 
Balance Appropri- Other Credits Expended Balance 
Jan.1, ationsor (Res. Fund or Total 
Forward 
or Dec. 31, To to Jan.1, 
1966 Transfers Other) Credits Transferred 1966 Revenue 1967 
Fire Dept.-Personal Services 13,625.00 13,625.00 13,590.50 34.50 34.50 
Expense 12,753.00 11.20 12,764.20 11,827.52 936.68 936.68 
Dog Officer-Personal Services 500.00 500.00 500.00 0 
Ambulance Hire 5,190.00 5,190.00 5,190.00 0 
Street Lighting 14,850.00 14,850.00 14,117.48 732.52 732.52 
Shellfish Constable-Personal Services 3,528.00 132.30 3,660.30 3,660.30 0 
Expense 100.00 2.65 102.65 76.49 26.16 26.16 
Building Inspector-Personal Services 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 0 
Expense 250.00 250.00 170.60 79.40 79.40 
Wire Inspector-Personal Services 500.00 500.00 500.00 0 
Expense 50.00 50.00 50.00 0 
Plumbing Inspector-Personal Services 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 
Inspector of Animals-Personal Services 
0 
25.00 25.00 25.00 0 
Expense 25.00 25.00 6.76 18.24 18.24 
Tree Warden-Personal Services 500.00 500.00 500.00 0 
Forestry-Expense 2,775.60 2,775.60 1,716.62 1,058.98 1,058.98 
Civil Defense-Personal Services 500.00 500.00 500.00 0 
Expense 1,825.00 700.38 2,525.38 2,525.38 0 
Parking Meters 1,000.00 1,000.00 985.83 14.17 14.17 
Total Protection of Persons and Property $125,429.22 $1,335.20 $126,764.42 $123,326.25 $3,437.87 $3,437.87 
3. Health and Sanitation: 
Health-Personal Services 12,150.00 12,150.00 12,059.84 90.16 90.16 
Expenses 5,260.00 5,260.00 3,023.54 2,236.46 2,236.46 
$17,410.00 $17,410.00 $15,083.38 $2,326.62 $2,326.62 
BalaDee Af.proprl- Other Credits Expended 
Balanee I'Ol'WV4 
Jan. I, a Ions or (Res. Fund or Total or 
Dec. 31, To tolan.1, 
1966 Transfers Other) Credits Transferred 
1966 Revenue 196'1 
4. Public Works: 
Street Dept.-Personal Services 33,701.00 
1,219.52 34,920.52 34,920.52 0 
Expense 8,220.00 
3,252.76 11,472.76 11,091.59 381.17 381.17 
Snow Work-Personal Services 3,500.00 19.95 
3,519.95 2,352.81 1,167.14 1,167.14 
Expense 5,000.00 
5,000.00 4,849.18 150.82 150.82 
MacMillan Wharf-Personal Services 4,573.50 148.32 
4,721.82 4,721.82 0 
Expenses 4,418.00 
700.00 5,118.00 4,275.46 842.54 842.54 
Water (Pumping)-Personal Services 14,852.00 481.78 
15,333.78 15,333.78 0 
Expense 9,950.00 
54.24 10,004.24 10,003.83 .41 .41 
Water (Service)-Personal Services 13,165.00 510.86 
13,675.86 13,675.86 0 
Expense 4,500.00 
4,500.00 4,223.83 276.17 276.17 
..... Water (Administration)-Personal Services 
2,960.65 111.53 3,072.18 3,072.18 0 
Expense 34,072.50 
13.95 34,086.45 33,860.42 226.03 226.03 
Town Hall-Personal Services 7,942.25 
215.23 8,157.48 8,157.48 0 
Expense 8,381.00 
1,139.28 9,520.28 9,515.06 5.22 5.22 
Sanitation-Personal Services 17,627.50 
523.32 18,150.82 18,150.82 0 
Expense 4,150.00 
4,150.00 2,983.25 1,166.75 1,166.75 
Cemeteries-Personal services 8,673.00 
324.90 8,997.90 8,997.90 0 
Expense 3,100.00 
764.47 3,864.47 3,853.55 10.92 10.92 
Gasoline Account 4,650.00 
4,650.00 4,650.00 0 
Total Public Works $193,436.40 
$9,480.11 $202,916.51 $198,689.34 $4,227.17 $4,227.17 
5. Charities: 
Welfare Dept.-Personal Services 11,300.00 
11,300.00 11,300.00 0 
Expense 1,225.00 
76.93 1,301.93 1,301.93 0 
General Relief 5,500.00 
93.10 5,593.10 2,620.60 2,972.50 2,972.50 
Balance Appropri- Other Credits Expended Balance Forward 
Jan.1, ationsor (Res. Fund or Total or Dec.31, To to Jan.1, 
1966 Transfers Other) Credits Transferred 1966 Revenue 1967 
Old Age Assistance 51,000.00 965.20 51,965.20 51,892.20 73.00 73.00 
Aid to Dependent Children 8,900.00 716.07 9,616.07 9,596.47 19.60 19.60 
Disability Assistance 24,180.00 317.13 24,497.13 24,497.13 0 
Medical Assistance 40,500.00 3,443.02 43,943.02 43,818.45 124.57 124.57 
Cape End Manor-Personal Services 67,216.25 67,216.25 66,946.84 269.41 269.41 
Expense 25,575.00 25,575.00 23,843.94 1,731.06 1,731.06 
Total Charities $235,396.25 $5,611.45 $241,007.70 $235,817.56 $5,190.14 $5,190.14 
6. Veteran's Services: 
Veteran's Agent--Personal Services 1,200.00 1,200.00 1,200.00 0 
Expense 200.00 200.00 136.95 63.05 63.05 
Cash Grants 18,000.00 27.81 18,027.81 8,899.96 9,127.85 9,127.85 
Total Veteran's Services $19,400.00 $27.81 $19,427.81 $10,236.91 $9,190.90 $9,190.90 
7. Library: 
Personal Services 8,601.00 96.60 8,697.60 8,697.60 0 
Expense 3,385.00 4.46 3,389.46 3,082.78 306.68 306.68 
Total Library $11,986.00 $101.06 $12,087.06 $11,780.38 $306.68 $306.68 
8. Recreation: 
Personal Services 10,973.50 287.58 11,261.08 11,261.08 0 
Expense 5,640.00 5,640.00 5,576.54 63.46 63.46 
Total Recreation $16,613.50 $287.58 $16,901.08 $16,837.62 $63.46 $63.46 
9. Pensions: 
County Retirement Fund 23,672.63 23,672.63 23,672.63 0 
Balance Appropri- Other Credits Expended Balance Forward 
Jan.1, ationsor (Res. Fund or Total or Dec.31, To toJan.l, 
1966 Transfers Other) Credits Transferred 1966 Revenue 1967 
10. Unclassified: 
Patriotic Observances 2,400.00 500.00 2,900.00 2,033.04 866.96 866.96 
Christmas Lighting 1,200.00 150.00 1,350.00 1,350.00 0 
Advertising 3,000.00 3,000.00 2,931.81 68.19 68.19 
Parking Lot Lease 900.00 900.00 835.81 64.19 64.19 
Group Insurance 12,500.00 1,179.92 13,679.92 12,561.64 1,118.28 1,118.28 
Town Insurance 23,510.00 23,510.00 19,469.74 4,040.26 4,040.26 
Finance Committee Reserve Fund 15,000.00 15,000.00 11,290.59 3,709.41 3,709.41 
Total Unclassified $58,510.00 $1,829.92 $60,339.92 $50,472.63 $9,867.29 $9,867.29 
11. Debt Service: ... Town Debt 88,000.00 88,000.00 88,000.00 0 
Interest on Debt 21,447.00 21,447.00 0 
Interest on Temporary Loans 2,000.00 214.50 2,214.50 2,214.50 0 
Total Debt Service $111,447.00 $214.50 $111 ,661.50 $111,661.50 
12. Education-Main Account $410,675.00 $410,675.00 $403,522.10 $7,152.90 $7,152.90 
Respectfully submitted, 
WILLIAM J . McCAFFREY, Town Accountant 
Gross PAY OF TOWN EMPLOYEES-YEAR OF 1966 Anthony Jason 4,106.82 Joan M. Patrick 1,527.84 
Robert A. Hancock $9,337.50 Ann J. Phelps 990.00 Robert K. Perry 4,138.17 Cecilia Reis 1,281.26 
Mary C. Cordeiro 4,357.50 Frances Peters 4,000.12 Elroy Pierce 4,618.86 Katherine O'Donnell 1,890.44 
William J. McCaffrey 5,828.04 Thomas F . Perry, MD. 2,200.00 Frank Flores 5,256.54 Veronica Motto 3,674.55 
Marian E. O'Donnell 3,832.77 Marion B. Haymaker 2,336.25 Joseph E. Souza 4,223.41 Mary Lincoln 3,257.16 
Frank S . Bent 5,501.22 Letitia Watson 168.80 John Andrews 3,682.56 Christine M. Carreiro 2,843.10 
M. Jeannette Segura 3,714.60 Julia Silva 1,424.30 Edgar Sawyer 2,435.19 Mary E. King 2,941.26 
John C. Corea 4,357.50 Thelma A. Novy 271.92 Irving S. Rogers 5,951.15 Georgina Brown 2,834.7:! 
Francis H. Marshall 6,099.84 Joanne Roderick 98.00 Amy B. McKain 6,650.00 Ethel L. R. Watkins 3,135.20 
George F. St. Amand 4,849.02 Ann Philips 448.00 Anthony V. Travers 6,600.00 Jerome Dale 1,820.00 
Richard Christopher 2,610.79 J ames J . Roderick 2,400.00 Joseph E. Crowley 4,106.82 Natalie DeLotto 4,106.82 
Manuel H. Jason, Jr. 4,957.47 Virginia Andrews 565.2{) Natalie Patrick 3,546.96 Harris .Adams 4.357.50 
Warren R. Crawley Jr. 4,819.92 John C. Snow 1,250.00 Alice Joseph 1,528.99 Stephenc. Goveia 1,000.00 
James J . Meads 5,004.03 William W. McKellar 1,200.00 Arthur D. Roderick 4,684.26 
George A. Baker 4,639.92 John R. Dyer 500.00 
Firemen TOWN OF PROVINCETOWN Eugene L. Gervais, Jr. 4,639 .92 Dorothy Costa 270.00 
Philip Prada 4,639 .92 Frances Collinson 500.00 Joseph Andrews $300.00 John O'Donnell 100.00 
Joseph Macro 2,191.03 Naomi Costa 70.00 William Pierce 300.00 Manuel Aresta 100.00 
Steven Silva 356.66 Mary Enos 345.00 Berman Rivard 300.00 Joseph Roderick 100.00 
J ohn R. Henrique 531.25 Charlene Gallant 530.00 John Alexander 300.00 Laurence Meads 100.00 
Miriam M. Irvine 4,099 .92 Natalie Harris 1,151.70 Warren Costa 425.00 Joseph Cook 100.00 
Neil Nickerson 1,337.46 Matthew Jason 182.00 Prank Volton 200.00 Joseph Crawley 100.00 
Edward Veara 1,083.95 K athleen King 352.69 Jesse Ferreira 200.00 Manuel Brown 100.00 
Mark David Shapiro 252.63 Jessica Lema 52.50 James Meads 200.00 Manuel Martin 100.00 
Carol Souza 1,092.00 Michael Olney 210.00 Franklin Oliver 200.00 Manuel Santos 100.00 
William Rogers 222.91 Walter Paulman 147.89 Clement Silva 200.00 Kenneth Medeiros 100.00 
Warren E. Gaspar 1,188.86 Frank Rogers 830.00 Leo Morris 200.00 Peter Cook 100.00 
Dorothy Fritz 780.00 Frank Reis 400.00 John Meads 150.00 William Costa 100.00 
Karen Broderick 910.00 Janet Ramey 16.00 John R. Henrique 150.00 Norman Cook 100.00 
Stephen DeRiggs 965 .94 Frank Souza 718.41 Frank Aresta 250.00 Alden Steele 100.00 
Joseph Ventura 3,660.30 Edward J. Smith 666.64 Carl Sawyer 250.00 John Edwards, Jr. 75.00 
Joseph A. Lewis 3,751.66 William F. Smith 1,333.28 Robert Souza 100.0() James Cook 75.00 
Doris Enos 4,357.50 Oscar Snow 531.00 Bernard Santos 100.00 William Gillis 100.00 
Louise Perry 3,313.51 Lorrentina Souza 781.00 Lawrence Cabral Jr. 100.00 John Branch 50.00 
Peter Perry 5,464.56 Margaret Strachan 146.61 Lawrence Cabral Sr. 100.00 Stuart Bryant 33.50 
Lawrence Cabral Sr. 4,249.7'1 Manuel Veara 416.00 Carl Chapman 100.00, Kenneth Dutra 100.00 
Lawrence Cabral Jr. 4,890.20 Dolly Gretchen Wilde 574.81 Philip Alexander 100.00 Sebastian Rose 16.50 
Paul Flores 4,286.82 Rachel White 500.00 Robert K. Perry 100.00 William MacFarlane 16.50 
Edmund Santos 4,355 .22 Alice Reis 5,882.58 Joseph Trovato 432.32 Manuel Jason 100.00 
Francis Packett 4,367.52 Dorothy Arthur 4,391.42 Prank Carreiro 400.00 Anthony Santos 75.00 
Carl Chapman Jr. 4,276.47 Marion Babb 381.61 Richard Roderick 133.50 Frank Henrique 100.00 
John F. Souza 4,249.32 Madeline Hancock 3,759.94 Antone Pereira 116.50 Paul Santos 100.00 
Stanley H. Carter 4,106.82 Mildred Garran 2,376.00 Anthony Alves 150.00 Jon Lema 100.00 
Joseph E. Smith 4,618.86 Peggy Jones 288.00 Joseph Lema 133.50 Neil Cordeiro 100.00 
Raymond Francis 4,357.50 Ruth Dutra 1,750.00 John Jason, Jr. 116.50 Bruce Collinson 25.00 
Arthur Medeiros 5,215.62 Jane Crave 2,156.43 Ronald White 150.00 John Crave 100.00 
Bernard Santos 4,124.82 Genevieve Ferreira 3,285.67 Gordon Ferreira 250.00 Joseph Perry 100.00 
Carl M. Sawyer 4,118.82 Myrtle Sylvester 3,257.16 Kenneth Atkins 300.00 Russell Perry 100.00 
Robert Souza 4,104.98 Raquel Ferreira 3,451.97 William Allison 312.50 Louis Silva  100.00 
Robert A. Perry 4,138.17 Katherine Days 2,036.13 Richard Veara 137.50 Francis Valentine 100.00 
John Edwards 200.00 
110 
111 
Mary Alves 
Mary Andrews 
Virginia Andrews 
Frank A. Aresta 
Barbara Baker 
Anita Berman 
Peter Bjarkman 
Mary Blondheim 
Paul Boire 
Michael Ballas 
Rosemary Bow1er 
Hester Burn-Callendar 
Margaret Cabral 
Ruth Cabral 
Catherine Cadose 
Ernest L. Carreiro, Jr. 
Christopher Clarke 
Eunice Cole 
Dolora M. Cook 
Marjorie Couper 
Judy Crawford 
Catherine Dahill 
Edward Dahill 
Richard L. Dean 
Thomas Deffley 
Isabel D'Entremont 
Hilda Dennis 
Elizabeth DeRiggs 
Anne M. Dias 
Roger Q . Dias 
Martha Doepper 
William J . Doherty 
Eva Dutra 
Fannie Fields 
Frances Francis 
Gabriel Fratus 
Eva Friedman 
Stephen C. Goveia 
Eleanor Hazen 
Leah Henrique 
Russell Holt 
Estelle Jenkins 
Alice Joseph 
Thomas A. Kan e 
Nancy Kelley 
Anne Kenney 
Hazel Kerr 
Richard F . Killion 
Kendall M. Knowlton 
School EMPLOYEES 
7,000.00 
280.00 
2,500.00 
4,600.00 
100.00 
5,826.25 
1,826.64 
535.00 
6,343.44 
4,400.00 
8,499 .92 
410.00 
1,192.50 
3,953.36 
4,751.72 
5 ,866.72 
5,366.64 
5 ,056.64 
21.00 
7,000.00 
996.64 
560 .00 
7,900.00 
3,733.36 
3,666.72 
4,800.00 
6,985 .00 
7,946.68 
2,983.26 
4 ,550.00 
60.00 
3,333.36 
7,266.64 
3,500.00 
7,000.00 
3,876.68 
372.00 
6,666.64 
3,666.72 
750.00 
480.00 
6,481.64 
165.00 
6,400.00 
2,506.64 
232.00 
180.00 
3,333.36 
6 ,800.00 
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Karen Laut 
Katherine Lester 
Frederick Long 
Mary C. Lewis 
George F . Leyden 
Hope C. Lopes 
Juanita Macara 
Arthur P. Malchman 
Amelia Medeiros 
Kathleen J. Medeiros 
Annette Merrill 
J ames Metallo 
Mary T . Miner 
Anna Matilda Moon 
Madeleine Morey 
Etalvina Motta 
David J . Murphy 
Eleanor Noyes 
John F . O'Brien 
Velma O'Donnell 
Rosina Oliver 
Michael Pappas 
Kathleen Parkington 
Madeliene Perry 
Edith L. Peters 
Neil Pirnie 
Terrence Rich 
C. Merrill Ritter 
Doris Roda 
Mary A. Rogers 
Phebe Rogers 
Mary Rowe 
Richard Santos 
J ames A. Sants 
Paul Seeley  Jr. 
Frederick Shaw Jr. 
Clifford Silva 
Elmer I. Silva 
Lucille Souza 
Mary Souza 
Maurice Sorenson 
Mary M. Tarvis 
J ane Tasch 
Mar tin L. Tracey, Jr. 
James A. Vaccaro 
Madelyn Weisser 
Ruth Wilson 
Raymond Zawalick 
45.00 
2,908.28 
275.00 
7 ,000.00 
8,200.00 
1,600.00 
408.00 
7,875.00 
1,900.00 
7,000.00 
1,797.00 
11.55 
1,005.00 
3,700.00 
2,908.28 
2,400.00 
8,637.76 
75.00 
662.49 
1,554.00 
200.00 
1,833.28 
330.00 
7,266.64 
2,500.00 
30.00 
3 ,546.72 
2,520.00 
2,100.00 
7,000.00 
7,000.00 
6,266.64 
6,860.00 
4,700.00 
5 ,966.64 
4,500.00 
5,466.64 
6,900.00 
16.00 
96.00 
1,666.64 
80.00 
2,366.64 
3,333.36 
2,016.59 
3,113.3& 
3,085.00 
4,490.00 
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DEPARTMENT PERSONNEL 
Provincetown HIGH School Began 
Name of Teacher Salary Where Educated Service 
George F. Leyden, Principal Holy Cross College, B.A. 1926 
David J. Murphy, Assistant Principal Holy Cross College, Ph. B. 
Virginia W. Andrews, Librarian $2,500.00 Farmington State Normal School 1965 
Anita R. Berman, Guidance Director $6,100.00 Brooklyn College, B .A. 1964 
Columbia University, M.A. 
Peter C. Bjarkman $5,600.00 Hartford University, B.S 1966 
Paul R. Boire $6,450.00 Williams College, B .A. 1963 
Ernest L. Carreiro, Jr. $6,000.00 Fitchburg Teachers College, B.S. 1962 
Christopher R. Clarke $5,500.00 American Internatinal College, B .A., M .A. Ed. 1965 
Judith B. Crawford $5,200.00 Colorado State University, B.A 1966 
..... Edward J. Dahill, Jr. $7,900.00 University of Notre Dame, BS. 1943 
University of New Hampshire, M. Ed. 
Elizabeth L. DeRiggs $8,000.00 Sargent College, B. S. in Phys. Ed. 1939 
Stephen C. Goveia $6,800.00 Springfield College, B. S. in Phys. Ed. 1964 
Thomas A. Kane $6,400.00 Boston University 1959 
Mary C. Lewis $7,000.00 Bridgewater Teachers College, B. S., Ed. 1934 
Kathleen J. Medeiros $7,000.00 Salem Teachers College, B. S . in Ed. "!94o 
Michael Pappas $5,500.00 American International College, B.S. Bus. Adm. 1966 
Western New England College, M.A. Bus. Adm. 
C. Merrill Ritter $6,300.00 Yale College, B.A. 1966 
University of Michigan, M.A. 
Phebe S . Rogers $7,000.00 Bridgewater Teachers Col~~ge, B .. S. in Ed. i956 
Mary D. Rowe ,·$6;400;00 Framingham Teac.hers . Coll.ege, B.S . in Ed. .,~.61 
Richard M. Santos .$7;000.00 Fitchburg Teachers College ·)9.48 
School DEPARTMENT Personel 
Provincetown HIGH School Began 
Name of Teacher Salary Where Educated Service 
George F . Leyden, Principal $8,200.00 Holy Cross College, B.A. 1926 
David J. Murphy, Assistant Principal $8,700.00 Holy Cross College, Ph. B. 1930 
Virginia W . Andrews, Librarian $2,500.00 Farmington Sta te Normal School 1965 
Anita R. Berman, GUidance Director $6,100.00 Brooklyn College, B .A. 1964 
Columbia University, M.A. 
Peter C. Bjarkman $5,600.00 Hartford University, B.S. 1966 
Paul R. Boire $6,450.00 Williams College, B.A. 1963 
Ernest L. Carreiro, Jr. $6,000.00 Fitchburg Teachers College, B.S . 1962 
Christopher R. Clarke $5,500.00 American Internatinal College, B.A., M.A. Ed. 1965 
..... Judith B . Crawford $5,200.00 Colorado State University, B.A 1966 
Edward J. Dahill, Jr. $7,900.00 University of Notre Dame, B.S. 1943 
University of New Hampshire, M. Ed. 
Elizabeth L. DeRiggs $8,000.00 Sargent College, B. S. in Phys. Ed. 1939 
Stephen C. Goveia $6,800.00 Springfield College, B. s. in Phys. Ed. 1964 
Thomas A. Kane $6,400.00 Boston University 1959 
Mary c. Lewis $7,000.00 Bridgewater Teachers College, B. s., Ed. 1934 
Kathleen J. Medeiros $7,000.00 Salem Teachers College, B. s. in Ed. 194o 
Michael Pappas $5,500.00 American International College, B.S. Bus. Adm. 1960 
Western New England College, M.A. Bus. Adm. 
C. Merrill Ritter $6,300.00 Yale College, B.A. 1966 
University of Michigan, M.A. 
Phebe S . Rogers $7,000.00 Bridgewater Teachers ColJege, B . .S. in Ed. 1956 
Mary D. Rowe .:$6;400;00 Framingham Teachers Coliege, B.S. in Ed . ,l9fll 
Richard M. Santos $7;000.00 Fitchburg Teachers College .J948 
Paul E. Seeley Jr. 
Elmer I. Silva
Maurice A. Sorenson 
Kendall M. Knowlton 
Clifford Z. Silva
Rosemary F . Bowler, Principal 
Mary W. Alves 
Eunice F. Cole 
Marjorie F . Couper 
Hilda M. Dennis 
Anne McGinley Dias 
Eva Dutra 
Frances D. Francis 
Estelle C. Jenkins 
Nancy A. Kelley 
Katherine J . Lester 
Madeline M . Morey 
Madeleine Perry 
Mary Rogers 
Jane B. Tasch 
Madelyn Weisser 
Anna M. Moon, R.N. 
Roger Q. Dias 
Frederick W. Shaw Jr. 
Ruth G . Wilson 
Amelia Medeiros 
Etalvina Motta 
Leah R. Henrique, Part Time 
Fannie Fields 
Margaret Cabral 
Hope Lopes 
Edith Peters 
Frank Aresta 
Michael Bollas 
Gabriel Fratus 
James Sants
R aymond Zawalick 
$6,100.00 Stoneh111 College, B.A. 
$6,900.00 Boston University B.S. in Ed. 
Bridgewater Teachers College, M. Ed 
$5,000.00 University of Idaho, B.S. 
PROVINCETOWN VOCATIONAL School 
$6,800.00 Medford Vocational School 
Fitchburg Teachers College 
$5,600.00 Fitchburg Teachers College 
Veterans MEMORIAL School 
$7,700.00 Wilson College, A.B. 
Teachers College, Columbia, M.A. 
$7,000.00 Hyannis Teachers College 
$5,200.00 New York University B.A. 
$7,000.00 Miss. State College for Women, B.S. 
$7,000.00 Hyannis Teachers College 
$5,200.00 Lowell State College, B. S. in Ed. 
$6,800.00 Central State Teachers College, Wisconsin 
$7,000.00 Fitchburg Teachers College 
$6,400.00 Lowell Normal School 
$5,000.00 State College, Salem B .S. 
$7,000.00 University of New Hampshire, B.A. 
$7,000.00 Courtland State Teachers, B.S. in Ed. 
$6,800.00 Hyannis Teachers College, B.S. in Ed. 
$7,000.00 Hyannis Teachers College 
$5,600.00 University of New Hampshire, B.A. 
$3,120.00 Danbury Normal School 
School Nurse 
$3,600.00 Emerson Hospital 
Certificate in Public Health Nursing, Simmons College 
Music Supervisor 
$4,650.00 Lowell State College, B.M. Ed. 
ART Supervisor 
$4,800.00 Massachusetts School of Art, B .S. in Ed. 
CAFETERIA Workers
Custodians 
Provincetown Junior-Senior High School 
Provincetown Junior-Senior High School 
Provincetown Junior-Senior High School 
Provincetown Junior-Senior High School 
Veterans Memorial School 
Veterans Memorial School 
Veterans Memorial School 
Veterans Memorial School 
Provincetown Junior-Senior High School 
Provincetown Junior-Senior High School 
Provincetown JUnior-Senior High School 
Veterans Memorial School 
Veterans Memorial School 
1963 
1962 
1966 
1956 
1963 
1965 
1951 
1965 
1963 
1924 
1965 
1954 
1928 
1961 
1966 
1966 
1966 
1956 
1951 
1966 
1965 
1965 
1965 
1959 
FINANCIAL REPORT 
For the Year Ending December 31, 1966 
Appropriation: 
Public Schools 
Total Expenditures 
Unexpended Balance, December 31, 1966 
Reimbursements and Receipts 
Chapter 70- General
Tuition-Truro 
Boys' Day Vocational 
Dental Clinic 
P. H. s. Athletic Association 
Vocational School 
Industrial Arts 
Junior Practical Arts 
P. L. 874 
P.L.864 
Library fines 
Lost library book 
Damaged textbooks 
Tuition for elementary children-Truro 
School Machine 
Miscellaneous 
Title I 
Total Expenditures 
Total Reimbursements 
Cost OF Schools 
Net Cost of Schools by Local Taxation 
$25,337.96 
42,656.30 
164.36 
495.00 
1,647.45 
12,397.42 
143.30 
4,226.38 
7,155.00 
998.16 
13.10 
2.65 
45.88 
280.00 
27.65 
12.30 
9,895.00 
Summary OF ALL School Expenses 
School Committee 
School Committee, Other Expenses 
Superintendent's Office 
Superintendent's Office--Salary 
Superintendent's Office--Salary, Clerical 
Superintendent's Office--Supplies and Material 
Superintendent's Office-Other Expenses 
Supervision 
Supervisors' Salry Art 
SupervisorsSalary Vocal and Instrumental 
SupervisorsSalary Physical Education 
Principal's Office 
Principal's Office--Salary, Elem. 
118 
$103.91 
$7,875.00 
4,800.00 
496.52 
300.00 
$4,500.00 
4,550.00 
5,666.64 
$7,699.92 
$410,675.00 
403,522.10 
$7,152.90 
$105,497.91 
$403,522.10 
105,497.91 
$298,024.19 
$ 103.91 
$ 13,471.52 
$ 14,716.64 
Principal's Office--Salary, Clerical, Elem. 
Principal's Office-Other Expenses, Elem. 
Principa l's Office--Salary, High, Head 
Principal's Office--Salary, High, Assistant 
Principal's Office--Salary, Clerical, High 
Principal's Office--Supplies and Material, High 
Principal's Office-Other Expenses, Grad. High 
Principal's Office-Other Expenses, Dues, Travel 
Teaching 
Teaching Salaries, Elementary Regular 
Teaching Salaries Elementary Substitutes 
Teaching Salaries Elementary Contingencies 
1,404.00 
1{)3.98 
8,200.00 
7,700.00 
2,121.00 
289.15 
444.40 
435.22 
$85,886.28 
2,364.00 
640.00 
Teaching Contracted Services, Elementary Writing 420.00 
Teaching Supplies and Material, 
Elementary General 
Teaching Supplies and Material, Elementary Art 
Teaching Supplies and Material, 
Elementary Music, Vocal 
Teaching Supplies and Material, 
Elementary Music, Instrumental 
Teaching Supplies and Material, 
Elementary Physical Education 
Teaching Salaries, Special Class, Elementary 
Teaching Supplies and Material, 
1,721.74 
400.00 
124.41 
150.00 
91.87 
4,549.26 
Special Class Elementary 244.24 
Teaching Salaries Summer School Elementary 578.43 
Teaching Salaries High, Regular 99,760.00 
Teaching Salaries High, Substitutes
Teaching High, Contingencies 
Teaching Salaries, High, Special Class 5,166.64 
Teaching Supplies and Material, High Special Class 328.44 
Teaching Supplies and Material, High, General 2,199.61 
Teaching Supplies and Material, High, Art 168.21 
Teaching Supplies and Material, High, Music, vocal 129.88 
Teaching Supplies and Material, 
High, Music, Instrumental 
Teaching Supplies and Material, 
High, Driver Education 
Teaching Supplies and Material, High, Science
Teaching Supplies and Material, High, 
Industrial Arts 
Teaching Salaries Vocational, V.H.A. Teacher 
Teaching Salaries Boys' Day Vocational 
Teaching Supplies and Material, V.H.A. 
Teaching Supplies and Material, 
Boys' Day Vocational 
Teaching Salaries, EPA
Teaching Salaries, Adult Education 
Teaching Salaries, Handicapped Children, Elem. 
119 
152.57 
595.79 
918.68 
1,819.19 
6,266.64 
15,299.09 
469.76 
1,873.93 
508.50 
753.00 
896.00 
$ 28,397.67 
Teaching Salaries, Handicapped Children, High 
Textbooks, Elementary 
Textbooks, High 
Libraries, Supplies and Material, Elementary 
Libraries, Supplies and Material, High 
Librarian Services 
Audio Visual Aids, Elementary 
Audio Visual Aids, High 
Guidance Salaries, High 
Guidance Supplies and Material, Elementary 
Guidance Supplies and Material, High 
Educational TV
Other School Services 
Attendance Salaries, Non Class 
Health Services 
Health Services, Professional Salaries, Doctor 
Health Services, Professional Salaries, Nurse 
Health Services, Supplies and Material, Non Class 
Operation of School Bus 
Operation and Maintenance of School Bus 
Transportation, Elementary 
Food Services 
Food Services, Salaries, Elementary 
Food Services, Salaries, High 
Food Services, Supplies and Material, Elementary 
Food Services, Supplies and Material, High 
Athletics 
Athletics, Supplies and Material, High 
Coaching 
Insurance 
Transportation 
School Physician 
Other Student Body Activities 
Other Student Body Activities, 
Supplies and Material, Elementary 
Other S t udent Body Activities, 
Supplies and Material, High 
Operation and Maintenance of Plant 
Custodial Services, Elementary 
Custodial Services, High 
Custodial Supplies and Material, Elementary 
Custodial Supplies and Material, High 
120 
441.55 
2,975.10 
4,045.25 
938.40 
3,012.96 
2,500.00 
408.35 
427.48 
5,826.25 
355.69 
900.37 
174.00 
$350.00 
$300.00 
3,600.00 
85.75 
$384.66 
211.63 
$4,500.00 
4,500.00 
387.37 
402.72 
$2,817.54 
4,261.24 
468.00 
1,426.89 
400.00 
$202.65 
696.25 
$8,990.00 
12,888.23 
995.68 
1,914.88 
$258,875.97 
$ 350.00 
$ 3,985.75 
$ 596.29 
$ 9,790.09 
$ 9,373.67 
$ 898.90 
$ 24,788.79 
Beating Buildings 
Heating Buildings, Elementary 
Heating Buildings, High 
Utility Services 
Utility Services, Electricity, Elementary 
Utility Services, Electricity, High 
Utility Services, Telephone, Elementary 
Utility Services, Telephone, High 
Utility Services, Water, Elementary 
Utility Services, Water, High 
Maintenance of Plant 
Maintenance of Grounds, Elementary 
Maihtenance of Grounds, High 
Maintenance of Buildings, Elementary 
Maintenance of Buildings, High 
Maintenance of Equipment, Elementary 
Maintenance of Equipment, High 
Acquisition of Fixed Assets 
Acquisition of Equipment, Land, Building, Elem. 
Acquisition of Equipment, Land, Building, High 
Acquisition of Equipment, Other, High, 
Commercial Machines 
$3,600.30 
8,600.00 
$2,200.00 
4,000.00 
263.71 
1,876.63 
117.10 
174.62 
$119.44 
144.14 
1,201.40 
10,515.73 
733.97 
1,550.48 
$565.99 
1,500.89 
1,008.50 
PROVINCETOWN SCHOOL LUNCH ACCOUNT 
Balance on hand, January 1, 1966 
Receipts from January 1, 1966 to December 31, 1966 
From lunchroom sales 
From reimbursements 
other 
Refund 
Total Receipts for 1966 
Total Disbursements for 1966 
Balance on hand December 31, 1966 
The following checks will be received after 1966. 
November 
December 
121 
$23,131.96 
8,857.48 
105.42 
3.95 
$912.19 
779.12 
$1,691.31 
$ 12,200.30 
$ 8,632.06 
$ 14,265.16 
$ 3,075.38 
$8,398.30 
32,098.81 
$40,497.11 
35,434.29 
$5,062.32 
PROVINCETOWN PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
SCHOOL CALENDAR FOR 1966-1967 
Open September 7, 1966 
Close December 23, 1966 (noon) 16 weeks 
Open January 3, 1967 
Close February 17, 1967 7 weeks 
<Vacation one week) 
Open February 27, 1967 
Close April 14, 1967 7 weeks 
(Vacation one week) 
Open April 24, 1967 
Close June 16, 1967 8 weeks 
38 weeks 
HOLIDAYS 
73 days. 
34 day~ 
34 days 
39 days 
180 days 
Barnstable County Teachers Convention, Friday, October 7, 1966 
Columbus Day, Wednesday, October 12, 1966 
Veterans Day, Friday, November 11, 1966 
Thanksgiving Recess, Noon, November 23rd to November 28th, 1966 
Good Friday, March 24, 1967 
Memorial Day, Tuesday, May 30, 1967 
HOLIDAYS DURING VACATION 
Christmas Day, Sunday, December 25, 1966 
New Year's Day, Sunday, January 1, 1967 
Washington's Birthday, Wednesday, February 22, 1967 
Patriot's Day, Wednesday, April19, 1967 
ENROLLMENT, PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
PROVINCETOWN 
Grade 
Kindergarten 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
v 
VI 
Jr. Practical Arts 
VII 
VIII 
IX 
X 
XI 
XII 
Vocational School 
Sr. Practical Arts 
October 1, 1966 
Veterans Memorial School 
25 
37 
46 
43 
53 
47 
60 
6 
317 
122 
Jr. High 
54 
63 
117 
Sr. High 
60 
56 
55 
47 
13 
8 
239 
SCHOOL CENSUS, OCTOBER 1966 
Ages Boys Girls Total 
5-7 31 31 62 
7-14 161 174 335 
14-16 54 57 111 
over 16 42 45 87 
288 307 595 
STATISTICS FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR, 1965-1966 
Total Enrollment 
Average Membership 
Average Attendance 
Percent of Attendance 
Number Enrolled between 5 and 7 
Number Enrolled between 7 and 16 
AGE OF Admission TO SCHOOL 
No. not in 
School 
2 
2 
6 
10 
710 
665 
606 
91 
62 
446 
Any child who becomes six years of age on or before January 1 of the 
year following the fall term when he wishes to enter school, may be ad-
mitted into the first grade. Pupils under seven years of age, who have not 
previously attended school, shall not be permitted to enter later than 
thirty days after the opening of school in September. 
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS 
ARTHUR P. MALCHMAN 
An historical segment of the activities of the Commonwealth's Board 
of Education was the passage of Chapter 572 of the Acts of 1965. This act 
marked the beginning of what will constitute a distinct period in our 
history of education. The change of command took place on January 35, 
1966 which saw the outgoing members replaced by eleven new members. 
The Board of Education has never been underwritten adequately nor 
has had enough staff to perform properly. The so-called Willis Commis-
sion report included the following statement: 
"It is supremely important for every local school to make its own 
decisions on the substance of curriculum changes. It is supremely im-
portant for every local school to make such decisions freely and with full 
information. Since the State Department is desperately short of resources 
it needs to bring full information about curriculum innovations to local 
schools, far too many local schools are limited in deciding what to teach 
and how. Many teachers and administrators are far too busy to keep up 
with educational developments; even those who find time to read about 
them may not have a chance to see them in action. In fact m any local 
people depend on textbook salesmen fo:r much information about the 
Wider world of educational change. While such sources of information 
are clearly preferred to none at all their commercial bases are inescapable 
and their fullness questionable. An orderly disinterested, comprehensive 
1~3 
and permanent flow of educational information to schools is essential. It 
should come from the State Department of Education 
LEGISLATION 
It is not practical to list each and every Act and Resolve pertaining 
to education because of the large volume. A few will be outlined. 
Chapter 763 : This is the law granting teachers collective bargaining 
rights which was passed in February 1966. Although collective bargaining 
has long been associated with the nation's major industries, this legisla-
tion now includes school committees and school personnel. However, 
Provincetown's teachers and School Committee, after several meetings, 
adopted all the final recommendations of the Teacher's Committee with 
some minor exceptions. Personally, collective bargaining does not strike 
me as a right method for a group that claims to be professional. But 
until school systems change it seems to be necessary. 
Chapter 14 of the Acts of 1966: This is the so-called sales tax. Pre-
viously, school monies came directly from the State's income tax, with 
local communities relying on property taxes for the main support of 
schools. Presently we have the 3% State Sales Tax which will make this 
year's entitlement an estimate of $50,000.00 for 1966 as against $33,000.00 
for 1965. 
Chapter 572 : Under the provisions of Section 1G the board estab-
lished a mandatory school day. Elementary schools shall operate not less 
than 5 hours daily exclusive of lunch or other recess. Secondary schools 
shall operate not less than 5% hours daily exclusive of lunch or other re-
cess. The school year remains at 180 days exclusive of vacations in each 
school year. 
Chapter 413, Acts of 1956: This is the act to alleviate increased burden 
placed on committees as a result of federal activities, commonly referred 
to as Public Law 874. To be eligible for this Public Law 3% of the school 
enrollment must have parents that are federally employed; exclusive of 
Post Office. The amount of federal reimbursement we receive per child 
is based on two things-the amount we as a school spend per child per 
year (figures which are from our yearly State Report) and whether or 
not the child and his family live on or off federally-owned property. if ii. 
family resides on federally-owned property, the town therefore receives 
total reimbursement. Last year this figure was $397.52 for each child of 
that family enrolled in our school. If the family does not reside on fed-
erally-owned property and does, therefore, pay taxes, the school receives 
one-half of the total reimbursement figure per child. 
All funds made available to the school under this law are placed in a 
" revolving fund" and can be used for any purpose directly involving the 
school and its needs. However, due to the Harvey vs Sudbury case of 
this year, any balance on December 31 of any given year must be applied 
to the budget. This year the figure is $4,684.73 which reduces the school 
appropriation. 
Public Law 864: This is known as the National Defense Education 
124 
Act in which the funds are managed in the same manner as Public; Law 
874 funds. The amount of this account applied to the budget . this year is 
$2,788.67 which again reduces the school budget. 
' 
For Title I and Title II grants I refer you to the report of th~ P,rin-
cipal of the VeteransMemorial School, Miss Rosemary Bowler. 
To get a full picture of the entire program read the reports of 
Principals, Supervisors, School Nurse and other personnel which follow 
this report. 
' It has been a distinct pleasure to work with the School Committee 
and all the school personnel of both schools. 
HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL 
GeorgeF . LEYDEN 
I herewith submit my thirtieth annual report as Principal of the 
Provincetown High School. 
ENROLLMENT 
High school enrollment by classes as of October 1, 1966, is as iollows: 
(these figures include the Vocational Automotive School). 
Boys Girls Total 
SENIOR 25 31 56 
JUNIOR 28 30 58 
SOPHOMORE 28 30 58 
FRESHMAN 31 30 61 
TOTAL: 233 
Junior high enrollment by grades is as follows: 
SR. PRACTICAL ARTS 3 5 8 
GRADE EIGHT 30 33 63 
GRADE SEVEN 25 29 54 
TOTAL: 125 
GRAND TOTAL: 358 
PUPILS ATTENDING SCHOOLS OF mGHER EDUCATION 
Class of 1966 
Margaret L. Atwood 
Francis A. Baker 
Paul V. Benatti 
Edward G. Boxer 
Carol A. Days 
Joseph M. Days 
Kathryn E. DeRiggs 
Liliana DeSousa 
Donald R. Edwards 
Dorothy A. Fritz 
Leo E. Gracie 
Roger F . Hagen 
University of Rhode Island 
Stenotype Institute 
Amherst College 
Fairleigh Dickinson University 
University of Massachusetts 
Boston College 
Modern School of Fashion Design 
Mansfield Academy 
Salem State College 
Cape Cod Community College 
University of Bridgeport 
Nichols College 
125 
Halcyone C. Hurst 
Regis M. Jason 
Geoffrey D. Kane 
Stephen W. MalaqUias 
Richard J. Meads 
Glenn c . Medeiros 
Floran L. Menangas 
Albert E. Moon 
David E. Oliver 
Wayne G. Perry 
Robin J . Rilleau 
Margaret Ann Rivard 
Louis A. Rivers 
Steven K . Roda 
Warren J. Roderick 
Charles N. Rogers 
Craig 0. Russell 
Clarence J. Santos 
Michael T . Santos 
Shirley A. Shannon 
Anthony R. Souza 
Michael J. Tasha 
Helen D. Thomas 
Deborah A. Wilson 
Joyce C. Woods 
Class of 1965 
Bruce E. Aho 
Victoria M. Andrews 
Susan A vellar 
Stephen C. DeRiggs 
John D . Fields 
Mary A. Fratus 
Tamson A. Garran 
Warren E. Gaspar 
Judith A. Lane 
Margaret Ann Merrill 
Lorraine F. O'Donnell 
Christopher Ormsby 
Richard J. Russe 
Catherine A. Santos 
Francis Santos 
Nancy Santos
John L. Silva 
Edward E. Veara 
Christopher J. Ward 
Joseph C. Ward 
Class of 1964 
Roxana J . Adams 
Mary Jo Avellar 
Chandler School 
Salem State College 
Nichols College 
Boston College 
Radio Electronic Television School 
Culinary Institute 
Cape Cod Community College 
Texas Technological College 
Northland College 
Cape Cod Community College 
School of Museum of Fine Arts 
Becker Junior College 
Bentley College 
University of Massachusetts 
Cape Cod Community College 
Clark University 
Burdett College 
Massachusetts Maritime Academy 
Merrimack College 
Career Academy 
U. S. Coast Guard Academy 
Bentley College 
Saaaaaaaaalem State College 
University of Massachusetts 
Mansfield Academy 
University of Maine 
Cape Cod CommUnity College 
Suffolk University 
Springfield College 
Cape Cod CommUnity College 
Stonehill College 
Franklin Institute 
Franklin Institute 
New England Deaconess School of 
Nursing 
Cambridge Junior College of Business 
Chandler School 
Massachusetts Maritime Academy 
Boston College 
Simmons College 
Franklin Institute 
Cape Cod Community College 
Cape Cod Community College 
College of the Holy Cross 
Cape Cod Community College 
Massachusettli College of Pharmacy 
University of Massachusetts 
University of Massachusetts 
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Louise Bostock 
Karen A. Broderick 
Linda J . Codinha 
John Colley 
Cheryl A. Gleason 
Francis M. Henrique 
Richard D. Houser 
Irene Joseph 
Katherine S. Reis 
Peter R. Santos 
Kenneth F. Segura 
Carol A. Souza 
Mildred C. Williams 
Class of 1963 
Lillian E. Atwood 
Nancy R. Burch 
Seraphine Peter Codinha, Jr. 
Carl Cummings 
Leonard E. Enos 
Clyde MacCallum 
William N. Rogers 
Gloria J. Taves 
Windham College 
Bridgewater State College 
Salem State College 
University of Dubuque 
University of Massachusetts 
Cambridge Junior College 
Bryant & Stratton 
Leominster Hospital School of Nursing 
University of Massachusetts 
University of Massachusetts 
Cape Cod Community College 
Perry Normal School 
Mount Auburn Hospital School of 
Nursing 
University of Rhode Island 
University of New Hampshire 
Yankton College 
Boston University 
Boston College 
University of California at Berkeley 
Worcester Polytechnical Institute 
Bridgewater State College 
ACCREDITATION 
Provincetown High School is a member of the New England Associa.-
tlon of Colleges and Secondary Schools. This organization is the accepted 
accrediting body in the northeastern states. Membership in the Associa-
tion constitutes regional accreditation. Qualitative standards for mem-
bership in this organization shall apply to all schools. The purposes of 
the school shall be appropriate for an institution of this type. The pro-
gram, faculty, staff facilities, and resources must be adequate to carry out 
Its purposes in terms of the type of students it serves. 
NOTICE TO PARENTS 
It is important that all parents and students understand that the 
following are the basic requirements for graduation, without which, no 
diploma will be presented: 
English, public speaking, and library instruction 
Two years of Social Studies, one of which must be 
United States History 
Mathematics, two years 
Science, two years 
The remaining 30 points for graduation must be 
made up by a combination of electives and 
special subjects to total 
20 points 
10 points 
10 points 
10 points 
30 points 
Eighty points and satisfactory accomplishment in these prescribed 
subjects meet the requirements for a diploma. 
There are too many parents in Provincetown who assume a lackadai-
sical attitude towards the regular attendance of their children at school. 
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The student's attendance, as well as scholarship and citizenship, is a 
permanent record in our files. We are asked frequently to give informa-
tion about our students-sometimes many years after graduation. A good 
high school record is a badge of merit. 
SCIENCE DEPARTMENT 
The seventh and eighth grade science curriculum is based on the Holt 
Rinehart Modern Science I and II approach. 
In grade 7, the basic units are 0) the universe, (2) the atmosphere, 
(3) living things, and (4) the earth. We feel that these four basic units 
will prepare our students to enter into our ninth grade curriculum in 
Earth Science and our tenth grade curriculum in BSCS Biology (the 
Green Version) . We also feel that this curriculum lays down a solid base 
upon which the student can better understand his every day experiences 
in relation to our technological society. ' 
The four basic units in grade 8 science are (1) man investigates mat-
ter, (2) man investigates energy, (3) man investigates machines, and (4) 
man investigates his body. It is our hope that this curriculum will pre-
pare the students to better understand the subsequent senior high school 
courses in chetnistry and physics, since most of science from junior high 
school on is based, at least in part, upon the chemical and physical world. 
Earth Science has replaced General Science at the ninth grade level. 
The main thought of this course is to give the student a proper perspec-
tive .from which he may develop a conception of the earth's place within 
the, universe as well as a basic awareness of time and change. 
. In· grade 10, our biology classes are divided into two groups--college 
S:nd 1,10n-c~llege. The college group uses for its text a BSCS Green Ver-
sion ,in which w~ place the em,phasis on ecology (the relation of animal, 
plaht, and man to his environment) and upon evolution (the changing of 
structure and function over a period of time). The main emphasis in"the 
non-college group is the study of the human body and the interrelation-
ship of the ten main organ systems and the possible diseases which may 
affect them. The last part of this course is devoted .to the systematic 
study of the plant and animal kingdom in order to make the student more 
aware of his environment. 
Chemistry, grade 11, college: The present curriculum in chemistry is 
based along the lines of the traditional classical approach. The main 
emphasis is placed on atoms, molecules, compound formations, and the 
reaction and interrelationships of matter in the chemical system. 
Physics, grade 12: The present physics curriculum is the typical 
classical approach to the discipline, and is based on the Holt, Rinehart 
Modern Physics curriculum. The curriculum is divided into three main 
sections (1) mechanics, (2) energy, and (3) atomic physics; the correlat-
ing thread that runs through these three units is the mathematical ex-
pression of the physical world. 
Marine Biology, grade 12, college : The curriculum in Marine Biology 
is broken up into three basic units; namely, (1) invertebrate and verte-
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brate zoology, (2) oceanography, and (3) marine ecology <the relationship. 
of the organism with its biotic and abiotic environment) . Our main pur-
pose in this curriculum is to enhance the students' knowledge of the 
environment in which he is living. This course is particularly appropriate 
today because of man's ever-increasing reliance upon the sea as a source 
of raw materials to suppplement our ever-increasing population and the 
demands of our technological society. 
ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT 
Our Athletic Department has expanded over the past ten years, and 
I hope it continues to expand so that at some time in the near future we 
will have the opportunity of offering to each boy and girl the privilege of 
par icipating in some athletic activity, whether it be on the varsity level 
or intramural level. 
A more detailed account of our athletic endeavors and program will 
be included in the reports of Mr. David J . Murphy, Mr. Stephen Goveia, 
and Miss Elizabeth DeRiggs. 
I would like to thank Mr. Arthur Roderick of the Recreation Com-
mission for his continued and valuable interest in our athletic program, 
and also the Recreation Program which he conducts. 
I would like to thank the citizens of the town for their splendid inter-
est down through the years and the members of our teaching staff, who 
have given of their free time in supervising and in other capacities at our 
home games. 
CAFETERIA LUNCHROOM PROGRAM 
The cafeteria lunch program is one of the most popular highlights of 
. the school day's activities. The long lunch lines at lunchtime are a tri-
bute to the culinary arts of Mrs. Ruth Wilson and her co-workers, Mrs. 
Etalvina Motta, Mrs. Amelia Medeiros, and Mrs. Leah Henrique. The 
whole lunchroom program is under the direction of our household arts 
supervisor, Mrs. Mary Rowe. 
ART DEPARTMENT 
A report of the accomplishments of the art department will be sum-
mitted by Mr. Frederick W. Shaw our art supervisor. 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS AND TECHNICAL DRAWING DEPARTMENTS 
A detailed account of the accomplishments of these departments will 
be given by Mr. Ernest L. Carreiro. 
SCHOOL LIBRARY 
Our high school library, under our part-time librarian, Mrs. Virginia 
Andrews, has beeri functioning in a most satisfactory manner. I wish, 
however, that Mrs. Andrews, instead of being only a part-time librarian, 
could function for the whole of the school day. At the present time, the 
library opens at 12 :00 noon, and remains open until 3:30P.M. 
Mrs. Andrews has brought order out of chaos by the proper catalog-
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lng of books in our library. We have added one thousand volumes to our 
shelves. This number includes fifty books under Title II of the NDEA
We are indebted to the Class of 1966 FOR the gift of the fOUNDATIONSor 
sCIENCEseries. The circulation of books for September was 407, October-
601, November-655, and December (up to December 22)--596. Total cir-
culation of books for the year 1966-4,357. 
BUILDING MAINTENANCE 
The Junior-Senior High sCHOOL building is in excellent condition. 
·This is due to the intelligent expenditures that have been made in keep-
ing the older parts of the building up to date and to the hard work and 
loyillty of the custodial force. 
CONCLUSION AND APPRECIATION 
. . . I wish to thank the public for their loyal support and understanding 
patience down through the years. There have been times when we· have 
had to appeal to the many friends of the school to support our various 
activities. The public, in general, has responded magnificently. 
I wish to thank our splendid faculty for their loyalty and cooperation 
in helping to make our school a good school. 
I wish to convey my deepest appreciation to our Superintendent or 
sCHOOLSMr. Arthur P. Malchman, and our sCHOOL Committee for helping 
to make the task of administration of the school a most pleasant one. 
vETERANSMEMORIAL sCHOOL
rOSEMARYF. BOWLER, pRINCIPAL
I hereby submit my second report as principal of Veterans mEMORIAL
school. 
.. Enrollment as of October 1, 1966 
Kindergarten Grade Four 
Mrs. Tasch 24 Mrs. Couper 28 
Grade One Mrs. Alves 25 
Mrs. Francis 18 Grade Five 
Miss Dennis 19 Miss Lester 23 
Grade Two Miss Morey 24 
Mrs. Dutra 23 Grade Six 
Mrs. Rogers 24 Mrs. Cole 30 
Grade Three Mrs. pERRY 30 
Mrs. Jenkins 22 Junior Practical Arts 
Miss Kelley 22 Mrs. Dias 6 
The calendar year 1966 was one of change in several areas and was 
marked by a high degree of professional growth. During the year we 
have added to existing services and provided several new services, all of 
which are making important contributions to the quality of education: 
1. In March 1966, Mrs. Wallace O'Donnell assumed responsibilities 
as elementary school secretary. Although her work involves many things, 
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one example may suggest the value of her services. By. taking over all the 
collecting and accounting for the school lunch program, the secretary 
saves each teacher a minimum of 75 minutes per week. Over the course 
of a school year, this means an additional week and a half of instruction 
which each teacher can provide for children. 
2. Mrs. oSCAR Weisser, who initiated the remedial reading program 
in September 1965 has been able to expand her services both to children 
and teachers with the increase in her time from two to three days per 
week effective September 1966. Her report of this program will be found 
following this report. 
3. Mrs. Frederick Tasch was employed as kindergarten and art 
teacher. The addition of the kindergarten program is an important step 
toward our goal of strengthening instruction; and her schedule makes it 
possible for each class to have a lesson with the art teacher each week . 
4. Miss Madeline Morey was employed, effective September 1966 as 
a fifth-grade teacher and part-time elementary school counsellor. She 
has approximately three hours of released time per week for individual 
testing, counselling, and conferring with parents. This service, we hope, 
will be extended in the spring term under a Title I grant. 
During 1966, faculty and administration devoted considerable time to 
applications for federal grants. The first grant, of just under $10,000.00, 
under Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act made 
possible the purchase of the following materials and equipment as well as 
paying for services involved in running the 1966 summer school program: 
Kindergarten furniture 
Kindergarten equipment 
Filing cabinets 
Instructional materials 
Bell & Howell Language Master 
Air-Wall Room Divider and accompanying renovations 
$320.00 
260.00 
120.00 
630.00 
300.00 
2,000.00 
Under Title II of ESEA, a grant of $500 for purchase of library books 
was received. 
Under Title III of the National Defense Education Act, the following 
were purchased and 50% of the cost reimbursed: 
3 Bell & Howell Filmstrip Projectors 
1 Overhead projector and accessories 
Filmstrips and records 
$480.00 
240.00 
390.00 
By the time this report is printed we anticipate word that our latest 
Title I application for $13,275 for School uNIONuNIONNo. 14 has been granted: 
Most of the equipment and materials purchased under these federal· 
acts were selected for use in strengthening instruction in reading-the: 
major area of faculty study during 1965-66. Through the efforts of Mrs. 
Weisser and Mrs. Myron Kraft (reading consultant who worked with 
teachers several times during the year) and the commitment of the facul-
ty, I believe we have made some important steps forward in our own 
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understanding of the complexities of learning to read and in our effective-
ness in the classrooms. 
One major outgrowth of teachers' work in this area is the program 
Instituted this fall in grades 4, 5, and 6. 
Children in grades 4-6 are assigned to reading lessons by the principal 
and the reading specialist. The class to which a child is assigned depends 
on many factors, including: his past performance in reading; the observa-
tions of his previous teachers; a comprehensive reading diagnostic test 
given toward the end of the spring term. 
Regardless of age or grade-placement, children are assigned to the 
class in which we believe they will have the best opportunity to gain skill 
and confidence in reading. As children show marked progress in one 
reading class and it appears likely that they can succeed with more de-
manding work, they are transferred to the next higher level. Occasionally, 
but less frequently, we discover that we have over-estimated a child's 
present reading skill and it is necessary to transfer him to a lower level 
until he has an opportunity to catch up. 
The child's grade in reading tells how well he is doing in the reading 
class to which he is assigned. It is important that parents check the 
reading level as well as the reading mark to learn about their child's pro-
gress in this basic area. 
Although it is too early to judge the effectiveness of this program, 
the indications are that children are performing better in this grouping 
(similar to the so-called Joplin Plan) than they have done previously. 
Certainly it represents, on the part of the teachers, a real effort to carry 
out in practice, well-established theories of child growth and develop-
ment; in particular, it brings closer to reality the goal of meeting each 
each child at his level of achievement and providing instruction that 
enables him to move ahead as rapidly as he is able. 
In addition to a continuing study of the reading program, faculty 
members at Veterans sCHOOLand at Truro Central sCHOOL initiated work-
study committees in social studies and science. The long-range goal of 
these committees is to draft curriculum gUides in these areas. In working 
toward this goal, teachers are studying trends in teaching as well as new 
text and other instructional materials; they are working on this with the 
aid of sTATEDepartment of Education consultants and the principals of 
the two schools. 
It is our belief that developing the best possible programs in these 
areas for the elementary pupils in the school union will reqUire extended 
study and experimentation by the faculty. A hastily-conceived curriculum 
guide too often fails to meet the needs of the school-community and too 
often results in wasteful expenditures of public monies. It is our hope 
to present to the respective school committees recommended curriculum 
guides which we feel will bring about improvements, be useful to new 
teachers, and raise the level of understanding of teachers, pupils, and 
parents. 
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The work being performed by all members of the staff at .Veterans 
Memorial sCHOOL is the work of competent and dedicated people: It is my 
privilege to work with them in one of the most exciting and vital tasks 
facing our nation-that of education. 
GUIDANCE DIRECTOR 
ANITA R. BERMAN 
I hereby submit my report for the calendar year 1966 as Guidance 
Director of the Provincetown sCHOOLS
INDIVIDUAL COUNSELING
The rewards which one derives as a result of the efforts put forth in 
the performance of professional duties cannot really be measured; suffice 
It to say, however, that they are often great. Working largely with stud-
ents on an individual basis, as a Guidance Counselor does, enables me to 
define specifically the problems, ambitions, and goals of the individual 
students and to analyze, subsequently, whether I have helped them in 
some way in their school and personal adjustment. 
At times it appears that tremendous strides are being made, while at 
other times there is little visible evidence of time, effort, and energy spent 
in trying to help a student. However, the efforts continue, for while 
progress with individuals is sometimes slow, the fact that there is progress 
at all is always encouraging. 
During the past year, I have found that I have spent more ti..."'le 
working with individual students who manifested evidence of serious 
problems-both personal and academic-than I had in previous years. I 
have been able to avail myself of the help of the Adolescent Clinic at the 
Children's Hospital, The Barnstable County Child GUidance Clinic, and 
the Paul Dever Evaluation Clinic at Pocasset. These referral agencies, 
as well as the Provincetown Welfare Department, have been most cooper-
ative in working with me to help individual students. 
guidance CONFERENCES 
However, gUidance services exist not only for the troubled student, 
but for all students. Although it is often the case that students seek the 
help of their gUidance counselor when a problem exists, I have, this year, 
arranged a system of scheduling individual conferences for all students. 
With this goal in mind, I hope by the end of the school year, to have 
accomplished what I am planning. Naturally, in working with members 
of the senior class, many individual conferences are necessary in order to; 
best advise them concerning their post-high school plans. With students 
in the eighth grade, too, the selection of their high school course often 
necessitates several conferences with both the student and with his par-
esnts, if necessary. 
TESTING PROGRAM 
The program of testing, which is administered by your GUidance 
Director, provides the administration, teachers, pupils, and parents with 
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continuous and extensive data relating to pupil progress in the educa-
tional program. Teachers are encouraged to make maximum use of the 
results. The Director of Guidance is available as a consultant to those 
teachers who wish additional help in relating test results to classroom 
instruction. Tests which are administered within the scope of the Guid-
ance Director include tests of mental ability, given to students in the 
second, fourth, sixth, eighth, and eleventh grades. Achievement Tests 
published by ScienceResearch Associates, are given to students in grades 
seven and eight. Students in grades nine through twelve are given the 
Iowa Tests of Educational Development. Individual tests of intelligence 
are given to students who are referred by the Principal of either school. 
Various programs of national testing are also administered by your 
Guidance Director. These include the Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude 
Test given to juniors and seniors, the National Educational Development 
Test to freshmen and sophomores, and the National Merit Scholarship 
Qualifying Test to juniors. The KuderVocational Preference Record" 
is given to students in the junior class, and this has been a valuable aid 
in helping to determine possible occupational goals toward which a stu-
dent's interests may lead. 
Of maximum importance in any testing program is the interpretative 
follow-up which is done both with school personnel and with parents. 
Many faculty meetings are held for the purpose of discussing and analyz-
ing test results as they pertain to the high school curriculum. Individual 
conferences are scheduled with parents in order to explain a student's 
test performance on the schoolwide achievement tests. 
CAREER DAY 
On March 29, 1966, the second Career Day program was held at the 
high school. Present were thirty guests who represented various schools, 
colleges, trades, and professions. A panel discussion was held in the 
auditorium involving seven visitors, and attended by all students in 
grades nine through twelve. This was followed by a luncheon for the 
guests, served and prepared by Mrs. Mary Rowe and the students of the 
Vocational Household Arts course. Following lunch, students attended 
sessions of their choice conducted by the guest speakers on various career 
opportunities. Faculty members were moderators and discussion leaders 
in each classroom. 
Visitors traveled from great distances to attend this Career Day pro-
gram, and were most enthusiastic in their support of this project. I was 
ably assisted in the clerical details involved in this program by Miss 
Kathleen Medeiros and the typing classes. 
FUTURE TEACHERS OF AMERICA 
In April of 1966, as the result of requests by several students, a Future 
Teachers of America chapter was organized once again, and your Guid-
ance Director was asked to be faculty advisor to the group. This fall, all 
members have been active in observing and helping at the Veterans 
Memorial Schooland at the High SchoolMeetings are held twice month-
ly, with films being shown and reports being given. The group plans to 
attend the StateFTA conference in April. 
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SUBJECT AND COURSE SELECTION 
Each spring students are asked to select the course and subjects which 
they will include in their program for the following school year. Every 
student's course selection is studied carefully by your Guidance Director, 
and conferences are held with students regarding their choice of subjects. 
Since a student's vocational and educational goal is of utmost importance 
in the selection of subjects, this stimulates use of the many materials 
available to students in The Browsing Room of the guidance office. School
catalogs, tape recordings concerning occupations, literature on careers and 
professions is in constant use throughout the year, but especially during 
the spring, when decisions must be reached. 
PROFESSIONAL IMPROVEMENT 
I have always felt that it is of utmost importance for any professional 
person to keep abreast of the latest developments and trends in his field 
of work. In an attempt to keep well informed in the area of guidance, I 
have maintained memberships in the Cape Cod Guidance Association 
.:which sponsors the "All Cape College Day," the Massachusetts School 
Counselors Association, the American Personnel and Guidance Associa-
tion, and the National Education Association. All of these groups hold 
meetings and publish data which is pertinent to roy work in the Prov
incetown schools. 
I have, during the past year, attended several conferences which were 
approved by the School Committee, including the Admissions Conference 
on State Colleges at Boston State College in November; a conference on 
''New Trends in Community Mental Healthheld in March at the Shera
ton Plazain Bostori ; and the annual meeting of the Massachusetts School
Counselors Association held at Brandeis University in May. 
CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, I would like to express rriy appreciation to the admin-
istration and faculty of the Provincetown SchoolDepartment and to the 
Provincetown School Committee for their cooperation with and support 
of my work throughout the year. 
ProvincetownVocationalHIGH School
KENDALL M. Knowlton
I hereby submit my annual report for the Provincetown Vocational 
School
Vocational Education is the preparation of our youth for their place 
in industry. The importance of this type of education is pointed out by 
the fact this is the only type of education that is financed by Local, State 
and 'Federal funds . 
The modern automobile is a complex machine that uses almost every 
conceivable mechanical and physical principle known to man. The man-
ufacturer each year makes his product more complex by adding more 
automatic equipment to improve his product. This means the school and 
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its equipment and its teachers must keep abreast with each change, and 
the student in this field of education be the type of person that can profit 
by this training. He must have the ability and mature attitude to master 
this complex education. 
In today's world each pupil must be educated to the fullest degree. 
This means if a pupil's aims and desires are toward a trade, they must be 
prepared in school to meet the demands of industry. 
The small school cannot offer all trades in their program, but must 
choose the one that offers the greatest number of the skills used in all 
trades. The trade that is usually chosen is the Automotive trade as it 
includes electrical, machinery, electrical welding, gas welding, hand tools, 
testing equipment, precision measuring, diesels and many other skills used 
in other trades. 
The world would be at a standstill without the tradesman today, and 
many more will be required in the future to keep this country strong. 
The shop program this year has c-:>mpleted many fine shop jobs. This 
shows great pupil interest. The school bus is serviced and repaired by the 
students in the Vocational School The boys keep it rolling. 
The Vocational Schoolstaff is as follows: 
Mr. Clifford Silva-Related Studies
Mr. Kendall M. Knowlton-shop Practice 
I wish to thank our Director, School Committee and all others who 
made our progress possible this year and have given us aid in the past. 
COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT 
KATHLEEN J. Mederiros
I herewith submit my annual report of the Commercial Department 
of the Provincetown High School
The Stenography I and II classes are receiving intensive drilling on 
the basic principles and fundamentals of the Gregg Diamond Jubilee 
Series. In the transcription classes, special emphasis is placed on spelling 
and punctuation. Tests covering the shorthand principles together with 
spelling, definitions, and punctuation are issued weekly. Speed Dictation 
Records are used with both classes and speed with accuracy is urged in 
all classes. 
The Junior Typewriting classes prepared all the stencils for the school 
publication Ecrivature and assembled this periodical for distribution. This 
group also assisted the school secretary in the preparation of the Teach-
er's Handbook and worked with the Guidance Department in handling 
the necessary correspondence and duplication for our annual Career Day. 
At the present time, the Senior typewriting class is preparing the copy for 
our 1967 annual, The Long Pointer. These added activities enable the 
pupils to acquire the qualities of reliability, self-reliance, and cooperation. 
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Enrollment in the Bookkeeping class has increased, and The Monroe 
Accounts Receivable machine is used in the course in the preparation of 
their sets. An average of C from a mathematics course is the requisite 
for all students taking the course, and I feel that this standard should be 
continued in order to eliminate any unqualified students. It has been 
most encouraging to see many of our students continue their business 
education, which is a most competitive field, and to learn of their progress 
in the business school of their choice. 
At the present time an Olivetti calculator has been added to our 
department. This machine will also be available to the Mathematics and 
Science Departments. It is hoped that a few more of these machines will 
be forthcoming for uninterrupted use in these classrooms. 
In closing I wish to express my sincere appreciation for the assistance 
and cooperation I have received. 
SUPERVISOR OF ART 
FREDERICK W. Shaw JR. 
I herewith submit my annual report as Supervisor of Art. 
During the past eight years I have noticed many changes in our 
schools, students' interests, and the type of work now popular in the art 
field. It is my aim to keep our students up to date in methods and the 
materials that they use. With the great number of students in our sys-
tem with above average interest and ability in the art field, it is most 
important that we have the best equipment and supplies at their disposal. 
I feel that this year one of the biggest obstacles in the Junior High 
program has been removed. Namely, the size of the classes. This year 
all the Junior High classes have been split so that I have the girls for one 
period and the boys another. There are several advantages to this sched-
uling and I hope this system will remain. First, it eliminates the over-
crowding in the art room and secondly, I can now gear a program that is 
of particular interest to each group. 
An equal balance between drawing, painting, and the crafts seems to 
be successful at this level. Such projects as papier mache and Christmas 
decorations are popular and also present an opportunity for group work. 
Emphasis is placed on techniques and the use of a variety of materials. 
In the SeniorHigh School I have a full schedule of classes this year 
four days a week. Increased emphasis on Art History, crafts, and painting 
are now possible. Much more work in the three-dimensional areas, 
sculpture, modeling, and designing are being offered to advanced students. 
During the year many projects, both group and individual, are under-
taken in relation to school activities. Decorations f6'r school dances, class 
play, seasonal bullet in boards, and other activities give the students exper-
ience in the practical application of art. 
Due to the fact that an increasing number of students are considering 
art as a career, I find it necessary to emphasize the technical and 
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mechanical aspects of the subject even more at the high school level than 
in the lower grades. 
I feel that our art program has now become a stable, functional de-
partment which is being used in conjunction with the other subjects as 
a learning experience. 
The art program, which in many places is considered a "frill", does 
not fit that category in the Provincetown schools. Thanks to the help, 
aid, and encouragement of the Administration, I feel our art depart-
ment is second to none. 
In conclusion, I would like to take this opportunity to thank all those 
persons who in any way helped to make our program the success it has 
been_ this past year. 
HOUSEHOLD Arts DEPARTMENT 
MARY D. ROWE 
I herewith submit my annual report for the Household Arts Depart-
ment for the Provincetown Junior-Senior High School. 
Because all girls should be familiar with the practical subject of 
homemaking, this subject is essential to all educational systems. It 1& 
important that every girl be given the opportunity in school to learn the 
rudiments of good cooking and to master the essentials of sewing and 
homemaking. 
The seventh grade girls have learned the basic stitches of sewing, plus 
the efficient operation of the sewing machine. Each student is now fin-
ishing an apron which will be used for protection during the Foods 
classes. Before starting the cooking classes, the girls begin work an a. 
simple cotton skirt and will learn how to put in a zipper. 
The eighth grade students have been studying nutrition and with the 
principles they have learned are planning menus and orders. They have 
completed a breakfast unit, a simple luncheon unit, and have made 
cookies and candy for the holiday season. Soon they will start clothing 
. classes, learning the use of the commercial patterns and will make skirts, 
blouses, and shifts. 
The high school girls in the State-Aided Vocational Household Arts 
Program have two periods of classes each day. They have completed 
several sewing projects including making skirts, dresses, and children's 
clothing. In Foods they have studied a luncheon unit along with jelly, 
Christmas cookies, candy, desserts, etc. They have studied food nutrients, 
menu planning, and budgeting the family income. The girls have made 
booklets on Home Management, Personal Appearance, and Child Care. 
They will start a Textile Unit, studying both the old and the new fabrics 
which are on the market today, and will also study a dinner unit. Each 
girl in the course is required to complete one hundred and ninety hours 
of home projects which correlate their classroom study to the home 
situation. 
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GIRLS' PhysicalEducation
ELIZABETH DeRIGGS 
I herewith submit my annual report as Physical Education Instructor 
for girls of the Provincetown Junior-Senior High School. 
The President's Council on Physical Fitness is doing a tremendous 
service in stressing the importance of Physical Education and with this 
in mind the school program is directed toward helping all students attain 
a high degree of fitness. We strive to teach students the things we think 
are important but we realize we can not make a student learn-she has 
to want to learn what we teach, for only in this can she make the knowl-
edge offered a part of herself. 
The Physical Education program consists of : 
1. conditioning exercises 
2. tumbling 
3. relays and organized games 
4. self testing exercises 
5. apparatus work 
6. individual sports 
7. team sports 
Physical Fitness is a basic objective of Physical Education but all 
students should learn to attain and appreciate a high level of physical 
development so that they can engage in sports and other activities with 
pleasure and confidence and to develope habits that will maintain good 
health and health habits, and desirable attitudes to be a dependable 
citizen of the community. 
PhysicalEducation
STEPHEN C. GOVEIA 
As instructor of Physical Education in the Provincetown Elementary, 
Junior and Senior High School, I respectfully submit my annual report . 
As a physical educator, my major responsibility to you the parent, 
and to the student, is keeping the development of the physical aspect of 
life as well emphasied as the intellectual and social phase of our society. 
We are fortunate in the fact that the majority of our students are 
in good shape physically. However, there is an increasing minority who 
have became lazy and inactive in their physical well-being and these are 
the students we are trying to reach. In order to succeed in reaching 
these individuals, we need the help of the parent and all concerned with 
his or her physical well-being. 
Our elementary program has been strengthened through the efforts 
of Miss Rosemary Bowler, principal, and through the cooperation of the 
teaching staff in presenting the children with physical education classes 
every school day. The attitude of the student body toward physical edu-
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cation has been very rewarding and should better their future activity 
in years to come. 
The Junior-Senior High School physical education program has been 
enhanced with the addition of its own separate operating budget and the 
return to a grading system, strengthening the program and rewarding 
those with physical initiative. It also encourages those with less initiative. 
COURSE CONTENT 
The following areas covered in PhysicalEducation classes are: 
1. Physical Fitness Tests. 
2. Skills Tests. 
3. Written Tests on Skills. 
4. Gymnastic and Apparatus Work. 
5. Rhythms. 
6. Combative Sports. 
7. Team Sports. 
8. Individual Sports. 
9. Games--Specific and Informal. 
10. Corrective Program. 
HIGH SchoolATHLETIC DIRECTOR 
DavidJ. Murphy
I herewith submit my annual report as Athletic Director of the senior 
and junior high school. 
PROGRAM 
We continue to offer the same sports program for girls and boys that 
we offered last year. The two girls' sports, namely, Field Hockey and 
Softball, which we placed on a varsity status last year, have been func-
tioning well. Because of your cooperation and understanding, we now 
have the opportunity to offer each boy and girl the privilege to participate 
in a sport at the varsity level for the entire school year. 
The sports program offered at the various levels and the number 
participating in each are listed as follows : 
Varsity _ Sports Intramural 
1. Football 32 1. Basketball (boys) 
2. Basketball a. High School 20 
a. Boys 15 b. Junior High 35 
b. Girls 15 Interclass Basketball 
3. Field Hockey 1. Boys and Girls, 
a. Girls 26 all classes 50 
4. Baseball 25 Junior High 
5. Softball 1. Basketball 17 
a. Girls 22 2. Baseball 20 
6. Track 24 Cheerleaders 
Junior Varsity 1. High School 8 
1. Basketball 2. Junior High 8 
a. Boys 15 
b. Girls 15 
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Scheduled games in the above listed sports, except at the intramural 
and interclass level, are arranged with all schools on the Cape. 
In the case of football , necessity compels us to seek games with off-
Cape schools in order to compete against schools of our size. 
We are pleased to report for the first time, if the research of this 
department is correct, that we held our first home track meet. More of 
these meets will be held during the coming year. 
If I may repeat, the two additional varsity sports for girls and the 
possibility of scheduling home track meets were made possible only 
through the continued improvement of the Motta Memorial Athletic 
Field. 
I am sure the entire coaching staff and student body are deeply 
appreciative to the citizens of the town and the members of the local 
Lions Club for this improvement. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
We have been fortunate during the past few years in that we have 
been able to play all our home football games at Evans Field. However, 
during the past season we were confronted with a situation that could be 
repeated many times. If we should have a reoccurrence of a heavy rain-
fall during the football season, Evans Field would be unsuitable to play 
our games. It is recommended that serious thought be given to playing 
our home football games at Motta Athletic Field, and that Evans Field be 
used only for a practice ·field. 
It is recommended that consideration be given to the installation of 
glass backboards in our gymnasium. 
CONCLUSION 
May I again express my appreciation to the following: 
The coaching personnel for the continued interest they have taken 
in fulfilling the athletic needs of the students of our school. 
The teaching staff, who have given up some of their free time in 
supervising at all our home games. 
Mr. Arthur Roderick of the Recreation Commission for his valuable 
assistance in preparing facilities for our outdoor athletic program. 
The citizens of the town for their continued support and approval of 
our athletic program. 
The school administration and school committee for their under-
standing, cooperation, and for making available the materials to success-
fully operate our athletic program. 
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INDUSTRIAL Arts DEPARTMENT 
ErnestL. Carreiro JR. 
As instructor of Industrial Arts at Provincetown High School I 
respectfully submit my fourth annual report. 
John Amos Comenius, once called the ·rather of modern pedagogy, 
thought that "children should learn the most important principles of the 
mechanic arts, both that they might not be too ignorant of what goes on 
in the world around them, and that any special inclination toward things 
of this kind may assert itself with greater ease later on." 
Jean Jacques Rosseau reveals his thoughts on the value of practical 
work in the schools by stating as follows: 
"If instead of making a child stick to his books I employ him in a 
workshop, his hands labor to the profit of his mind, he becomes a philoso-
pher but fancies he is only a workman." The great secret of education is 
to make the exercises of the body and the mind serve a relaxation to each 
other. 
John Dewey, in his writings echoed the thoughts of Plato when he 
emphasized the fact that people learn by doing. 
Industrial Arts is offered to students in grades seven through twelve. 
This year it was especially rewarding to see a large number of senior high 
students elect this program. Use of hand tools and machine tools in the 
area of woodworking and bench metalworking offers the student an 
opportunity through the selection of a project to experience planning, 
construction, and finishing of materials. 
Two courses in Technical Drawing compliment the . program, with 
instruction in basic use of instruments and drawing principles as an intro-
ductory course and advanced drawing including pictorial and architec-
tural composing the second course. 
I look forward to the new year with enthusiasm and hope that some 
of the plans we are now contemplating for an expanded program will 
formulate. 
SeniorPRACTICAL Arts
MICHAEL A. Pappas
As instructor of the SeniorPractical Arts Class, I hereby respectfully 
submit my first annual report. 
" Although children may be the victims of Fate, 
they will not be the victims of our neglect." 
John F . Kennedy 
The basic needs of children consist of opportunities to participate in 
worthwhile activities, to feel that they are valuable, contributing members 
of a group, to be accepted for what they are, and to have success in the 
performance of these worthwhile activities. A school environment that 
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does not provide satisfactory, worthwhile educational experiences upon 
which the child can achieve and have success contributes to the lack of 
emotional adjustment and consequent deviate behavior. Our general: 
objectives therefore, are a grouping of the handicapped children with 
their peers for the purpose of providing educational experiences and 
instruction at their developmental level and level of understanding. More 
specifically, we are concerned with (1) personal and emotional adjust-
ment, (2) social adjustment, and (3) economic adjustment. 
JuniorHighSchool
(1) The junior high school period is a time for consolidation of 
social and academic skills learned at the primary and elementary 
levels. 
(2) Due to the physical organization of the school, it provides op-
portunities for greater and more varied application of academic 
skills, the learning of a greater variety of prevocational skills 
and an expanded opportunity for wider and more varied social 
experiences. 
(3) Readiness for learning about jobs and job requirements are 
established during this period. 
All of the members of the present class are in the age limits of the 
Junior High SchoolPractical Arts Class. Their ages range from 13 years 
to 16 years of age. All academic instruction is with the classroom teacher, 
each on his or her level except for two who have been successfully inte-
grated into a regular 7th grade mathematics class. It is hoped that we 
can eventually integrate more of these students into our regular class-
rooms as they are able to successfully meet the standards of their peers. 
In the other areas of music, art, physical education, and industrial arts, 
all students of the class are taking instruction with their peers with the 
regular instructors of these areas. A cooking class and pracical crafts 
are taught by myself for a total of fifteen periods per week with the aim 
of promoting actual working situations for teaching manual dexterity. 
responsibility, conservation of materials, pride of workmanship, co-worker 
dependability and following directions. We have worked with liquid plas-
tic, candlemaking, copper craft, and ceramic mosaics up to now and will 
proc.eed to leathercraft and raffia in the coming months. 
SeniorPRACTICAL Arts
The senior program which we hope to implement in the coming year 
will continue from the Junior program until the ages of 18 or 19 years 
old. We visualize this to be the period where the student can explore at 
depth the vocational areas in which he is not only capable of performing 
successfully but also in which he has an interest. After the first year in 
which he shall acquaint himself with requirements of various occupations 
and the areas of taxes, insurance, social security, application forms and 
the various social and community agencies available to help him he will 
proceed to the second year of a half work, half school day where he will 
have the opportunity to actually put to work the principles of his instruc-
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tion. The academic day will round out the areas in which he is deficient 
at his job. Lastly, in the third year, he will have narrowed his field to an 
actual choice of one or two occupations which he will follow upon his 
advent into society as a responsible and self-sufficient member. 
Four of our seven students of this class will be eligible to enter this 
program in the coming year and we are now providing them with a lim-
ited workshop situation to prepare them for this program. 
JuniorPRACTICAL ARTS 
ANNE Dias
This year there are five students in the Junior Practical Arts Class. 
The class is set up for those children who have difficulty adjusting to the 
'regUlar' classroom situation, intellectually andj or emotionally and 
socially. 
Because of the small class enrollment, I am able to give each child 
the constant individual attention that he must have in order to develop 
fully. These children need this constant attention not only for intellec-
tual growth; they are also emotionally benefited. 
In a classroom of twenty-five other children besides himself, the 
handicapped child woUld feel neglected, inadequate, and continually frus-
trated. Thus, he woUld rapidly lose confidence in himself; he woUld begin 
to feel inferior, personally as well as intellectually, to his peers. 
The smallness of the Junior Practical Arts class gives each child the 
opportunity to work at his individual level and pace, without fear of· 
'falling behind' the rest of the class. Lastly, the Junior Practical Arts Class 
enables these children to receive what they most need in order to have 
confidence in themselves-constant praise and attention from the teacher 
for each accomplishment, no matter how seemingly insignificant. 
INSTRUMENTAL AND VOCAL MUSIC 
RogerDias
This year the instrumental program in the Veterans Memorial School
improved considerably over last year. Seven students have begun instru-
mental lessons. A junior band will now be possible, eventually supplying 
members for the high school band. If there had been an elementary band 
in the past there woUld have been no gap left by the graduating seniors, 
such as is presently the case. 
If Provincetown High School desires to ever have a first-class band, 
the instrumental budget will have to increase from a minimum to a more 
realistic figure. All schools with bands are expected to purchase those 
musical instruments considered too expensive for a student to purchase. 
The band instruments now owned by the school can be considered an-
tiques and haven't been in playing condition for many years. Two instru-
ments shoUld be added per year until the band has become well balanced. 
This year I am pleased to report a more successful program with the 
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choruses, both elementary and high school, compared with last year. This 
was demonstrated by the excellent Christmas concert given at the respec-
tive schools. The fourth grades also contributed on their simple wind 
instruments. These "tonettes" will provide a basis for a child's contin-
uance on a musical instrument. 
The major problem confronting a successfUl music program is one of 
apathy-complete indifference on the part of too many of the students . 
This attitude I am having a very difficUlt time defeating. 
ELEMENTARY ART TEACHER 
JANE B. Tasch
I herewith submit my first annual report as Elementary Art Teacher 
for the VeteransMemorial School
I should like to begin my report by saying that this has been a most 
successfUl year for the elementary art program, as it is the first year that 
the school has had its own art teacher. In former years, the overly-heavy 
schedUle of Art Supervisor, Frederick Shaw Jr., often necessitated 
'changes in the elementary schedUle causing classes to be deleted. The 
decision to enlarge and improve the elementary program by obtaining> 
·another art teacher to lighten Mr. Shaw load has made it possible to 
realize the important goals of providing a regular weekly art lesson for 
all grade chidren, and also to lengthen the Art periods to allow a broader 
:range of Art Activities, and to ensure a follow-through on activities which 
take more than one lesson to complete. Despite the fact that I am unable 
to give my fUll attention to the art program due to my additional com-
mitment to the new kindergarten program in the mornings, there have 
still been many advantages to having an art teacher who is always in the 
school building. I have been able to more efficiently attend to the distri-
bution of art materials to the classrooms, confer with teachers and 
parents, and be on hand at odd times and for special projects, seasonal 
decorations, etc. Since I am carrying two job commitments my schedUle 
'has been rather tight, but the teaching staff has been most cooperative, 
and the results have been gratifying in spite of the many problems in-
volved. I hope that eventually a fUll-time art teacher may be utilized in 
the elementaryschool, and that an Art room may be added, both of which 
woUld greatly streamline the curriculum, providing both more time and 
·more space for an ever greater variety of Art Activities. 
In view of the fact that the position of art teacher was new to me 
this year, I have found it necessary to gradually assess the abilities and 
needs of the children, and to make the best possible use of available time, 
space and materials in organizing the art program. Toward this end, I 
have tried to give all the grades the widest variety of art experiences 
possible, giving special attention to the importance of a good motivation 
for each lesson. I have also tried to develop in the children good working 
habits, the ability to listen and follow directions, and responsibility in the 
proper handling and care of art materials. It is my belief that originality 
and creativity are present, though in varying degrees, in all childr~n, and 
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that proper motivation and stimulation will result in each child's reach-
ing his own individual potential in art activities. This is not to say that 
every child has the same degree of art talent or interest, but a meaningful 
art program should benefit each individual child in helping him to express 
himself artistically, to learn simple techniques, and the effective use of a. 
variety of art materials. 
Naturally children in grades 1-3 need more instruction in basic tech-
niques, to learn control of the small muscles in using crayons, paint 
brushes, scissors, rulers, paste, etc. I have tried to provide many varied 
opportunities for the learning of these basic skills through crayon and 
chalk drawing, watercolor, tempera, and finger painting, paper and past-
ing activities, clay modelling, simple printing activities, etc. In the upper 
grades, 4-6, I have tried to provide opportunities for group projects so that 
the children may combine creativity with learning to cooperate in group 
efforts. Some of these activities have been related to other areas of study 
such as social studies, and others have revolved around class plays, assem-
bly programs, and seasonal displays. I have concentrated less on the 
formal aspects of art, and more on the development of originality in 
.creative thinking, since children, as they grow older unfortunately tend 
to conform more and more to what they feel they are expected to produce 
(a perfect rendering of a horse, photographic reproduction of detail and 
color, etc.) I do not discourage the ability to reproduce realistic objects 
and scenes, but I do try to help each child to trust his own sense of crea-
tivity, and to feel free to experiment in his art work and to enjoy the 
excitement of producing something that is uniquely his own. The children 
have tried numerous types of printing techniques, including finger paint 
prints, vegetable prints, string prints, gadget prints (using different small 
objects dipped in paint), wood fragment prints, stencil prints, etc. Sev-
eral long-term projects have been enjoyed, including the making of papier 
mache bowls, painting, decorating, varnishing and wrapping them in the 
children's own potato-printed paper, as Christmas gifts. 
I have tried to use combined media whenever possible (for example, 
painting over a partially crayoned drawing) in order to show the children 
that combinations of materials can produce interesting, and unique 
results. 
As an adjunct to the art program, trips to local museums and art 
galleries are being planned, at least for the upper grades. In addition, a 
children's art show will be held, at the Provincetown Art Association, 
during the month of June, 1967. A sample of the art work of each child 
in the elementary program will be on display, and the children, their 
parents and friends, and the general public will be invited to attend. 
In conclusion, let me offer my sincerest thanks to the School Com-
mittee, the principal and staff of Veterans Memorial School for their 
cooperation, enthusiasm and support of my initial efforts throughout this 
year. With their continued encouragement, I look forward to an even 
more successful program next year. 
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KINDERGARTEN TEACHER 
JANE B. Tasch
I herewith submit my first annual report as Kindergarten Teacher. 
A Kindergarten was finally established in Provincetown this year, 
using one of the former first grade rooms as a classroom. An unexpect- · 
edly high enrollment took us a little by surprise, causing some problems. 
Since a double session was not possible this year due to the Kindergarten 
teacher's afternoon commitment to the Elementary Art Program, Mrs. 
Juanita Macara was hired as a Teacher's Aid, and the arrangement has 
made our first year a gratifying one. The unexpectedly large number of 
children also caused some seating difficulties. However, the addition of 
work tables and some regular school desks have temporarily alleviated 
the problem, though some loss of working space has resulted. 
Since the program is brand new this year, the curriculum is naturally 
in the experimental stage. However, there are certain basic aims and 
goals which relate directly to the special needs and characteristics of the 
five-year-old child, entering school for the first time. Our prime concern 
is to provide the children with a pleasant introduction to the school situ-
ation, and to promote a healthy adjustment to the necessary regulations, 
routines, and expected behavior patterns of school living. Within the 
classroom itself, our attention focuses on helping each child to learn how 
to function harmoniously and effectively within the group, which is quite 
a new dimension in his life. The program is therefore planned but flex-
ible in order to provide plenty of time for the development of good work 
and play habits, respect for others' rights and property, the sharing of 
responsibility in using equipment and caring for the school room, self-
control, self-reliance, and self-confidence. The child is encouraged to 
take increasing responsibility for his own belongings, school equipment, 
and physical needs, and to develop habits of personal cleanliness and 
neatness, good health and good manners. 
In more specific terms, the Kindergarten offer_s a variety of differen~ 
activities all geared to the short attention span of this age group, in order 
to insure maximum retention and interest. Although careful attention is 
given to preparing the child for his first grade studies, the Kindergarten 
must not be viewed as a miniature first grade, since too much formal in~ 
struction at this level is more likely to develop undesirable habits of inat-
tention, boredom, and a sense of failure, which may never be outgrown. 
Reading readiness and number readiness are therefore presented in ways 
that are meaningful to the child at this point in his experience. For 
instance, it is felt to be essential that the child should develop a love for 
books and the written word if he is to be motivated to learn to read him-
self. Therefore, plenty of time is allowed for free perusal of different 
kinds of books, and the reading of stories and poems in a regular part of 
each school day. Good listening habits and good comprehension are en-
couraged through group discussion and questions about the stories, etc., 
and the children discover that literature relates directly to their everyday 
experience, that it is a source of both knowledge and pure amusement and 
most important, that written words are actually "talk written down". 
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Since good speech and good self-expression are known essentials for suc-
cess in reading, these are carefully encouraged through group discussion, 
sharing of individual experiences, etc. Sight and sound recognition ot 
letters are presented through games of various sorts, and some initial sight 
recognition of words which are meaningful to the children such as color 
words, traffic signs, and words used on various charts and signs in the 
classroom are encouraged but not demanded of individual children. They 
learn when they are ready, and as a natural result of their own curiosity. 
Various more formal tools of learning are introduced as the program pro-
gresses. These include the "We Read Pictures" reading readiness work-
book, and some mimeographed work pages which are intended primarily 
to increase the child's attention span through focusing attention on -a 
single page, to teach him to follow verbal directions, to help him relate 
the action in the pictures to the printed word, and to train his eyes in 
the left to right reading pattern. Plenty of opportunity for handling and 
counting solid objects and seeing their relationships to each other pre-
cedes the sight recognition of number symbols and the more abstract 
number concepts. Countir'lg is utilized in various school routines such as 
passing napkins for snack time, passing out crayons, and counting various 
objects in the classroom, etc. 
Other areas of the curriculum include activities known to benefit the 
Kindergarten age child. One of these is social studies where the child 
can gradually explore his environment with particular emphasis on living 
things, simple scientific experiments, and the working relationships of 
various community workers. Whenever possible, trips to seashore areas, 
parks, and community buildings such as fire stations and museums will 
augment this part of the program. Still another activity is creative self-
expression in the form of dramatizing familiar poems, stories and events, 
participating in creative musical games, and playing instruments in the 
rhythm band. Various art media are employed such as easel painting, 
drawing, finger painting, clay, cutting and pasting activities, etc. 
Written reports on each child are sent out twice a year, and confer-
ences with parents are scheduled for January and February, so that 
mutual efforts by teacher and parent will benefit the child's school ex-
perience. 
We are most grateful to the SchoolCommittee, the school staff, and 
the parents for their interest in and support of the Kindergarten, and we 
plan to further expand the program in a number of ways next year. Pro-
viding that the enrollment is high, it is hoped that a double session may 
be instigated in order to better meet the individual needs of each child. 
We also hope to add much needed outdoor play equipment and some 
indoor equipment, particularly a piano, in order to provide a more 
rounded Kindergarten program next year. 
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READING TEACHER 
MADELYN Weisser
With the increase in time the reading teacher has been spending at 
Veterans Memorial School it has been possible to provide more intensive 
help for individual children in small groups. 
A workshop program under the leadership of Mrs. Dorothy Kraft, an 
expert reading consultant, provided an opportunity for all teachers to 
observe her administer diagnostic tests, teach in the classroom, participate 
in discussions and listen to lectures. 
To help develop auditory interpretative language, and visual skills-
new materials have been added to records, reading games, tests, puzzles 
and an audio visual language master. 
One of the responsibilities of the reading teacher during 1966 was 
administering a test to all children in grades 3 through 6. The results of 
the test were used in establishing groups according to the needs of each 
child. The reading teacher shares the instruction of one group during 
the first school hour each morning. 
By providing a reading program and reading material that fits the 
need of each child, it permits him to advance according to his own abil-
ities and gain self-confidence. 
Working with the children has been a very happy and rewarding 
experience. 
SchoolNurse
MRS. ANNA M. Moon R. N. 
It has given me much satisfaction and pleasure to return to school 
nursing here in Provincetown, where I worked from 1933 to 1941. . 
Due to an oversight, my report was not included in the 1965 Town 
Book. I would like to include some of it in with this report. 
The Pre-school clinics for entering students were held in April 1965 
and May 1966, under the direction of Dr. Thomas Perry, SchoolPhysician
1965 1966 · 
No. examined 29 32 
No. D.P.T. boosters 18 24 
No. oral polio boosters 21 27. 
No. Small Pox vaccinations 6 7. 
As parents were present at this time, Dr. Perry was able to discuss 
with them any defects found and advised follow-up by their family 
physicians. 
Booster clinics were held in the schools by Dr. Perry in January and 
February 1966. Grades 1, 5, 10 and 12 were given the opportunity to re-
ceive this added protection. 
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Grade 1-D.P.T. boosters 
oral polio boosters 
5-diphtheira-tetanus boosters 
tetanus-diphtheria boosters 
12-tetanus-diphtheira boosters 
11 
8 
48 
39 
47 
Small Poxre-vaccination were given to 43 pupils in Grade 10 and 40 
In Grade 12, with all but two pupils having positive reactions. 
Physical examinations have been ma.cte by Dr. Perry in Grades 3, 6 
and 10 and all athletes in the junior and senior high school have been 
checked before starting practice in competitive sports. 
The hearing and vision testing has been completed. Notices for 
referral to specialists in these fields have been sent to parents. Most of 
these pupils have been seen by the specialist and corrections have been 
made when indicated. The Pure Tone Audiometer was used for the hear-
ing test. For the vision, the Titmus Vision Tester, which is the method 
of testing recommended by the Massachusetts Department of Education, 
was used for the first time in 1965. 
Health classes are conducted in Grades 5 and 6, with much interest 
and enthusiasm by the pupils. In these classes we discuss and study all 
phases of growing up to be healthy boys and girls. 
The Red Cross cow·se in Home Nursing was given in the high school 
to the Home Economics class. Fourteen girls received their Red Cross
certificates. 
With the consent of the parents the film "It's Wonderful Being a 
Girl was first shown in June 1965 to the girls in Grades 5 through 9. 
Mothers were invited to view the film at the same time. Each year the 
film will be shown to Grade 5 girls. 
During the swnmer of 1966, I assisted at the Title I program at the 
Veterans Memorial School. During this time, I was available for first 
aid, testing of vision and hearing, weighing and measuring, and home 
visits when necessary. 
The use of the telephone has cut down the necessity of making many 
home visits. I do try to make a daily check of all pupils absent at the 
elementary school by calling the parents. Mr. Leyden checks on the 
absentees in the junior and senior high school. When deemed necessary, 
home visits are made for personal contact with the parents. 
The dental clinic under the direction of the Provincetown Board of 
Health has been held at the Veterans Memorial School. Dr. Lucien Bou-
chard of Orleans, has done the dental work for pupils from kindergarten 
through Grade 8. 
No. of clinics 
No. of pupils with work completed 
No. of extractions : temporary 
permanent 
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1965 
42 
182 
157 
38 
1966 
33 
136 
71 . 
20 
No. of fillings: temporary 27 10 
permanent 101 113 
No. -of treatments: temporary 3 1 
permanent 26 19 
No. of cleanings 63 89 
Total operations 393 322 
Approximately 36 % of the pupils in these grades are seen at the 
school clinics. Many of the other students are seen regularly by their 
family dentist. We still have some children who never go to a dentist 
except when it is necessary to have a badly decayed tooth extracted. 
Much has been done through education, especially through television 
a.ctvertisement, to make parents realize the importance of proper care of 
both temporary and permanent teeth. 
There has been much clerical work to be done. Each student has an 
individual health card on which is recorded any pertinent facts pertaining 
to his healfh during his years of attendance in the schools. These cards 
must be kept up-to-date if they are to be of any value. When a pupil is 
transferred to another school system the health record is forwarded with 
their scholastic records. 
In cooperation with the guidance department, family health histories 
have been taken for those pupils referred to the Barnstable County Child 
Guidance clinic for evaluation. 
In 1965 there were many cases of measles, chicken-pox and German 
measles in the town. In 1966 we had chicken-pox, mwnps, and German 
measles. We have been fortunate in not having any cases of diphtheria, 
whooping cough, tetanus or polio in the past few years. Parents realize 
the value of immunization in preventing the terrible handicaps and 
deaths from these diseases. The periodic booster doses given by the 
family physician or at the free clinics held in the town have practically 
eliminated these diseases. The new measles vaccine is helping to cut 
down the nwnber of cases of measles. 
Plans are being made to conduct a tuberculin testing clinic for 
Grades 1 and 9 under the direction of the ProvincetownBoard of Health. 
I have attended the in-service meetings conducted by the Massachu-
setts Department of Health in conjunction with the Barnstable County 
Health Department. I attended a demonstration and practice session at 
the Henry T . Wing School in Sandwich in June 1965 in the use of the 
Titmus VisionTester. During the Fall of 1966, I completed the Red Cross
course for First Aid instructors. At the meetings of the CapeCodSchool 
Nurses Club we have had speakers on subjects of particular interest to 
us. Here, also, we have been able to exchange ideas and materials with 
other school nurses on the Cape
The CapeCodCommunity College, when they have their new campus 
completed and can a.ctd additional courses to their curriculwn, has agreed 
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to include some courses of special interest to school nurses. 
I would like to express my sincere thanks for the assistance and 
cooperation that I have received. 
Supervisor OF ATTENDANCE 
ARTHUR D. RODERICK 
I hereby submit the annual report of Supervisor of Attendance tor 
the year 1966: 
Home Visits 
Truants 
Absent because of sickness 
Absent because of other reasons 
Referred to Probation Officer 
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220 
10 
180 
30 
5 
GRADUATION PROGRAM 
Processional : "Pomp and Circumstance" 
Edward Elgar 
P . H. S. Band 
Invocation Reverend Ernest D. Vanderburgh 
Class Welcome 
Integrity-Of What Value? 
"He" 
Anthony SouzaClass President 
Anthony Souza
P. H. S. Chorus 
The Renewal of Faith 
"Try To Remember" 
Band Selection: Troika
Mullan and Richards 
Jones and Schmidt
SergeProkofieff 
Ambition Through Education 
"You'll Never Walk Alone" 
Carol Days 
P. H. S. Chorus 
P . H. S. Band 
PaulBenatti 
P . H. S. Chorus 
Rodgers and Hammerstein 
Has the Investment Paid Off? Deborah Wilson 
P . H. s. Chorus "This Land Is Your Land" 
W. Guthrie 
Presentation of Diplomas and Pledge of Graduates Mr. Herman DeSilva
Chairman of SchoolCommittee 
Benediction 
Recessional: NationalEmblem March" 
Reverend Thomas Mayhew 
P. H. S. Band 
Anthony Souza 
StevenRoda 
Helen Thomas 
Margaret Rivard 
Mr. Elmer Silva
E. E. Bagley 
CLASS OFFICERS 
President 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Class Advisor 
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY 
Charles Rogers, President 
Carol Days, Vice-President 
Helen Thomas, Secretary 
PaulBenatti. Treasurer 
Joseph Days 
Deborah Wilson 
CLASS COLORS 
Maroon and White 
CLASS MOTTO 
Wayne Perry
Steven Roda 
Warren Roderick 
Anthony Souza
E. Judith Vizard
"We know what we are, but not what we may be" 
Michael Coelho 
STUDENT COUNCIL 
Halcyone Hurst 
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John Edwards 
GRADUATES 
Ralph Wallace Andrews 
Margaret Lynne Atwood 
Francis A. Baker 
Paul V. Benatti 
Edward George Boxer 
Charlene Burton 
Bradley Joseph Caton 
Michael Joseph Coelho 
Carol Ann Days 
Joseph M. Days 
Yvonne Rochelle Cabral 
Joseph J. Carreiro 
Linda Ann Carter 
Kathryn Elizabeth DeRiggs 
Liliana deSouza 
Donald Ray Edwards 
John Thomas Edwards 
Gall Marie Gaspie Dorothy Ann Fritz 
Leo E . Gracie 
Roger F. Hagen 
Charles A. Hilton 
Halcyone Cabral Hurst 
Regis Marie Jason 
Anthony W. Leonard 
StephenWayne MalaqUias 
Denise Rae McGinn 
Irene R. McKay 
Sandra E. Joseph 
Geoffrey D . Kane 
Jane F. Lema 
Richard H. Meads 
Collen G. Morris 
David Nicholson 
Jane Ann North 
Richard J. Meads 
Glenn Medeiros 
Floran L. Menangas 
Albert E. Moon 
James R. Nunes 
David E. Oliver 
Melba J. Patrick 
Wayne G . Perry 
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Robin Jeanne Rilleau
Margaret Ann Rivard 
LoUis Anthony Rivers, Jr. 
StevenKent Roda 
Warren Joseph Roderick, Jr. 
Charles N. Rogers 
Craig 0 . Russell 
Clarence Joseph Santos Jr. 
An thony Raymond Souza 
Kathy B. Souza
Michael James Tasha 
Marguerit e Marie Santos
Michael Thomas Santos
Shirley Ann Shannon
Helen Dorothy Thomas 
Joseph John Trovato 
E. Judith Vizard 
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W. Joel Vizard
Deborah Ann Wilson 
Joyce Carol Woods 
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